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Abstract
Conduction of electrical excitation in cardiac tissue is mediated by multiple physiological
factors. Abnormal conduction may lead to onset of arrhythmia, and is correlated experi-
mentally and clinically with electrogram fractionation. In-silico modelling studies seek to
characterise and predict the biophysical phenomena underlying electrical excitation and
conduction, and thus inform experiment design, and diagnostic and treatment strategies.
Existing models assume syncytial or continuum behaviour, which may not be an accurate
assumption in the disease setting. The aim of this thesis is to correlate simple theoretical
and experimental models of abnormal cardiac conduction, and investigate the limits of
validity of the theoretical models under critical parameter choices.
An experimental model of 1D continuum conduction is established in guinea pig pap-
illary muscle to examine the relationship between mean tissue resistivity and electrical
conduction velocity (CV). The relationship is compared with a monodomain tissue model
coupled with the Luo Rudy I (LR1) guinea pig ventricular action potential, which obeys
classical cable theory of conduction under pharmacological modulation. An experimental
model of 1D discrete conduction is created via development of a micro-patterned culture
model of the HL-1 atrial myocyte cell line on micro-electrode arrays, which has a lower
baseline conduction velocity compared to conventional cardiomyocyte models. A novel
1D bidomain model of conduction of discrete cells coupled by gap junctions is proposed
and validated, based on existing analytical and numerical studies, and coupled to the
LR1 model.
Simulation of slow conduction under modulation of physiological parameters reveal
differences in the excitation conduction between continuum and discrete models. Electro-
gram fractionation is observed in the discrete model, which may be a more realistic model
of conduction in diseased myocardium. This work highlights possibilities and challenges
in comparing and validating theoretical models with data from experiments, and the im-
portance of choosing the appropriate modelling assumptions for the specific physiological
question.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The work in this thesis examines multi scale theoretical and experimental models of car-
diac excitation under modulation of tissue conduction properties. Specifically, it assesses
the factors affecting the validity of modelling assumptions in studies of excitation prop-
agation. The ultimate aim is to improve understanding of the cardiac electrogram.
Section 1.2 determines the open challenges and questions which this thesis aims to
address. Finally, the outline of the thesis is presented in Section 1.3, which formulates
the main hypotheses and aims of this work.
1.2 Summary and key challenges
Chapter 2 introduces the background literature on cardiac arrhythmias and theoretical
and experimental models developed, and outlines several existing modalities for measur-
ing cell, tissue and organ electrophysiology. Each recording modality has specific advan-
tages and disadvantages, such as spatial or temporal resolution, toxicity or capability to
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record conduction over a large area. Certain techniques cannot easily be transferred to
human studies, due to technical, ethical or financial barriers, yet are essential for gaining
detailed electrophysiological information which cannot be simply obtained using the ECG
or catheter recordings.
It is thus important to decipher as much biological detail as possible from limited
in-vivo recording techniques, and to determine the electrophysiology of the substrate
based on these limited details. Doing so requires a deeper understanding of how elec-
trophysiological activity affects the signature of the unipolar electrogram, which remains
the primary diagnostic tool in the hospital EP clinic. This requires a close interaction
between experimental, theoretical and clinical in-vivo studies, as validated, detailed the-
oretical models have the capability to replicate and extrapolate experimental trends, and
provide a platform to generate simulated electrograms which can be compared to clinical
data. Conversely, if a theoretical relationship is established between a certain electro-
physiological phenomenon and a particular clinical dataset, then an inverse theoretical
problem may be solved when clinical data is recorded, which then has the potential to
aid diagnosis and treatment.
In order to form correlations between experimental, theoretical and clinical results, it
is important to understand the key limitations and assumptions of specific experimental
techniques and also theoretical models. A model with a minimum spatial resolution to
satisfy modelling assumptions may not produce physiologically relevant result at a finer
spatial scale. The critical spatial and temporal resolutions at which a model breaks down
may lead to incorrect conclusions, and care must be taken to ensure that theoretical and
experimental work can justifiably be compared and correlated with each other.
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1.3 Aims and Outline of Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to assess the factors affecting the validity of multi scale theoreti-
cal and experimental models of cardiac excitation under modulation of tissue conduction
properties. The work in this thesis addresses this aim via the following sub aims:
• To develop an integrative approach towards understanding cardiac excitation via
combining research in both experimental and theoretical models.
• To develop and investigate a discrete framework and approach to understanding
slow electrical conduction, and understanding the subsequent local electrogram.
• To investigate the physiological parameter range in experimental models of cardiac
conduction, and understand limitations of experimental models.
• To assess the numerical and physiological parameters for which continuum tissue
models produce physiologically meaningful predictions.
These sub–aims will be addressed within this thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the physiological background and current state–of–the–art un-
derlying cardiac excitation and methods of detecting electrical activity in the laboratory
and clinic. Chapter 3 describes the general numerical methods used, including a finite
difference implementation of the monodomain cable model in Matlab. The action poten-
tial models used in the thesis are presented, along with the mathematical formulation of
the virtual electrogram.
Chapter 4 concerns the experimental guinea pig papillary muscle data, acquired in
and from the laboratory of Professor CH Fry at the University of Surrey. This is matched
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in Chapter 5 with numerical simulation of excitation in a 1D continuum cable model of
guinea pig papillary muscle using the Luo–Rudy I action potential model.
In Chapter 6, work to optimise an experimental technique to obtain linear strands
and subsequent 1D conduction on micro electrode arrays at the discrete myocyte level is
presented, using the HL–1 atrial myocyte cell line.
Based on the patterned cell strand setup from Chapter 6, Chapter 7 documents a novel
implementation of a 1D mathematical bidomain model of discrete myocytes coupled by
gap junctions and a physiological action potential. The numerical stability of this model
is explored, and the discrete model is compared with the continuum cable model under
modulation of physiological parameters, and for different levels of spatial discretisation
to observe the critical resolution at which the continuum approximation deviates from
the discrete model.
Initial work to carry out single cell characterisation of the HL–1 is presented in Ap-
pendix B, developing a mathematical action potential model for the HL–1 clone 6 cell
line, and testing its properties when coupled to a continuum tissue model. This work,
although carried out in parallel with the other research documented, is not presented
towards results in the final thesis.
Chapter 8 summarises and discusses results obtained in the preceding chapters with
relation to the aims of the thesis, and identifies potential avenues of further research.
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Chapter 2
Physiological background
This chapter sets out the physiology background and current state–of–the–art experi-
mental knowledge within cardiac electrophysiology. Section 2.1 is concerned with an
introduction to cardiac arrhythmias, the gross structure of cardiac tissue and cardiac
muscle cells (cardio–myocytes), and the electrical functionality of the cardio–myocytes
due to action potentials. Section 2.2 explores the existing experimental literature on ar-
rhythmia initiation, introducing the notion that a complex interaction of changes in both
cardiac structure and function are responsible for arrhythmia initiation and maintenance.
Accurately describing the complexity of excitable tissue is a key step towards understand-
ing these interactions, both in the clinical and the laboratory environment. The clinical
challenge of correctly detecting and diagnosing complex arrhythmias informs Section 2.3,
which reviews several in–vivo and in–vitro electrical recording techniques, and introduces
the difficulty of understanding the pathophysiology of arrhythmia based on limited clini-
cal data (the inverse problem of electrophysiology). Section 2.4 examines the theoretical
modelling literature, with a focus on reviewing the assumptions underlying the modelling
of multi scale tissue and cellular electrical behaviour.
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2.1 The electrical conduction system of the heart
The heart functions as a mechanical pump. Blood is pumped from the atria in to the
ventricles, which then contract to circulate blood around the body. The mechanical con-
traction and relaxation of heart muscle is triggered by synchronised electrical activity
in cardiac myocytes. Normal sinus rhythm starts in the sino-atrial (SA) node, sending
a wavefront of electrical activity across the atrium, through the atrio-ventricular (AV)
node, the bundle of His and the Purkinje fibres before spreading excitation in the ven-
tricle from apex to base, leading to ventricular contraction (Fig. 2.1). The rate of sinus
rhythm can be increased by the autonomic nervous system to accelerate the transport of
blood through the body.
Figure 2.1: The heart and its electrical conduction system. Electrical impulses start
in the sino-atrial (SA) node and travel via the atria to the AV node. From there, the
electrical impulse travels through the His fibers and the Purkinje fibers to the left and
right ventricles. (Reproduced from Wang and Estes [2002]).
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The lumped electrical behaviour of the heart can be measured non–invasively us-
ing the electrocardiogram (ECG). a ‘first glance’ technique for diagnosis of arrhythmias
[Hampton, 2003] via electrical recordings from pairs of external electrodes placed on the
body surface. Output through a specific pair of electrodes is known as a lead, with 12
leads forming the standard ECG. In Lead I of the ECG measured between electrodes on
the left and right arms, the P wave corresponds to atrial electrical depolarisation preced-
ing atrial contraction, and the QRS complex, the ventricular depolarisation preceding
ventricular contraction (the atrial re–polarisation is concealed within the QRS wave due
to its relatively small amplitude). The T wave corresponds to ventricular re–polarisation.
The ECG serves as a common technique for cardiovascular screening, and as an initial
tool for diagnosing cardiac arrhythmias [Hampton, 2003]. For in–depth diagnosis and
treatment of arrhythmias in specialised electrophysiology clinics, intra–cardiac electro-
gram signals are obtained, via insertion of specialised catheters in the heart, which can
record electrical activity and deliver radio–frequency or cryo ablations to treat the ar-
rhythmia.
2.1.1 Cardiac arrhythmias
Cardiac arrhythmias refer to non-sinus rhythm behaviour, which affects cardiac con-
traction and can lead to sudden death, or increased mortality from non-sudden cardiac
deaths. Around 50% of cardiac related deaths are attributable to sudden death [Huikuri
et al., 2001], with some 100,000 sudden cardiac deaths per year in the UK alone [Morgan
et al., 2006].
Arrhythmias can be classified by the location, rate and frequency of occurrence, and
its effect on cardiac contractility. Tachyarrhythmias are characterised by an abnormally
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increased heart rate, and bradyarrhythmias by a slowed heart rate. Within this thesis,
bradyarrhythmias are not investigated, with understanding the mechanisms underlying
tachyarrhythmias the primary concern.
Common tachyarrhythmias include atrial flutter, ventricular tachycardia, atrial fibril-
lation and ventricular fibrillation. Biological mechanisms underlying simpler arrhythmias
such as atrial flutter are well understood, and thus successful treatment of these in spe-
cialist electrophysiology centres is routine. However, atrial fibrillation and ventricular
tachycardia are examples of arrhythmias that are not simple to diagnose or treat. These
develop due to clinical cardiac pathologies, such as coronary artery disease, hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy or congenital heart disease. As a result of these diseases, complex patho-
logical changes may occur, such as structural and functional remodelling of cardiac tissue,
which result in a complicated substrate that is more susceptible to initiation and main-
tenance of arrhythmias [Peters et al., 1997, Severs et al., 2008, Zou, 2005] .
Mechanisms leading to the onset of tachyarrhythmia can be classified in to three
categories [Wolf and Berul, 2008]: automaticity, triggered activity and re-entry. These
are described in Figure 2.2, briefly outlined below, and described in more detail in Section
2.2.
Automaticity
Electrical automaticity refers to the self–excitability of cells without external stimulus.
It is a property found in cardiac myocytes located within the sinus node, AV node and
the His-Purkinje fibres (see Figure 2.1) due to the existence of specific ionic currents
such as the funny current or the T–type calcium channel (see Figure 2.2). Alterations in
the ionic currents within these cells may lead to increased automaticity and subsequent
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Figure 2.2: Three mechanisms, individually or in combination, are responsible for caus-
ing cardiac arrhythmia: automaticity, triggered activity and re–entry. Abbreviations
as follows: AP action potential, HCM hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, DCM dilated
cardiomyopathy, ARVD/C arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy,
LQT: Long QT, CPVT: Catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia. (Re-
produced from Wolf and Berul [2008])
arrhythmia.
Triggered Activity
Electrically activated cardiac myocytes are subject to a period of inexcitability or ‘re-
fractoriness ’, which is described more in Section 2.1.2. Alterations to the ionic currents
within these cells may lead to a change of the electrical activation period within or
beyond the time period of inexcitability. This mismatch of activation and inexcitation
periods may trigger additional excitation in the myocytes outside of normal sinus rhythm.
These triggers can be sub-classified in to early after–depolarisation (EADs) and delayed
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after-depolarisations (DADs) (Figure 2.2), which will be introduced in the following sub-
sections.
Re-entry
Re-entry refers to a self-perpetuating electrical wavefront over a region of cardiac tissue
that does not terminate, creating a circuit of electrical activity over which tissue contin-
ues to be re-excited independently of normal sinus rhythm stimulation. Re-entry can be
further divided in to anatomical and functional re–entry.
Anatomical re-entry refers to movement around a structural obstacle of in-excitation,
such as a region of infarcted or scarred tissue, or a pulmonary vein, and was elegantly
described by Mines [Mines, 1913]. He demonstrated the principle of re-entrant behaviour
around a fixed anatomical obstacle, based on the concept of uni–conductional block as
a necessity for initiation. For a circuit of excitable tissue that is stimulated at a single
point on the circuit, excitation will spread in both directions around the circuit, with
the two wavefronts eventually colliding and cancelling. However, if just one side of the
excitation wavefront is blocked, then this will allow the other wavefront to traverse the
circuit forming a re-entrant loop.
Furthermore, Mines introduced the notion of the unexcitable wavelength of tissue,
which is the product of the speed of excitation and the time period of unexcitability.
He then compared the path length of the circuit versus the wavelength. If the former
is larger, then an ‘excitable gap’ permits the wavefront to perpetuate around the circuit
and re–entry successfully occurs, as depicted in Fig. 2.3.
A location of common anatomical re-entry is around the pulmonary veins in the
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atrium, where there is a region of excitable tissue extending 1–2 cm in to the sleeves of
the veins that can act as a source of reentrant behaviour.
Figure 2.3: Mines described the relationship between speed of excitation and the period
of unexcitability, introducing the concept of the unexcitable wavelength. In a), the unex-
citable wavelength (in black) is greater than the path length and the excitation wavefront
terminates when it encounters its tail. In b), the wavelength is shorter than the path
length and this leads to a sustained reentrant circuit (Reproduced from Mines [1913]).
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Functional re-entry occurs around normally excitable obstacles which are temporarily
unexcitable in time, and again leads to self perpetuating wavefronts of activity. This was
discovered by Garrey [1914] around the same time as Mines who described anatomical
entry; he demonstrated that a fixed anatomical obstacle is not required for reentrant
behaviour to be observed. This was further explained by Allessie et al. [1977], who de-
scribed the ‘leading circle’ re–entrant circuit around an area of tissue in a permanently
unexcitable state . In this re–entrant circuit, there is no excitable gap, and the excita-
tion wavefront activates the tissue ahead, which has just recovered from excitation. If,
instead, the re–entrant wavefront meets refractory tissue ahead, then it is described to
encounter a line of functional block and this may lead to termination of the wavefront.
A re-entrant wavefront may be be initiated when a planar excitation wave encounters a
partial line of functional block, causing the wavefront to change direction around the line
of block.
Functional re-entry and lines of functional block are now commonly accepted mecha-
nisms of arrhythmia initiation, and are thought to be the cause behind spiral wave and
rotor activity measured in atrial arrhythmias [Narayan et al., 2012b]. These forms of
electrical excitation therefore form the focus of many current mathematical modelling
and experimental studies [Fenton et al., 2002, Jalife, 2003, ten Tusscher and Panfilov,
2006]
Of these three mechanisms, arrhythmogenesis of reentrant behaviour are least un-
derstood, with diagnosis and treatment of atrial fibrillation (AF) currently the primary
challenge in the electrophysiology clinic [Jose´ Jalife and Kalifa, 2009]. Conduction slow-
ing and conduction block are primary initiators of AF [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004], and thus
the study of mechanisms underlying conduction slowing and conduction block form the
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primary interest of this thesis. This requires introduction to the cellular and sub-cellular
mechanisms in cardiac myocytes, which is the focus of the next section.
2.1.2 Cellular action potentials
A cardiac myocyte stimulated from its resting transmembrane potential has an associated
electrical action potential (AP) which is a change in electrical potential across the cell
membrane over time. This change is due to the flow of ions via specialised ion channels
- pore-forming proteins - which transport ions across the cell’s plasma membrane via
electro-chemical gradients. The electrochemical gradient across a cell membrane for a
given ion type is determined by the Nernst equation :
V =
RT
zF
ln
Co
Ci
(2.1)
• V is the transmembrane potential in Volts (conventionally defined as intracellular
potential minus the extracellular),
• Co, Ci denote the concentrations outside and inside the membrane respectively ,
• T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin,
• R is the gas constant and F Faradays constant respectively,
• z denotes the valence or charge of the ion in elementary units.
In the absence of other ions, the transmembrane current is zero when the ionic con-
centration inside and outside the cells are balanced. The transmembrane potential at
which this occurs is referred to as the reversal or Nernst potential within the context
of a single ion system. A small change in this transmembrane potential results in net
movement of the ion across the cell membrane, resulting in a further change in potential.
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Within a multiple ion channel system such as cardiomyocytes, the transmembrane
potential is due to a contribution of activity from different ions. Alongside the regular
ion channels which can be in the state of open, closed or inactivated, active ion pumps
constantly transport ions against the concentration gradient, so there is an imbalance in
potential across the cell membrane. The equilibrium resting potential of the cell is thus
non-zero (conventionally written as negative). The resting potential of a myocyte due to
all ions can be determined by the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation which is a generalised
form of the Nernst equation:
V =
RT
zF
ln
∑
m pC+m [C
+
m]out +
∑
n pC−n [C
−
n ]in∑
m pC+m [C
+
m]in +
∑
n pC−n [C
−
n ]out
, (2.2)
where pCm,n represents the permeability for ion Cm,n, and [C
+,−
m,n ]in,out represents the con-
centration of that ion either inside or outside the cell.
A cardiac myocyte at a temporal steady state of its transmembrane potential is de-
scribed to be at rest, and excitable. A typical resting transmembrane potential of cardiac
myocytes would be around −70 to −85mV . Upon displacement from this resting poten-
tial above threshold, an action potential is triggered [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004]. Ignoring
the other ionic currents present in cardiac myocytes specific to a given species or cell type,
which will be discussed further in Section 2.4.1, the major ions involved in the cardiac
action potential are sodium (Na), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca). The mammalian
ventricular action potential is divided in to 5 phases as outlined below, and depicted in
Figure 2.4:
• Resting (Phase 4): The resting potential of the cardiac myocyte is between −70
to −85 mV, which is closest to the reversal potential of potassium. It is polarised,
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of a typical mammalian ventricular action potential against time.
It can be divided in to 5 phases which refer to distinct qualitative features.
excitable and responsive to stimuli.
• Rapid Depolarisation or Upstroke (Phase 0): A small super–threshold electrical
stimulus causes a deviation from the resting potential, and causes rapid opening
of sodium (Na+) channels. This permits a large influx of sodium ions, which
depolarises the cell. This typically occurs within 1-2 milliseconds.
• Initial Repolarisation (Phase 1): The inactivation of Na+ channels, combined with
the opening of the potassium (K+) channel causing potassium ions to flow out of
the membrane, begins the repolarisation of the cell.
• Plateau (Phase 2): The opening of L-type slow calcium (Ca2+) channels (influx
of calcium ions) balances with the eﬄux of potassium ions, which slows down the
repolarisation process and gives rise to a plateau phase at around 0mV.
• Rapid Repolarisation (Phase 3): The closure of L-type Ca2+ channels disturbs the
potential balance from the plateau phase, and creates a net outward current of the
membrane which results in a drop in membrane potential. The K+ channels close
after the membrane potential is restored to resting state.
The upstroke of the AP has been studied in detail [Hille, 2001], and modelled math-
ematically. In the classic Hodgkin–Huxley formulation, sodium channel activity is de-
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scribed by the equation:
INa = gNa(V − ENa), (2.3)
where gNa refers to the conductance of the sodium channels, and ENa (∼ 50mV ) is the
reversal potential of the sodium current. More specifically, gNa = gNam
3h is decomposed
in to peak conductance gNa (with all sodium channels fully open), multiplied by rate
constants m3 and h, where m and h are voltage dependent functions varying between 0
and 1, that effectively determine the probability of all the sodium channels being open
or inactivated. Sodium channels open rapidly within several milliseconds, then typically
undergo an extended period of inactivation before closing. It is known that the full AP
upstroke can be triggered even under reduced sodium activity [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004].
There are differences between characteristic cardiac action potentials in specific re-
gions of the heart, due to specialist functions of myocytes in the region. Nodal (SA, AV
node) cells do not exhibit a resting potential due to automaticity capabilities of these cells
and have a slower AP upstroke, while the duration of atrial myocyte action potentials
are shorter than that of ventricular myocytes. Figure 2.5 demonstrates typical action po-
tentials in different regions of the heart. Furthermore, there are inter-species differences
in cardiac action potentials. Variability of the action potential in different species will be
discussed further in Section 2.4.1.
Initiation of the action potential causes myocyte contractility via excitation-contraction
coupling. Ca2+ ions released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) within the myocytes
induces the plateau (phase 2) of the AP. The released calcium ions bind with troponin,
altering its shape and position, thus allowing actin and myosin to bind together. This
causes shortening of the muscle fibres or myofibrils, on which actin filaments are aligned.
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Figure 2.5: Variation in the typical action potential in regions of the heart are due to
regional cardiac myocytes having specific roles within the conduction system. Overlaid
in time with the lead I ECG, the SA and AV node cells exhibit a slower upstroke than
other myocytes, and the lack of a plateau phase. An atrial action potential has a shorter
temporal duration than a ventricular AP, whilst there are differences in AP shape within
the thickness of the ventricular wall. (Reproduced from Nerbonne and Kass [2005])
After–depolarisations
A second stimulus delivered shortly after an AP is initiated (for example during phase 2,
3 or even 4) may not successfully trigger a second AP. If it does however, the second AP is
known as an after–depolarisation and may have a shorter temporal duration. If this after–
depolarisation occurs during phase 2 or 3, it is known as an early after–depolarisation
(EAD) . If triggered during phase 4, it is known as a delayed after–depolarisation (DAD) .
This second AP, if synchronised across the domain, leads to a second, weaker, contraction
of the tissue. The presence of EADs or DADs may initiate other problems in the heart:
• The weaker second contraction affects the efficiency of heart contraction and the
subsequent blood pressure. This may result in thrombus formation which can cause
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coronary artery occlusion and subsequent myocardial infarction.
• The second AP prolongs the repolarisation of myocytes when other myocytes are
in a polarised state. Thus, a regular propagated SR beat after an EAD or DAD
may lead to conduction block at the site of prolongation. This will affect the
synchronisation of systole across the domain.
• An EAD while calcium ions have not been fully pumped back in to the SR or out of
the cell may result in a greater local concentration of calcium ions, causing a stronger
contraction. Over time, a net increase of calcium concentration in myocytes occur,
leading to stronger contractions. This may lead to remodelling of the heart which
increases general arrhythmia susceptibility.
Action potential duration, diastolic interval, restitution and alternans
The Action Potential Duration (APD) is the time between depolarisation and end of
repolarisation. In practice, it is hard to define the APD on experimental data as a typi-
cal action potential in phase 3 will decay to the resting potential slowly, so the crossover
between the end of phase 3 and start of phase 4 is ambiguous. A commonly used measure
is APD90 , which is the time taken for the transmembrane voltage to drop by 90% of its
full depolarisation amplitude.
The Refractory Period (RP) defines the temporal duration following depolarisation,
during which the myocyte cannot be excited to initiate a ‘complete’ action potential. Sub-
classifications of the refractory period are used to distinguish further electrical properties
of myocytes. The Effective Refractory Period (ERP) refers to the length of time during
which the myocyte is completely unexcitable. A cardiac myocyte not in its ERP but
still repolarising is relatively refractory. If stimulated during this period, they myocyte
may depolarise again but with a shorter and qualitatively different action potential. The
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subsequent contraction is also correspondingly less strong.
In programmed electrical stimulation of cardiac myocytes with a given cycle length
(CL) (or pacing frequency), the diastolic interval (DI) refers to the time interval between
the end of one action potential and the beginning of another. This can be determined
using the equation
DI = CL− APD
Cardiac cells are known to exhibit restitution, where the APD shortens in response
to decreasing diastolic intervals. This is an effect of cardiac cells adapting to a change in
pacing frequency. The effect of restitution can be examined in single cell experiments or
through computer simulation of the action potential, and, where APD is plotted against
DI or CL as a restitution curve. A slope in the restitution curve with gradient > 1 is
considered as a precursor to initiation of complex dynamics, such as alternans [Qu and
Weiss, 2006]. Figure 2.6 reproduced from Qu and Weiss [2006] shows a typical restitu-
tion curve (filled circles) of a guinea pig AP against a curve of an AP with modified ion
channel characteristics (open circles).
Cardiac alternans refer to cardiac tissue exhibiting APs with an alternating sequence
of long and short duration [Qu et al., 2000, Qu and Weiss, 2006, ten Tusscher and Panfilov,
2006]. This phenomenon occurs when cardiac tissue is paced at a fast cycle length, and
is associated with transition in to arrhythmia such as fibrillation.
2.1.3 Myocardial tissue structure and anatomy
In this subsection, the myocardial architecture of the heart is briefly introduced, with
specific reference to structural effects on electrical connectivity, based on structural char-
acterisation studies completed in human and animal tissue.
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Figure 2.6: A restitution curve plots Action Potential Duration (APD) against Diastolic
Interval (DI). This figure shows the restitution of a Luo–Rudy guinea pig AP [Luo and
Rudy, 1991] (filled circles) versus an AP with modified ion channels (open circles). The
curve typically steepens and terminates when the APD reaches some minimum value. A
slope of > 1 is correlated with initiation of complex cardiac dynamics. (Reproduced from
Qu and Weiss [2006]).
The heart is a complex 3–dimensional structure comprised of multiple cell types with
specific functions. In the ventricles, layered 2D sheets of myocytes are observed through
the thickness of the ventricular wall parallel with the epicardium. Each myocardial sheet
has its long axes in a primary orientation which varies from endocardium to epicardium.
Within each sheet, myocytes are long, thin and aligned with their long axis in similar
orientations. Typical dimensions for a ventricular cardiac myocyte are around 100µm in
length, and 20µm in diameter. and the thickness of the human ventricular wall is in the
order of 1− 2cm [Streeter, 1979].
The atrial wall is thinner, in the order of several millimetres and there is no clear
alignment of the atrial myocytes in sheets [Ho and Sa´nchez-Quintana, 2009]. Atrial my-
ocytes are clustered in bundles organised in a complex manner, with myocyte orientation
following the local bundle orientation [Sachse, 2004]. Within individual anatomical struc-
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tures, there are specific bundle orientations. For example, myocytes on the atria near the
sleeves of the pulmonary veins exhibit a circumferential orientation.
Orientation of cells along the long axis in to sheets and fibre bundles leads to anisotropy
- a directional dependence of electrical conduction velocity in the heart. Electrical wave-
fronts conduct faster along the long axis of a cell than in other directions. This permits
electrical wavefronts to propagate quickly throughout the heart, which then causes mus-
cular contraction in the specified direction.
For detailed anatomical measurements, tissue and microscopic architecture in both
human and animal hearts, the reader is referred to models and studies by the Auckland
Bioengineering group. In particular, the canine heart is characterised by LeGrice et al.
[1995], the tissue microstructure of the rat ventricle is described and modelled by Hooks
[2002], and the general effect of cardiac anatomy and structural discontinuities on elec-
trical activation are reviewed by Smaill et al. [2004]. This series of studies indicate that
anatomical and structural features such as tissue microstructure, cellular arrangement
and connectivity, may play an important role in the initiation and maintenance of ar-
rhythmia. This view was first proposed by Madison Spach, who led a series of studies
to investigate the effect of anatomical features and structural discontinuities on electrical
activation in the heart [Spach and Heidlage, 1995, Spach, 2001, 2003, Spach et al., 1988,
Spach and Miller, 1981, 1982].
Other cell types
Myocytes are not the only cell type located within the heart. Fibroblasts which are
responsible for synthesis of the extracellular matrix and collagen are found in large quan-
tities (50-70% of heart cells) [Agocha et al., 1997]. Fibroblasts have been found to couple
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with cardiac myocytes [Kohl, 2003], and both are embedded within the extra-cellular
matrix of connective tissue which is formed of collagen, elastin, laminin and fibronectin.
Studies of other cell types or the interaction between myocytes and other cell types are
not considered within this study.
2.1.4 Gap junctions
Gap junctions (GJs) are low–resistance pathways interlinking cytoplasms of neighbouring
cells, which allow small ions and molecules of less than 1 kilo Dalton to pass through.
They are thought to be crucial for maintaining speed of action propgation from cell to
cell. Gap junctions are formed by channel-forming sub-units known as connexons which
are normally located in the step–like intercalated disc structure at the end face of the
myocyte, and ‘dock’ with a connexon located in a neighbouring myocyte. This can be
visualised in Figure 2.7.
Each connexon sub-unit is formed of six connexin (Cx) proteins and can be formed
of combinations of different connexin isoforms. The most common isoforms found in the
human heart are Connexin 40, 43 and 45, with Cx43 being the predominant isoform.
Connexons composed of six identical isoforms are called homomeric, and are called het-
eromeric if formed by a combination of differing connexin isoforms. Gap junctions which
are formed from identical connexon types are homotypic, and are heterotypic otherwise.
The specific properties of each gap junction type is not a primary concern of this thesis;
the reader is referred to Severs 2008 for a comprehensive review [Severs et al., 2008].
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Figure 2.7: Diagrammatic view of a gap junctional channel. Each channel is made of two
connexons, with each connexon formed by 6 connexin proteins in a circular arrangement.
A connexin protein consists of four transmembrane domains, with the hydrophobic C–
terminus and N–terminus at the docking interface. Image reproduced courtesy of Dr Rasheda
Chowdhury.
2.2 Effects of structure and function on initiation of
arrhythmia
In this section, the effects of cardiac structure and function on the initiation of arrhyth-
mias are explored in more detail. In particular, the focus is on mechanisms underlying
changes in the conduction velocity of excitable wavefronts, which leads to complicated
behaviours and potential arrhythmogenesis.
Lateralisation
As described in the previous section, gap junctions are low–resistance pathways inter-
linking cytoplasms of neighbouring cells, which in healthy cardiac tissue, are primarily
located at the step–like intercalated disc structures at the end face of myocytes, perpen-
dicular to the long axis. This can be seen in an sectioned image of healthy tissue shown
in Figure 2.8a in which Cx43 protein has been labelled red via immunolabelling.
It has been shown [Peters et al., 1997], [Severs et al., 2008] that in diseased my-
ocardium such as in recovered areas following myocardial infarction, gap junctions ap-
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pear in the lateral part of the cell membrane (known as lateralisation). This is thought
to alter spatial heterogeneity in cell conductivity, which changes the anisotropy of the
myocardial substrate and makes the heart more pro-arrhythmic through subsequently
affecting electrical conduction velocities.
(a) In healthy cardiac tissue, Cx43 (red) is ag-
gregated in step–like structures within the in-
tercalated disc, located at the end faces of my-
ocytes. The cytoplasm is labelled in blue indi-
cating the primary fibre direction.
(b) In diseased cardiac tissue, GJ–forming Cx43
protein (red) are located along the lateral mem-
brane of myocytes in addition to the end faces.
This is known as Cx43 lateralisation. The di-
rection of the myocytes is similar to a).
Figure 2.8: Distribution of Cx43 protein in healthy (a) and diseased (b) canine ventricular
tissue as a marker of gap junction localisation. Cx43 are labelled in red and cytoplasm
in blue, using immuno–labelling. Images courtesy of Mrs Pravina Patel [Patel et al., 2001], and
adapted for visualisation purposes.
2.2.1 Initiation of action potential up pastroke and conduction
slowing
Initiation of the cardiac action potential from its polarised resting phase is due to com-
plex interaction of several factors including both structural and functional [Kle´ber and
Rudy, 2004]. Initiation alters the shape of the foot of the AP upstroke curve, and is
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closely correlated with conduction slowing; a shallow foot indicates slow conduction of
excitation. Reduced conduction speed is considered pro–arrhythmic as it can either lead
to conduction block, or shorten the wavelength of electrical excitation, which permits
multiple wavefronts and re–entry to be sustained within the cardiac substrate (see Sec-
tion 2.1.1). The effects of structural and functional factors governing imitation of the AP
upstroke and conduction slowing is summarised in the following section.
Safety factor
The safety factor of conduction is related to source sink relationships [Rohr et al., 1997]
and defines success of action potential propagation. It is defined in Shaw and Rudy [1997]
and Wang and Rudy [2000] to be given as the ratio between charge generated to an charge
consumed by an area of excitable tissue. Mathematically, it is described as:
SF =
∫
A
Icdt+
∫
A
Ioutdt∫
A
Iindt
A|Qm > 0. (2.4)
Ic is the capacitative current of the tissue, and Iin, Iout are the axial currents entering and
departing the tissue respectively. The charge Q of each term can be determined by the
time integral of the current over an interval A, during which net membrane charge Qm
is positive. At the resting potential, Qm = 0. However, a depolarising region consumes
charge (sink) and Qm increases to a positive peak. As the tissue discharges excitation
by depolarising downstream tissue, Qm decreases back to zero, and has completed its
sink–source cycle defined by the interval A|Qm > 0.
The safety factor is thus the quotient of total charge that the tissue receives (Qin) plus
the charge generated by the tissue via depolarisation Qc, over charge used to depolarise
downstream cells (Qout). A SF of > 1 characterises successful conduction in a linear
system with uniform cellular properties. The key determinants of charge in and out are
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given [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004] by contributions of gap junctional resistance, contribution
of different ion currents or the cell dimensions.
Sodium (Na) channel excitability
Reduced availability of sodium channels leading to reduction in excitability occurs in
acute ischemia, tachycardia and in certain electrical remodelling [Kleber, 2005]. Shaw
and Rudy [1997] simulated the effects of progressive reduction of sodium excitability (by
reduction in the density of available sodium channels), on the conduction velocity (CV)
and the safety factor (SF) of conduction. They found that velocity and SF decreased
monotonically as membrane excitability was reduced. Conduction failure occurred when
SF decreased below 1, and the slowest CV recorded was 17cm/s.
Gap junctional coupling
The role of gap junctions (GJs) in propagation have been explored in theoretical and
numerical studies [Rudy and Quan, 1987, Shaw and Rudy, 1997, Spach and Heidlage,
1995]. In simulations of 1D cells Shaw and Rudy [1997], normal gap junctional conduc-
tance was reported as gj = 2.5µS, with a typical conduction velocity of 54cm/s. Normal
conduction time across the 100µm myocyte was 0.1ms, which was similar across gap
junctions across the intercellular boundary that was 80A˚, indicating that even in normal
conduction, propagation is discontinuous at cellular level with 50% of total conduction
time being due to junctional delay. A ten–fold decrease of gj increased intercellular
conduction delay and decreased intracellular conduction time, resulting in gap junction
dominance of the overall macroscopic conduction velocity.
The additional effect of transverse propagation present in multicellular strands acted
to attenuate the junctional delay from 50% of total conduction time down to ∼ 20% [Fast
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and Kle´ber, 1993], suggesting that in three dimensions, inhomogeneities during propa-
gation due to GJ delays smooths to an extent that 3D propagation can be considered
continuous under normal GJ coupling.
Cell size was also found to be a parameter affecting the ratio of junctional delays to
total delay [Joyner, 1982]. In a recent optical mapping study with a neonatal rat ventric-
ular myocyte (NRVM) cell culture preparation, cytoplasmic conduction time was 38µs
compared with 80µs at cell ends [Fast and Kle´ber, 1993].
It was also found by Shaw and Rudy [1997] that decreasing intercellular coupling
initially increased the maximum rate of action potential upstroke dV/dtmax in a discon-
tinuous model of conduction before decreasing sharply immediately preceding conduc-
tion block, but was unchanged in a continuous model. Peak sodium channel excitability
gNa was monotonically decreased by decreased intercellular coupling, explained by an
extended sub threshold depolarisation providing time for sodium channel inactivation
before activation threshold can be reached, resulting in reduced channel availability and
thus a smaller gNa. Further discussion by Kleber [2005] has discussed the relative role of
L–type calcium channels compared to sodium channels in supporting slow conduction at
high GJ coupling, although this is not covered in the scope of this thesis.
2.3 Detection and measurement of electrical activity
This section introduces some existing methodologies for measurement of electrical activ-
ity within the ex-vivo framework. Improved diagnostic capabilities from in-vivo cardiac
electrical measurements derive from better understanding of the underlying biological
mechanisms, which occurs as we derive further insights from in-vivo and ex-vivo mea-
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surements. This is a long and complicated process of experimental design, testing and
feedback, and in-silico modelling is a key component that can reduce the time and cost
of this process.
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a ‘first glance’ technique for diagnosis of arrhyth-
mias [Hampton, 2003] via electrical recordings from external electrodes placed on the
body surface. The ECG records summated activity from the heart, but cannot provide
a detailed spatial map of cell electrophysiology. More advanced tools are used to obtain
better spatial resolution on the epi- and endocardium of the heart. Each technique has
different spatial and temporal resolutions, and is often used in separate contexts. De-
vices used in vivo are limited by size and their impact on the patient, and give a poorer
spatial resolution which is an issue when treating arrhythmias such as atrial fibrillation.
However ex-vivo devices with better spatial resolution are more cumbersome and dan-
gerous to use in the clinic. A deterministic way to correlate data obtained using these
different measurement techniques could make laboratory results more clinically relevant
and provide some way of translating observed electrophysiology phenomena in patients
in to questions that can be answered in the laboratory.
2.3.1 Unipolar, bipolar electrodes and cardiac catheters
A unipolar electrode refers to an electrode placed in proximity or in contact with the
object of measurement. The subsequent unipolar electrogram records electrical activ-
ity with reference to a far field reference potential. Simplistically, an activation wave
front moving towards the electrode produces a positive deflection on the electrogram,
and a negative deflection is recorded as the wave front moves away from the signal. This
biphasic signal on a unipolar electrode from a uniform propagating wavefront was mathe-
matically modelled by Clark and Plonsey, and Geslowitz in a series of papers on the core
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conductor model in the 1960s [Clark and Plonsey, 1966, 1968, Geselowitz, 1966]. They
derived a theoretical expression relating the measured electrical signal to the second spa-
tial derivative of the transmembrane potential in space and time.
The unipolar electrode in its most general definition includes any experimental setup
with a single electrode that measures current relative to a far field. Thus several leads
of the ECG are types of unipolar electrodes, as are a range of other electrode set ups
including plunge electrodes [Wang, 1995] and the micro–electrode array described below.
Within clinical cardiac electrophysiology however, the unipolar electrogram refers to car-
diac electrical data acquired via in-vivo measurement of the endocardial heart surface,
using electrodes embedded within cardiac catheters, which are inserted in to the heart
via the femoral vein in the groin. Catheter embedded band electrodes are typically cylin-
drical in shape, with a height of 1mm and a diameter of 1mm.
A bipolar electrode measures local electrical activation, via potential differences be-
tween two proximally located electrodes.
Variations of cardiac catheters exist for specific diagnostic and treatment procedures.
In a typical electrophysiology procedure, several catheters will be used in conjunction
with the 12 lead ECG, to record electrical activities at specific locations. Treatment in
EP procedures involve the delivery of radio–frequency or cryo–ablations to the tissue via
specialised ablation catheters which can also record electrical data.
More complicated catheters have up to twenty embedded unipolar electrodes, which
can be used to probe the sequence of electrical activation via either unipolar or bipolar
electrogram recordings. Other catheters include balloon or basket catheters containing
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multiple unipolar electrodes, which are capable of recording simultaneous low–resolution
spatial information in 3D closer to global coverage, compared to sequential data recorded
using simpler catheters. These multi–array catheters represent current state-of-the-art in
in-vivo human EP studies and are generating significant scientific interest, with Narayan
et al. [2011, 2012b,a] identifying the presence of spiral waves and rotors, previously un-
detected in human in-vivo recordings .
2.3.2 Multi–electrode arrays
Multi– or micro–electrode arrays (MEAs) describe smaller unipolar electrodes, typical
30 − 50µm in size, which are arranged within a regular array. These are typically used
in ex-vivo experiments on cardiac tissue or cells, and can provide higher level of spatial
accuracy compared to cardiac catheters which have greater electrode diameter and inter–
electrode distance. More detail on MEAs will be presented in Chapter 6.
2.3.3 Microelectrodes
Microelectrodes describe glass electrodes with a sharp micropipette tip, which is used
to impale a myocyte membrane and record the subsequent intracellular action potential.
The impaled micropipette contains potassium chloride (KCl) solution, and the recorded
data are the potential difference between the micropipette and a far field reference elec-
trode also containing KCl solution. This technique may be used to obtain very accurate
transmembrane potential data of single cells, and forms the basis for experimental re-
sults on guinea pig tissue obtained by Dr Paramdeep Dhillon, which is presented within
Chapter 4.
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2.3.4 Optical mapping
Optical mapping is a common ex-vivo technique for imaging spatial-temporal variations
in biological data, and is a common experimental modality for whole heart [Efimov,
2004], and cell culture studies [Himel et al., 2012]. The imaged substrate is infused with
a voltage–sensitive dye which binds to the cell membrane. The dye alters its fluorescence
emission spectra depending on the voltage at the cell surface. Upon excitation by the
chosen wavelength, the dye emits light at a lower wavelength which is detected by a CCD
or CMOS digital camera. This permits both spatial (conduction) and functional (opti-
cal action potential) properties of the tissue to be measured, which are not detectable
via unipolar electrodes. Additionally, dyes can be developed to examine other transient
properties, such as intracellular calcium cycling [Lee et al., 2011, 2012].
Each pixel on the camera records a voxel of information, which represents averaged
electrical information over that voxel. Thus, the dimensions of the voxel represent the
limit of spatial resolution of the optical data. The size of the voxel is dependent on
the diffusive properties of the substrate being studied. The diffusion problem of optical
mapping has been theoretically studied by Hyatt et al. [2008], and depth–specific optical
mapping techniques have been developed by the group of Walton et al. [2010].
Optical mapping is a useful tool for measuring acute electrophysiological information,
and many studies are published using this technique [Akar et al., 2001, Kucera et al.,
2001, Rohr et al., 1997, Fedorov et al., 2010]. However, long–term studies are not always
feasible due to toxicity effects of the specific voltage sensitive dyes, and the costs of using
voltage sensitive dyes. Additionally, it is unlikely that optical mapping can be used in
in-vivo human studies, due to logistical, ethical and financial complications.
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2.4 Modelling in cardiac electrophysiology
This section outlines the development of mathematical models to describe the biophysics
of cardiac electrophysiology, and highlights the key challenges that remain in the field.
In particular, the challenge of modelling pathophysiological changes is discussed.
2.4.1 Functional models of the single cardiac myocyte
The theoretical cardiac electrophysiology field initiated following the pioneering work by
Hodgkin and Huxley on membrane excitability within the squid nerve axon [Hodgkin and
Huxley, 1952]. The nerve axon is a single elongated cell; Hodgkin and Huxley separated
the propagation of electrical excitation in the axon in to two coupled components: the
functional electrical characteristics of the nerve cell described by transmembrane action
potential activity (the Hodgkin–Huxley action potential model), and passive propagation
of local dipole currents along the axon, from which cable theory and the cable equation
was introduced.
Within the Hodgkin–Huxley cell model, three ionic currents are described to deter-
mine the AP: a sodium (Na) current, potassium (K) current and a leakage current due to
natural membrane permeability. The model contains four variables: the transmembrane
voltage, the activation and inactivation variables of the sodium channel and the inacti-
vation variable of the potassium current.
The Hodgkin–Huxley model paved the way for two types of subsequent model devel-
opment of the single cell: mathematically simplified models which captured gross ‘phe-
nomenological’ behaviour (e.g. FitzHugh–Nagumo [Fitzhugh, 1961]) and more biophysi-
cally detailed models (Noble SA node model [Noble, 1962]), which sought to characterise
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accurately excitable behaviour in the single cell.
The development of the patch clamp technique in the 1980s brought further under-
standing of the ionic mechanisms within the single cell [Liem et al., 1995]. Subsequent
biophysical studies have built both on these experimental developments and on existing
cardiac cell models, via introduction of additional ionic currents and modified equations
to match with experimental data. The Beeler–Reuter model [Beeler and Reuter, 1977], a
generic ventricular myocyte model, is such an example, whilst other studies have sought
to characterise the AP of cells of specific species and anatomical location, such as guinea
pig ventricle [Luo and Rudy, 1991, 1994], human ventricle [Bueno-Orovio et al., 2008,
O’Hara and Rudy, 2012, ten Tusscher et al., 2004], and human atrium [Courtemanche
et al., 1998]. Many modern biophysical models include complicated dynamical behaviour
to capture intracellular calcium cycling and other cellular mechanisms, such as the sodium
calcium exchanger and ion pumps, which makes these models highly complex and com-
putationally demanding to solve [Lines et al., 2003].
The additional complexity and computational cost of such detailed biophysical mod-
els can be considered a disadvantage [Clayton et al., 2010]. Thus, development of simple
phenomenological models of the AP has continued alongside the emergence of more de-
tailed biophysical models. Simple phenomenological models aim to correctly capture the
main properties of the physiology, such as the AP shape, APD and its restitution. The
FitzHugh–Nagumo model [Fitzhugh, 1961] mentioned above, is a simplification of the
four variable Hodgkin–Huxley model in to two variables - a membrane potential (V ) and
a lumped recovery variable (w). The Aliev–Panfilov model [Aliev and Panfilov, 1996]
and the Fenton–Karma models [Fenton and Karma, 1998] are examples of simpler 2 to 4
variable models that capture APD and restitution properties of more complicated mod-
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els, with appropriate tuning of its parameters.
Single cell AP models permit investigation in to arrhythmias initiated or maintained
due to abnormal automaticity of cardiomyocytes, such as long QT syndrome [Viswanathan
et al., 1999]. Mechanisms determining the onset of cardiac alternans can be modelled,
and functional studies using these single cell models can be performed to understand
properties of specific cell types under pharmacological modulation.
Cellular Automata
Simple rule based models of the action potential have been described using cellular au-
tomata (CA) [Moe et al., 1964, Bub and Shrier, 2002]. A ‘cell’ representing single or a
cluster of real cells assumes one of several discrete states, which may correspond to the
phases of the AP. The state of a cell changes in strict sequence, depending on simple
factors such as the state of its neighbours, rather than on complex ion channel behaviour.
This permits a more computationally efficient approach to simulating excitable media,
and can be used to examine behaviours of large domains of tissue (e.g. in 3D [Sachse,
2004]), which would be more challenging with a traditional biophysical model.
CA models have been used to model simple cardiac behaviour, and aid mechanis-
tic understanding in multidisciplinary translational research teams. Work by Spector
et al. [2011] has used CA models, coupled with a simple action potential, to demonstrate
reentrant behaviour and propagation failure due to wavefront curvature.
2.4.2 Models of excitable cardiac tissue
The excitation of cardiac tissue presents a different physical problem to excitation in a
nerve axon, but analogies can be drawn between the two systems, which leads to the
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fundamental equations of excitation in cardiac tissue. Mathematically describing the
local continuous or discontinuous excitation of tissue at different spatial scales is the
focus of this section.
Tissue modelling - Continuum approach
As described in the previous section, the Hodgkin–Huxley studies [Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952] considered a single elongated nerve axon, and propagation of local membrane cur-
rents within the single cell. Cardiac myocytes in–vivo differ from nerve axons in their
shape and size, being approximately cylindrical of around 100µm in length and 20µm in
diameter, as detailed in Section 2.1.3.
Propagation in a thin cylindrical bundle of cardiac tissue comprising of aligned my-
ocytes in the long–axis of the bundle is considered. Theoretical studies of propagation in
cylindrical bundles have been completed [Henriquez et al., 1988, Henriquez and Plonsey,
1990, Roth, 1991]. Because of the relative scale of the myocyte’s length to its radial
length, the core–conductor assumption [Clark and Plonsey, 1966], which assumes that
potential of the cell depends only on the length variable and not its radial or azimuthal
variable, can be applied [Keener and Sneyd, 2009, p.177] to reduce the problem to one
dimension.
Despite the structural differences between cardiac tissue and nerve axons, well cou-
pled cardiomyocytes are known to behave in a syncytial manner [Clayton and Panfilov,
2008, Keener and Sneyd, 2009, Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004]. At a macroscopic tissue scale,
an excitation wavefront across the domain occurs at speeds of > 40cm/s [Keener and
Sneyd, 2009, p. 251]. Defining the space constant λ as the distance for the potential at
a point of the cell to decay by a factor of e, it can be calculated that for healthy well
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coupled tissue, the space constant is much greater than the length of a single cell [Keener
and Sneyd, 2009]. Thus, the discrete cellular cytoplasmic resistance and GJ resistances
can be lumped in to an diffusion coefficient using a mathematical process known as ho-
mogenisation, which transforms the discrete tissue structure in to an effective continuum
[Keener and Sneyd, 2009, Neu and Krassowska, 1993]. The effect of homogenisation is to
average the behaviour of many cells at each point in space, so that the potential at each
point represents the net potential of many myocytes. In this case, the cable equation
forms a continuum approximation for propagation of excitation in cardiac tissue. The
cable equation will be derived and presented in Section 3.4.1.
Using cable theory, two primary continuum models of tissue excitation have been de-
scribed - the monodomain and bidomain models [Pullan et al., 2005, Sachse, 2004]. The
monodomain considers the spatial-temporal behaviour of a single variable - the trans-
membrane potential (Vm). The bidomain model considers two variables coexisting at
each point in space and time - typically the extracellular potential Ve and the transmem-
brane potential Vm. The monodomain model is a limiting case of the bidomain model,
and the theoretical homogenisation process of deriving the bidomain model from first
principles has been completed by Neu and Krassowska [1993].
The equations for both models will be presented in Chapter 3.
Tissue modelling - Discrete approaches
The effect of discontinuous structure of cardiac tissue on conduction on a microscopic
scale has been explored experimentally. Spach and Miller [1981] examined discontinu-
ous propagation in canine cardiac tissue, and this was explored in preparations of cell
monolayers by Kucera et al. [2001]. In these studies, it was reported that whilst conduc-
tion speed was constant across the length of a myocyte, local conduction delays occurred
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across cell boundaries between cells.
This discontinuous conduction is described as ‘saltatory’, and was studied theoreti-
cally by Henriquez and Plonsey [1987] and Rudy and Quan [1987], among others, using
a discrete approach of modelling individual cells, coupled via gap junctions. Keener and
Sneyd [2009] completed elegant analytical studies of discontinuous conduction in passive
cells with no realistic ion channels, and this will be presented in detail in Chapter 7.
The cellular automata (CA) models outlined in the previous section can be used to
describe cardiac tissue. Using each ‘cell’ to represent single or a cluster of myocytes, a
tiled arrangement of cells can be arranged to represent cardiac tissue, with rules governing
excitation of a cell based on the states of its neighbours. This is a natural discrete
description of cardiac tissue, and studies using this model have been completed by Moe
et al. [1964], Gerhardt et al. [1990] and Bub and Shrier [2002].
Continuum vs discrete models
In normal cardiac excitation, the longitudinal space constant λ, explained in detail in
Section 3.4.1, is much greater than the length of a single myocyte (λ = 1mm [Plonsey
and Barr, 2007] or λ ∼ 1.5mm [Akar et al., 2001], compared with the average myocyte
length of 0.1mm). This implies that there is very little variation in potential over the
length of a single cell, and thus homogenisation of the tissue to a continuum representa-
tion, ignoring the variation over the length of a single cell, is a valid approximation.
Continuum representations of tissue excitation ignore spatial variation on the level of
the single myocyte, and are thus computationally less expensive to solve than detailed dis-
crete models. Over the last twenty years, cardiac EP modelling has been focussed towards
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modelling patient specific whole heart models, which require significant computational
resources [Clayton et al., 2010, Trayanova, 2011]. This has necessitated a demand for
computationally efficient models, and thus continuum tissue models are currently widely
used in theoretical cardiac electrophysiology [Lines et al., 2003, Sachse, 2004].
For pathophysiological conditions however, phenomena such as conduction slowing or
unidirectional conduction block may arise, which reduce the size of the space constant.
A small space constant means that homogenisation is no longer valid, and the discrete,
saltatory nature of conduction becomes important. Thus, discrete models of electrophys-
iology have remained an important area of research since the work of Spach and Dolber
[1986]. Studies by Trayanova [1996], Roth [1991] and Keener and Sneyd [2009] have
analysed discrete tissue models with passive ion channel coupling. The group of Hen-
riquez has published a series of work on discrete models [Henriquez and Plonsey, 1987,
Henriquez et al., 2001, 2004], which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.
2.4.3 Challenges of electrophysiology modelling
Creating accurate, useful in–silico models of electrophysiology is a long and challenging
process. The long term aims of electrophysiology modelling are to aid understanding
of basic mechanisms, and subsequently to make future predictions to inform future ex-
perimental studies and protocols in clinical intervention [Pullan et al., 2005]. Multiple
challenges and open questions remain [Clayton et al., 2010], some of which are briefly
discussed in this section.
Reproducing the correct physiology
The electrical function of the heart is due to complex interactions between cardiac struc-
ture and function [Jose´ Jalife and Kalifa, 2009]. The key challenge in EP modelling is to
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capture the correct electrophysiological features, specific to the question being addressed.
The difficulties in addressing this challenge is due to several limiting factors:
• Limitations of experimental data: Certain experimental data have been ac-
quired in simple, ‘reductionist’ systems. For example, patch clamp studies are
performed on single cells not on multicellular preparation, and conduction studies
using cell monolayers ignore the complexity of other cell types present in the heart
such as fibroblasts. Certain biological assumptions or parameters may not be valid
in a more complex setting; there may exist more emergent biological mechanisms
at tissue or whole heart level, which do not surface in simple experiments.
• Limitations of experimental measurement: Natural variability in biologi-
cal data forms a limitation in experimental measurement. This variability cannot
be captured easily using deterministic mathematical models, which might predict
changes in behaviour at critical parameter values.
• Basic mechanisms have not been established experimentally Certain basic
mechanisms cannot be easily measured experimentally. For example, patch clamp
in coupled cell pairs is the primary method of measuring gap junction functionality
[Beauchamp et al., 2012], but no experimental techniques exist for high fidelity
measurement of this behaviour in myocyte monolayers or in cardiac tissue, such
that one can only extrapolate parameter choices from simpler systems.
• Limitations of mathematical modelling Mathematical models are idealised
systems of biological behaviour, and thus have many limitations. Models are gen-
erally constructed to reproduce behaviour informed by experimental researchers,
and thus simulation results may be self–satisfying the hypotheses that the model
was created to test. There is a danger of omitting important phenomena, over–
exaggerating behaviour which is normally irrelevant, or investigating parameter
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ranges that are outside the physiological range. Biological parameters may be at
the parameter limit of numerical stability of a described mathematical model, such
that simulated results may be uninterpretable, due to introduced numerical error
and model instability.
The ability to predict emergent phenomena that is not explicitly considered within
the simple models, yet appear upon interactions of these models is one way to
ensure the model behaves correctly.
• Validation against experimental data is difficult Validation of theory to ex-
periment is often difficult due to differences and mismatches between study hypothe-
ses and assumptions. Study assumptions are different between mathematical and
experimental models, and are acquired at different levels of spatial and temporal
resolution. For example, correlating whole heart simulation results against in–vivo
clinical data is difficult due to the limited spatial resolution from in–vivo recording
tools. Conversely, it can be challenging to check experimental data against math-
ematical models due to a lack of critical parameters in the mathematical models,
which themselves require validation. Although both theoretical and experimental
models are built using reductionist approaches, the number of adjustable param-
eters and variables that exist in biology makes mathematical models of realistic
systems (which can exhibit sensitivity to initial conditions in just 2 parameter sys-
tems) highly non–linear and difficult to create and validate.
Mutual expectation of theoretical or experimental capabilities between researchers
of different disciplines can be misplaced, such that experimental researchers expect
a fully developed mathematical model to inform all aspects of experimental design,
whereas mathematical modellers rely on experimental work to establish fundamen-
tal parameters for each aspect of the model.
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Accuracy and error of modelling
Continuum electrophysiological models assume the behaviour of cardiac tissue as a func-
tional syncytium, which permits a partial differential equation (PDE) approximation for
the diffusion of the cardiac potential in space. Computational electrophysiology equations
are notoriously difficult to solve due to the stiffness of the underlying partial differential
equations describing diffusion, and the additional complication of the steepness of the
action potential upstroke which requires a very fine temporal discretisation to capture
[Bordas et al., 2010, Hunter and Pullan, 2003, Clayton et al., 2010].
Choosing a suitable spatial and temporal discretisation method for solving the coupled
PDE and ODE system, and an suitable level of discretisation parameters have significant
effects on the accuracy of the simulation [Clayton et al., 2010]. Methods for solution
of cardiac electrophysiology equations are discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.1, but
choice of suitable discretisation parameters is discussed here.
In brief, physiological outputs of the cardiac electrophysiology model such as conduc-
tion velocity (CV) and action potential duration (APD) are known to exhibit sensitivity
to spatial and temporal resolution [Courtemanche, 1996, Cherry et al., 2003]. Typical
values used in large tissue volumes use a resolution of 0.1−0.2mm to solve the PDE, and
a time step of 0.01 − 0.02ms for the diffusion of the ODE model [Clayton et al., 2010].
Larger spatial resolutions may lead to convergence issues and also the development of
unwanted features, such as sharp corners on curved activation wavefronts in 2D where
elliptical wavefronts are expected [Clayton et al., 2010], whilst a small time step is re-
quired to guarantee stability for the diffusion operator.
Run time of large–scale simulations is large, due to the number of spatial nodes in the
domain [Lines et al., 2003]. Simulations are computationally demanding on processing
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time and memory, and a 500ms simulation, which contains single heartbeat simulation
may take over 12 hours to compute, depending on discretisation parameters and methods
chosen. Reentrant behaviour may develop over several heartbeats, which increases the
simulation time further. Thus there is a tradeoff between reducing computation time, yet
maintaining accuracy of the model.
The complexity of the cell ODE models, included with the size and complex struc-
ture of the myocardium means a large number of experimental parameters are included
within each simulation. Evaluating the reproducibility, stability and uniqueness of the
simulations, subject to small changes in model parameters is a challenging task [Livshitz
and Rudy, 2009]. Benchmark studies that compare the accuracy of simulations between
studies are limited, with Niederer et al. [2011] beginning to verify the different cardiac
EP solvers and methods in research use.
In summary, normal tissue behaviour has been characterised through modelling, and
this has led to investigation and simulation of whole heart studies, but there remain
numerical challenges in solving the electrophyisology equations quickly and accurately.
Additionally, there are additional numerical and interpretational challenges to modelling
pathophysiological changes such as fibrosis, infarct border zones or transmural hetero-
geneities in action potential characteristics through the heart wall.
In this thesis, simple models of cardiac conduction in 1D will be considered and
compared, which will allow investigation and simulation at a high spatial resolution, with
fewer worries about computation time and trade–off against accuracy.
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Chapter 3
Numerical solution of cardiac
electrophysiology equations
3.1 Introduction
Electrical excitation in the heart can be mathematically modelled in a continuum manner
as a reaction–diffusion process. Mathematical approximations represent the electrochem-
ical processes that occur within individual cardiac myocytes (reaction) and from cell to
cell (diffusion). The parameters for these models are typically fitted from experimental
data: single cell voltage clamp recordings are used to obtain critical values governing
ion channel behaviour, which are used to construct the ordinary differential equations
describing the ion channels of a single cell. The diffusion of the electrical potential at
tissue–scale can be detected in in-vitro experiments of cardiac tissue, using recording tech-
niques such as extra-cellular electrograms or optical mapping using voltage-sensitive dyes.
This chapter sets out the common mathematical equations and models used through-
out the thesis, as well as the numerical methods implemented in this work for finding
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solutions to these equations. The quantitive time–dependent mathematical descriptions
of select single cell action potential models are introduced, along with an efficient numer-
ical method for solving these equations. Next, the partial differential equations which
describe the diffusion of the cardiac potential in space are described, along with the so-
lution methods used to solve these equations. The final section outlines the equation for
generating a virtual electogram and implementation details.
3.2 Single cell action potential models
Theoretical models of cardiac excitation cover spatial scales from sub-cellular to macro-
scale whole heart level, as described in Section 2.4. In this thesis, the primary focus
is to examine multi–scale factors affecting AP propagation and conduction. Thus, the
re–polarisation phase of the AP and its restitution behaviour is of secondary importance
in constructing the overall model. This determines the criterion for selecting AP models:
to choose models with simple biophysical behaviour that grossly re–creates the AP shape
of the experimental study in question. To this end, two existing models were selected
for implementation in this thesis. The Cherry–Fenton phenomenological model [Cherry
and Fenton, 2004], which was used for implementation and validation studies, and the
Luo–Rudy I biophysical model [Luo and Rudy, 1991] which was used for the physiological
studies. Both models are briefly described below.
3.2.1 The Cherry–Fenton phenomenological model
The Cherry–Fenton model is a modification of the Fenton–Karma model [Fenton and
Karma, 1998], a phenomenological model which seeks to reproduce the heuristic prop-
erties of complicated action potential systems (such as AP shape, APD restitution),
by combining the contribution of multiple ionic channels and expressing them as three
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lumped ‘channels’, fast–inward, slow–inward and slow–outward respectively. The be-
haviour of each ‘channel’ is given by a mathematical equation which is a function of the
transmembrane variable and gating variables. The model contains two gating variables
v and w which follow first–order ODEs in time. For simplicity, the model considers a
rescaled transmembrane voltage, which is a function of the maximum amplitude and
resting transmembrane potential. Parameters for the model can be chosen to best fit
properties of individual action potential models, and modification of the equations de-
scribing the currents and gating variables can be similarly made.
Many modifications of the original Fenton–Karma model have been published for
specific applications and investigations [Bueno-Orovio et al., 2008, Cherry et al., 2007,
Cherry and Fenton, 2004, Fenton et al., 2002]. In particular, the Cherry–Fenton model
[Cherry and Fenton, 2004] is used for investigating the effect of APD restitution and
cardiac ‘memory’ on the initiation of pro–arrhythmic phenomena such as alternans and
conduction block. The computational efficiency, and versatility of the model in reproduc-
ing gross action potential properties (such as shape and restitution) of many commonly
used biophysical models, make it attractive to adopt as a simple model of action potential
behaviour, and is thus described below in further detail.
In the Cherry–Fenton model, two gating variables v and w are used, similar to the
Fenton–Karma model. The voltage V is normalised from the normal transmembrane
potential Vm via Vm = 100V − 85, with V varying between 0 and 1.4. The gating
variables are given by:
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dV
dt
= −(Ifi + Isi + Iso), (3.1)
dv
dt
=
(1− p)(1− v)
τ−v
− pv
τ+v
, (3.2)
dw
dt
=
(1− p)(1− w)
τ−w
− pw
τ+w
, (3.3)
(3.4)
where Ifi is a lumped fast inward current, Isi is a lumped slow inward current, and Iso is
a lumped slow outward current. Also,
τ−v = (1− q)τ−v1 + qτ−v2, (3.5)
τ−w = (1− q)τ−w1 + qτ−w2, (3.6)
and p, q, r are related to Heaviside functions:
p =
 0 V < Vc1 V ≥ Vc , (3.7)
q =
 0 V < Vv1 V ≥ Vv , (3.8)
r =
 0 V < Vr1 V ≥ Vr . (3.9)
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The transmembrane currents are subsequently calculated with the following equations:
Ifi =
−vp(V − Vfi)(1− V )
τd
, (3.10)
Isi = −w[1 + tanh(k1(V − V
si
c ))]
2τsi
, (3.11)
Iso =
V (1− r)(1− vk2)
τo
+
r
τr
. (3.12)
Parameter values for this model can be obtained from the original paper. The param-
eter values for Model 2a was used as described in the paper. An example AP of Model
2a is presented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A sample action potential from the Cherry–Fenton model 2a [Cherry and
Fenton, 2004]. The AP does not contain an initial repolarisation spike common in more
biophysically detailed AP models.
3.2.2 The Luo–Rudy I ventricular myocyte model
The Luo–Rudy I model [Luo and Rudy, 1991] is an eight–variable model that describes
the action potential of a guinea pig ventricular myocyte. It is a modification of the
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Beeler–Reuter model [Beeler and Reuter, 1977], which describes a generic mammalian
ventricular action potential, and is one of the most widely cited AP models in the liter-
ature [Lines et al., 2003, Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004].
The model contains two inward currents, sodium (INa) and a slow inward (cal-
cium) current (Isi), and four outward currents, time–dependent potassium (IK), time–
independent potassium (IK1), plateau potassium (IKp) and background (Ib) currents, as
shown in Equation (3.13):
Cm
dVm
dt
= INa + Isi + IK + IK1 + IKp + Ib. (3.13)
The three time–independent outward currents are sometimes presented as a lumped total
time–independent potassium current IK1(T ) (where T denotes ‘total’), given by
IK1(T ) = IK1 + IKp + Ib.
Each current with the relevant rate constants are presented in Appendix A, with the
parameters for the currents given in Table A.1.
An example AP of the Luo–Rudy I model is presented in Figure 3.2.
3.3 Numerical integration of action potential models
Numerical solution of the coupled ODE systems representing cellular action potential
behaviour can be computed using standard ODE solution techniques such as Euler or
Runge–Kutta methods [Pullan et al., 2005, Sachse, 2004]. There is a large variation in
the characteristic time period during which ion channels within cardiac cells are active,
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Figure 3.2: A sample AP of a single cell, from the Luo–Rudy I model [Luo and Rudy,
1991], which is modelled on a guinea pig ventricular myocyte.
and this may lead to numerical inaccuracy in discretising and solving these ODEs.
3.3.1 The Rush–Larsen algorithm
The Rush–Larsen algorithm [Rush and Larsen, 1978] is a method developed specifically
for fast solution of cardiac cellular ODE equations. The fundamental assumption for
the Rush–Larsen algorithm is that the rate constants are constant over the time step of
integration, assuming that the time step is small.
For a single cell with N ionic currents, an injected stimulus current entering the cell
is equal to the sum of ionic currents crossing the cell membrane, due to Kirchoff’s laws.
This can be expressed as:
Is = C
dV
dt
+
N∑
k=1
gk(V − Vk) (3.14)
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The conductance gk of ion channel k are expressed as a function of gating variables:
gk = g¯kfk(y1, y2, . . . ), (3.15)
where g¯k is the maximum conductance and fk is a function which varies between 0 and
1, thus scaling the conductance. Each gating variable yi satisfies
dyi
dt
= αyi(1− yi)− βyiyi. (3.16)
Rate constants αi and βi are voltage dependent terms such that αyi = αyi(V ) and βyi =
βyi(V ). This equation can be rewritten as:
dyi
dt
= αyi − yi(αyi + βyi), (3.17)
which permits an exponential solution for constant α and β. At steady state as t⇒∞,
yi is a constant and thus dyi/dt = 0 and yi(∞) = αyi/(αyi + βyi).
The complete solution to this system can be solved by separation of variables. Us-
ing yi(0) to denote the initial condition and incorporating the steady state assumption
yi(∞) = αyi/(αyi + βyi), the following equation can be obtained:
yi = yi(∞)− (yi(∞)− yi(0))e−∆t/τi , (3.18)
where the time constant τi = 1/(αyi + βyi), for α and β constant.
The algorithm can be summarised using Fig. 3.3, and is briefly outlined below. Equa-
tion (3.18) is assumed to be accurate over one time increment, and is rewritten in dis-
cretised form for time points n, n + 1, . . . , as required. yi(0), the value of the gating
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variable at time n, is written xn. yi(∞) the asymptotic value of yi, is denoted x∞ and is
a function of the current value of V , denoted V (n).
The rate constants αxn(Vn) βxn(Vn) are calculated using V evaluated at time step n.
Then, the new value of gating variable x at time n+ 1 (denoted xn+1) can be calculated
as follows:
xn+1 = x∞(Vn) + (xn − x∞(V (n)))e−∆t/τx(Vn), (3.19)
where
τx(Vn) =
1
αxn(Vn) + βxn(Vn)
, x∞(Vn) =
αxn(Vn)
αxn(Vn) + βxn(Vn)
.
From Equation (3.19), it is possible to calculate all the gating variables at the new
time step, and the subsequent ionic currents and membrane voltage. The accuracy of the
method is still first order similar to Forward Euler, but the algorithm allows for larger
time discretisation compared to existing methods [Clayton and Panfilov, 2008].
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Figure 3.3: The Rush–Larsen algorithm is a fast algorithm for accurate numerical simu-
lation of coupled ODE systems representing ionic channels within the cardiac cell. The
algorithm exploits the assumption that rate constants αyi and βyi for an ion channel yi
are constant over the time period of integration, and calculates the updated ionic currents
and membrane voltage. (Adapted from Rush and Larsen [1978]).
3.4 Tissue models
The previous section introduced single cell AP models, modelled by systems of ODEs.
These may be coupled to PDEs which describe the diffusion of the single cell properties
in space and time. These PDEs represent models of passive tissue.
In this section, the passive 1D cable equation is derived and presented. Using this
derivation, the standard formulations for the monodomain and bidomain models are
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given, as extensions or variations of the cable equation.
3.4.1 Derivation of the cable equation
Consider a long thin cylindrical excitable cell of radius a and of infinite length. The
cell has a specific resistivity of Rl (Ωcm), a membrane resistance of Rm (Ωcm
2) and a
membrane capacitance of Cm (µF/cm
2). These membrane properties can be converted
in to properties per unit length, via the following conversions:
rl = Rl/pia
2
rm = Rl/2pia
cm = Cm ∗ 2pia
The current flux across the area of cell membrane at x is given by the current at the
membrane over the surface area of the section, 2pia∆x.
Denoting the membrane potential ∆Vm = φi − φe, the change in Vm with small dis-
tance ∆x is given by ∆Vm = −ilrl∆x, where rl is the cell cytoplasm resistance per unit
length, and il is the current along the membrane. Then, letting ∆x→ 0,
∂Vm
∂x
= −ilrl.
The current along the membrane is given by ∆il = −im∆x, where im is the transmem-
brane current per unit length. Again, letting ∆x→ 0,
∂il
∂x
= −im.
The transmembrane current at each point x is a combination of capacitance current ic
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and leakage current due to membrane resistance ir. The capacitance current across a
membrane area with given capacitance is given by
ic = cm
∂Vm
∂t
And the current due to membrane resistance is given by using Ohm’s law:
ir =
Vm
Rm
Combining these two terms:
im = cm
∂Vm
∂t
+
Vm
Rm
Then, substituting these terms, the following expression is obtained:
∂il
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(− 1
rl
∂Vm
∂x
) = − 1
rl
∂2Vm
∂x2
= −(cm∂Vm
∂t
+
Vm
Rm
) (3.20)
Rearranging, the passive cable equation can be written as:
σi
∂2Vm
∂x2
= cm
∂Vm
∂t
+
Vm
Rm
, (3.21)
where σi =
1
rl
the intracellular conductivity is commonly defined.
Further algebraic manipulation of the passive cable equation reduces the numbers of
parameters in the equation to two important parameters. The space constant λ of the
passive cable equation is defined as:
λ =
√
rmσi =
√
rm
rl
, (3.22)
which determines the distance along the cell over which an injected potential drops by a
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factor of e. The time constant τ , defined as
τ = rmcm, (3.23)
determines the time duration for an injected potential to drop by a factor of e. The space
and time constants are useful parameters which are used to measure and characterise
properties of specific excitable tissue [Roth, 1997].
Instead of passive membrane resistance, currents due to active ion channels may be
substituted in place of the passive transmembrane current: such that:
ir =
∑
iions,
where each iion represents transmembrane current due to the movement of specific ion
types carrying charge. Then, the passive cable equation can be rewritten as
σi
∂2Vm
∂x2
= cm
∂Vm
∂t
+
∑
iions. (3.24)
3.4.2 The monodomain model
The monodomain equation for the transmembrane potential Vm(x, t) is an extension of
the cable equation, presented in the previous section, due to the work of Hodgkin and
Huxley on the giant squid axon [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952]. The equation relates the
spatial diffusion of the transmembrane potential with the reaction terms that govern the
transmembrane potential locally. In one dimension, the monodomain equation coupled
with time–dependent active ion channel kinetics Iion(t) and external stimulus Istim(t),
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can be described as follows:
σi
∂2Vm
∂x2
= β
(
Cm
∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion(t)− Istim(t)
)
, (3.25)
where σi is the effective intracellular conductivity, β is the surface to volume ratio of the
tissue and Cm = 1µF/cm
2 is the capacitance of the membrane. The equation can be
simplified by reducing the number of parameters; this can be done by dividing through
by β and Cm, and defining
D =
σi
βCm
,
D
∂2Vm
∂x2
=
∂Vm
∂t
+
1
Cm
(Iion(t)− Istim(t)), (3.26)
The monodomain equation is frequently presented in this form, and D is described as
the diffusion coefficient, with a typical value of 0.001cm2/ms. This diffusion coefficient
is also defined in [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004, p.440], as D = 1
CmβRi
, where Ri is the effective
intracellular resistivity. Simulations of the 1D monodomain model have been described
by the group of Yoram Rudy [Rudy and Quan, 1987, 1991, Shaw and Rudy, 1997].
Gap junctions are not treated explicitly within this model; for a detailed discussion
of gap junctions within cable models see a detailed exploration by Shaw and Rudy [1997]
and Chapter 7. Within the monodomain model, gap junctional resistivity is assumed to
be homogenised over the length of the cell, resulting in the effective diffusion coefficient D.
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3.4.3 The bidomain model
The bidomain model [Henriquez, 1993] [Tung, 1978] is a phenomenological model which
attempts to encapsulate single cell ion channel behaviour within a homogenised rep-
resentation of cardiac tissue which covers a large number of identical myocytes. The
assumption of the model is that two continuous domains co-exist at every spatial point:
an intra- and an extra-cellular potential, which are vector fields in space and time. A rig-
orous mathematical derivation of the bidomain model has been carried out by Neu and
Krassowska [1993]. There are alternative mathematical formulations of the bidomain
equations; the standard version, presented here, is from Henriquez [1993]. Let σi,e repre-
sent the conductances of the intracellular and extracellular space respectively, and using
the notation above for the types of electrical potential, we have the following expressions
for current density J in each domain from Ohm’s law:
Ji,e = −σi,e∇φi,e. (3.27)
The change in current density in each domain is equal to the current flow across the
membrane.
−∇ · Ji = ∇ · Je = AmIm, (3.28)
where Am is the surface to volume ratio of the cell membrane, and Im is the transmem-
brane current density per unit area. Combining both above equations:
∇ · (σi∇φi) = AmIm, (3.29)
∇ · (σe∇φe) = −AmIm. (3.30)
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The left hand side of these equations sum to zero, giving an expression:
∇ · (σi∇φi) = −∇ · (σe∇φe). (3.31)
Subtract ∇ · (σi∇φe) from both sides, giving
∇ · (σi∇φi)−∇ · (σi∇φe) = −∇ · (σe∇φe)−∇ · (σi∇φe) (3.32)
, then, using the notation Vm = φi − φe:
∇ · (σi∇Vm) = −∇ · ((σi + σe)∇φe). (3.33)
Then, substituting Equation (3.29) in to the monodomain equation given by Equation
(3.25):
∇ · (σi∇φe) = β(Cm∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion). (3.34)
Subtracting and adding ∇ · (σi∇φe), and again using Vm = φi − φe:
∇ · (σi∇Vm) = β(Cm∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion). (3.35)
Combining these two results from Equations (3.33) and (3.35) and including the option
to add a time and space dependent stimulus Is(x, t) from either the extracellular or
transmembrane domain, the bidomain model is obtained:
∇ · (σi∇Vm) = −∇ · ((σi + σe)∇φe) + Is1 , (3.36)
∇ · (σi∇Vm) = β(Cm∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion)− Is2 , (3.37)
where β is the surface to volume ratio of the cell membrane, σi,e are the intracellular and
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extracellular conductivities, Cm is a membrane capacitance per unit area, Iion is the sum
of all ionic currents calculated from a cellular AP model (see Section 2.4.1), and Isi is the
external stimulus.
It should be noted that the bidomain model can be reduced to the monodomain
model under two special cases: when the extracellular potential can be ignored due to
an infinite extracellular conductivity, and when the anisotropy ratios between effective
intracellular and extracellular conductivities are identical [Hunter and Pullan, 2003]. In
this latter case, the intracellular and extracellular conductivities are proportional, and
can be related via:
σe = λσi
Then, substituting in to Equation (3.36), the following expression is obtained:
∇ · ( λ
1 + λ
σi∇Vm) = β(Cm∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion)− Is2 , (3.38)
which is identical to the monodomain equation if one chooses an effective conductivity
σ = λ
1+λ
σi.
Similar to the monodomain model, the bidomain model does not explicitly model
gap junctional conductances. GJ conductances are combined with cytoplasmic resistivity
to obtain an effective diffusivity. In Chapter 7, an alternative ‘bidomain’ type model of
discrete cells will be described, which separates gap junctional resistivity from cytoplasmic
resistivity.
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3.5 Numerical implementation
In this section, some discussion underlying the choice of numerical method is presented,
followed by an outline of the finite difference implementation used in this thesis.
3.5.1 Numerical methods for continuum cardiac tissue models
Computing the solution of continuum tissue models, such as the monodomain and bido-
main equations, are applications of numerical solutions to Poisson’s Equation [Clayton
et al., 2010], coupled with inhomogeneous source terms representing the transmembrane
voltage change at each point in space due to membrane capacitance, the sum of ionic
currents and an optional external stimulus current.
Numerical techniques for solution of the cardiac tissue model in a continuous domain
are briefly introduced in the sections below.
Finite difference method
The finite difference method (FDM) subdivides the domain in to a grid of points, with
some spacing ∆x which may vary over the domain. The solution is defined at each point,
and a discrete approximation to differential operators such as ∇ and ∇2 may be con-
structed at every point, based on a Taylor series expansion of the solution. At domain
boundaries, techniques such as ghost pointing or one sided derivatives are used in ap-
proximating boundary conditions such as a no–flux boundary condition.
FDM is the most straightforward numerical method to implement due to its simplic-
ity, and many cardiac electrophysiology modelling studies utilise the method in regular
shaped, static domains such as slabs or strands of cardiac tissue [Shaw and Rudy, 1997].
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The FDM is difficult to implement in irregular shaped domains, as it is a challenge to
accurately represent domain boundaries.
Finite element method
The Galerkin finite element method (FEM) subdivides the domain in to a grid of small
elements (typically regular shapes such has triangles and quadrilaterals in 2D, and tetra-
hedrons and hexahedrons in 3D) which vary in shape and size. Within each element,
the function is assumed to be smooth and differentiable, and permits a solution which is
constructed from a set of basis functions of a given order, which spans the solution space.
At the boundaries between internal elements in the domain, the solution is assumed to
be continuous.
The FEM is a widely used technique on which most commercial structural mechanics
tools are based. It is used in preference to FDM for solving problems on complex ge-
ometries, as it is more straightforward to work with irregular grids. However, the setup
time and cost to construct an FEM model is higher than for an FDM implementation.
Studies that utilise the FEM are typically carried out using bespoke numerical packages
developed by research units in collaboration, such as the Henriquez group [Jacquemet
et al., 2009, Stinstra et al., 2006] with CardioWave, CHASTE by University of Oxford
[Mirams et al., 2013] and CARP [Vigmond et al., 2003].
Finite volume method
The finite volume method (FVM) subdivides the domain in to small volume elements,
similar to that of FEM. Volume integrals of the partial differential equation with a di-
vergence component are converted to surface integrals via the divergence theorem, and
fluxes are obtained on the surface of each element. The flux leaving one volume element
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and entering the adjacent element are identical, which allows conservation laws to be
applied. Finite volume methods have been used in cardiac EP modelling, by the groups
of Henriquez [Harrild and Henriquez, 1997] and Johnston et al [Johnston, 2010].
Spectral/hp element method
Higher order finite element methods are recently developed numerical techniques for solv-
ing partial differential equations [Karniadakis and Sherwin, 1999]. They also known as
Spectral or hp element methods, where h refers to the ability to refine the mesh size,
and p refers to using higher order polynomials to approximate the solution within each
element. Higher order polynomials exponentially converge to the final solution, which
can offer a significant time saving in computation time. However, setup time using these
methods are higher than simple FDM or FEM method.
Implementation of spectral/hp methods in 3D have recently been published by Cantwell
et al. [2011a,b]; the work of Arthurs et al. [2012] indicates that higher order finite element
methods may become a regular tool for solving the equations of cardiac electrophysiology.
Computation cost and challenges
Within the theoretical cardiac electrophysiology field, the focus on 3D whole heart mod-
elling has led to an increase in demand for computational resources [Clayton et al., 2010,
Lines et al., 2003, Trayanova, 2011]. Simulations of a single heartbeat in a whole heart
model require hours of computation, and thus new efficient computational methods or
methods to simplify cardiac EP equations form important topics of research [Sundnes
et al., 2009, Qu and Garfinkel, 1999, Johnston, 2005].
It remains important, however, to validate the results from computation simulations
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to real data. Many assumptions are made in large–scale tissue models, which need to
be addressed in order to make computational results physiologically significant. These
include, for example, the assumption that identical cell types exist across the entire heart,
and the absence of other cell types such as fibroblasts or myofibroblasts, which are known
to couple with tissue. The effects of computational mesh size on propagation dynamics
(conduction velocity) is also significant [Clayton et al., 2010], and it is important to
choose a spatial discretisation that does not impact on the physiological result.
3.5.2 Monodomain implementation
The monodomain equation is discretised using a central difference spatial scheme and
implicit (backward Euler) time solver, with time steps of ∆t and space steps of ∆x
respectively. The finite difference stencil is shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Finite difference stencil used in monodomain solver
Membrane currents are calculated at each time point using the Rush–Larsen algorithm
in the previous section. Defining the parameters:
 =
∆t
Cm
, D′ =
σi∆t
βCm(∆x)2
,
the monodomain equation (3.25) is discretised in to the following system:
−D′un+1m+1 + (1 + 2D′)un+1m −D′un+1m−1 = unm − (In+1ionm − In+1stim) (3.39)
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In+1ionm is the sum of various ionic currents within the cell ODE model at point m and time
n+ 1, and In+1stim is the stimulus current in the cable. An initial stimulus of 200mV lasting
0.5ms is applied to the first ‘cell’ in the cable.
To avoid acute fluctuations in action potential behaviour due to changes in pacing
rate, every ‘cell’ within the cable is set to initial conditions obtained by ‘pre-pacing’ a
single cell to steady state at 2Hz [Sato et al., 2009], and using the parameter output
from the final iteration. This reduces the simulation time required to pace the cable to a
steady state solution.
Boundary conditions are modelled as no-flux conditions at the beginning and the
end of the cable. Simulations are implemented in Matlab, for a chain of n cells of length
120µm. Spatial and temporal discretisation of the domain were varied when investigating
the numerical accuracy of the system. For physiological investigations, a spatial discreti-
sation of ∆x = 6µm and temporal discretisation of ∆t = 0.02ms was used. Within the
literature, a spatial discretisation of 125−250µm temporal discretisation of 0.01−0.1ms
is used [Sato et al., 2009].
Setting up the finite difference matrix
For the Laplacian operator, the 2nd order central difference approximation is used.
∂2Vj
∂x2
≈ Vjm+1 − 2Vjm + Vjm−1
(∆x)2
,
whereVjm denotes the potential Vj, j = i, e at the point m. Then, at steady state (
∂V
∂t
=
0), the discretised equation with constant transmembrane resistance Iion = (Vi−Vm)/Rm
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becomes for any given point m,
Vim − Vem =
Rm
pri
Vim+1 − 2Vim + Vim−1
(∆x)2
= −Rm
pre
Vem+1 − 2Vem + Vem−1
(∆x)2
(3.40)
The standard central difference stencil with tri-diagonal bands is used to set up the initial
mass matrix for both the intracellular voltage Vi and the extracellular voltage Ve,

−2 1
1 −2 1
1 −2 1
. . .
1 −2 1
1 −2 1
1 −2

The no–flux boundary conditions at either end of the cable are implemented by consid-
ering a ghost point on the outside of the domain. Thus letting subscript 1 represent
the end of the domain and subscript 0 the ghost point, the no–flux condition can be
approximated:
∂V
∂x
= 0 =
V0 − V1
∆x
⇒ V0 − V1 = 0
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The expression V0 = V1 is incorporated within the Laplacian mass matrix, and similarly
at the end of the domain. Thus the new mass matrix becomes:

−1 1
1 −2 1
1 −2 1
. . .
1 −2 1
1 −2 1
1 −1

3.6 Post-processing
This section discusses and describes the numerical algorithms used to post process the
simulation results in to data which can be interpreted physiologically.
3.6.1 Calculation of the virtual electrogram
Derivation of the formula for the virtual electrogram is presented in Plonsey and Barr
[2007], based on Poisson’s equations for a continuous smooth domain. The expression
used to calculate the virtual electrogram within this thesis is from Sato et al. [2009]. For a
domain with a smoothly varying transmembrane potential V (x, t), the virtual electrogram
at time t′ can be measured at point x = (x′, y′, z′). The equation is given by:
Φ(x′, y′, z′, t′) =
∫
L
D(∇V (x, t′))(∇(1/R))dx, (3.41)
where R is Euclidean distance of each point from the location of the virtual electrode.
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3.6.2 Determining electrical properties of the tissue
Determining the cardiac conductivity to use as a parameter in monodomain or bidomain
simulations is important to correctly model cardiac conduction. There have been a wide
range of values reported for these parameters in experiments on mammalian ventricular
tissue, e.g. from Clerc [1976] and Roberts et al. [1979], Roberts and Scher [1982], with
no clear consensus on the appropriate value [Roth, 1997].
Multiple theoretical approaches have sought to determine these parameters through
simulation. Hand et al. [2009] looked to estimate the cardiac conductivity via homogenisa-
tion of regularly structured microscopic domains with gap junctions, and obtained values
dependent on the lattice structure chosen. Stinstra et al. [2005] constructed a finite el-
ement model of passive coupled cells in extracellular spaces, and simulated current flow
due to an external electrical field - these were used to build the effective conductivity
tensors. These theoretical models used experimentally measured cytoplasmic conduc-
tivities combined with gap junctional conductances reported in literature; the effective
intracellular conductivities were shown to be sensitive to the cytoplasmic conductivity,
average length and cross sectional area of the myocytes chosen, which are parameters not
considered in continuum models.
Several of the different electrical conductivities reported in the literature are reported
in Table 3.1. As can be seen, there is a wide range of values reported, and the anisotropy
ratios in both intracellular and extracellular conductivities also vary between publication.
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Reference σi,l σi,t σe,l σe,t
Clerc [1976] 1.7 0.2 6.3 2.4
Hand et al. [2009] (Aligned) 1.01 0.03 3.0 1.56
Hand et al. [2009] (Brick–like) 1.40 0.03 3.0 1.56
Stinstra et al. [2005] 1.6 0.05 2.1 0.6
Hooks [2007] 2.63 0.263 2.63 2.45
MacLachlan et al. [2005] 3.0 1.0 2.0 1.65
Roberts and Scher [1982] 3.4 0.60 1.2 0.8
Roberts et al. [1979] 2.8 0.26 2.2 1.3
Roth [1997]*relative dimensionless values 1.0 0.1 1.00 0.40
Table 3.1: Intracellular (σi) and extracellular (σe) longitudinal (l) and transverse (t) con-
ductivities values reported in different theoretical and experimental publications. Units
are in mS/cm, except the parameters reported by Roth in the final row which are dimen-
sionless.
3.7 Discussion
In this section, the theoretical background for models of cardiac electrophysiology was
established, including the introduction of single cell action potential models and the con-
tinuum tissue model.
Two existing models of single cell electrical activity were presented - the phenomeno-
logical Cherry–Fenton model [Cherry and Fenton, 2004] and the Luo–Rudy I model [Luo
and Rudy, 1991]. The Cherry–Fenton model was used to establish and test the accuracy
and efficiency of the numerical PDE solver developed in Chapter 5, whilst the Luo–Rudy
I model was subsequently used in the primary physiological investigation. The Rush–
Larsen algorithm for fast simulation of single cell ODE models was presented.
Continuum models of excitable tissue were then described, after an initial derivation
of the cable equation, leading to description of the monodomain and bidomain equations.
These two representations of cardiac tissue are the primary models used within the com-
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putational cardiology literature [Clayton et al., 2010]. The existing numerical methods
for solution of the monodomain and bidomain equation was discussed, before an outline
of the second order finite difference solver implemented in the thesis was presented. This
code formed the basis for the investigations in Chapter 5 and 7.
The post–processing of the virtual electrogram was briefly outlined and described, as
the primary method to translate and compare between theoretical simulation and clinical
data. Finally, the challenges of accurately determining physiological parameters for use in
theoretical simulations of cardiac tissue was discussed, with a large variation in reported
values within the literature. The lack of consensus between published literature formed a
motivation for the experimental work in the following Chapter, to measure and determine
macroscopic conduction properties in samples of guinea pig cardiac tissue.
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Part I
Measuring and calculating
macroscopic conduction properties
in intact myocardial tissue
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Chapter 4
Measuring conduction properties in
a guinea pig papillary muscle model
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the impedance of normal guinea pig (GP) papillary muscle, a cylindrical
shaped tissue found on the endocardial surface, is analysed using impedance spectroscopy
[Macdonald, 1992] within an oil–gap experimental setup [Cooklin et al., 1997], in order
to obtain physiological parameters for the averaged intracellular resistivity described in
the passive 1D cable equation. This aims to validate the intracellular resistivity val-
ues reported in the literature, and to investigate the natural variation of resistivity val-
ues, within the physiological range. This data was collected with the assistance of Dr
Paramdeep Dhillon (Imperial College London), Ms Samantha Salvage (University of Sur-
rey) and Prof Chris Fry (University of Surrey). The values obtained are combined with
functional AP studies using the micro–electrode impalement technique, carried out by
Dr Paramdeep Dhillon, to form a basis for theoretical investigation of action potential
propagation in a 1D cable of tissue in the next chapter.
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4.2 Materials and methods
This section outlines the materials and methods used for impedance measurements of
guinea pig papillary muscle. Measurements were carried out using a three–chambered
impedance dish filled with either Tyrode’s solution or mineral oil. All experimental work
in this chapter was carried out at University of Surrey, unless otherwise stated.
4.2.1 Materials
Solutions
A Tyrode’s solution was used for dissection, incubation and superfusion of the papillary
muscle. Table 4.1 details the composition of the solution. All chemicals were obtained
from Sigma–Aldrich, unless otherwise stated. The solution was made as a 10x stock
solution and diluted to 1x prior to use. The final solution was bubbled with a mixture of
95% O2/5% CO2, pH 7.35 at 36± 0.5◦C.
Compound Concentration (mM)
NaCl 118
KCl 4.0
NaHCO3 24
NaH2PO4H2O 0.4
MgCl26H2O 1.8
Glucose 6.1
Sodium pyruvate 5.0
CaCl2H2O 1.88
Table 4.1: Composition of Tyrode’s solution .
Animals
Male Dunkin–Hartley guinea pigs, weighing 420-550g, were culled by cervical dislocation
in accordance with the Guidance on the Operation of the Animals (Scientific Procedures)
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Act 1986. The heart was quickly excised and placed in warm oxygenated Tyrode’s solution
and transported to the laboratory for dissection.
Carbenoxolone
Carbenoxolone is a synthetic derivative of glycyrrhetinic acid, previously been shown to
be a successful gap junction uncoupler [Dhein, 2004]. It has been used in recent studies to
reduce conduction velocity without alteration of ion currents [De Groot et al., 2003, Ng,
2011]. In the present study, carbenoxolone (CBX) was used as a tool for pharmacological
uncoupling of GJs, to examine the relationship between GJ conductance and conduction
velocity (CV).
Carbenoxolone sodium (Sigma, USA) was dissolved in Tyrode’s solution to a concen-
tration of between 10 to 50µM .
4.2.2 Preparation of papillary muscle samples
Following sacrifice, the heart was transferred to a dissection dish containing warm oxy-
genated Tyrode’s solution, fixed to the silicone elastomer base (Sylgard 184; Dow Corning,
East Kilbride, Glasgow) and placed under a dissection microscope (Nikon). The dish was
refreshed every 5–10 minutes with clean Tyrode’s solution, during the dissection process.
The interior of the left ventricle was exposed by identifying the inter–ventricular sep-
tum and dissecting through the posterior ventricular wall following lines lateral to the
septum. The resultant flap of left ventricular free wall was secured to the silicone base,
which exposed the papillary muscles on the endocardial surface, attached to the chordae
tendinae network of the mitral valve. This is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The interior of the left ventricle was exposed to extract papillary muscle
preparations within the guinea pig. The papillary muscles, roughly cylindrical in shape,
are intertwined and are attached to the white chordae tendinae of the mitral valve along
the base of the left ventricle.
Suitable papillary muscle preparations were identified and trimmed along the diame-
ter of the muscle where appropriate. Silk tie (D1550, Dixey Instruments Ltd, UK) was
slid under each papillary muscle and a knot was tied on each end of the muscle, to be used
for subsequent tissue mounting. Following this, the papillary muscle was extracted from
the ventricle by dissecting through the chordae tendinae and the end of the muscle near
the apex of ventricle. The final preparations were approximately cylindrical in shape,
with a length of 5− 7mm and < 1mm in diameter (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2: A guinea pig papillary muscle preparation. The preparations were approxi-
mately cylindrical in shape, length of 5− 7mm and < 1mm in diameter.
4.2.3 Impedance dish design and setup
Papillary muscle preparations were transferred to a three–chambered tissue bath for mea-
surement of intracellular impedance (see Figure 4.3).
The dish consisted of two Perspex three–sided chambers (1cm × 1.5cm × 2cm), to
which a rubber membrane (Latex glove tip, Semper guard, Semperit, Vienna) was at-
tached, creating a natural fourth side. The two chambers were filled with Tyrode’s
solution and placed on a brass bass plate with an adjustable positioning screw, separated
by a narrow Perspex partition spacer, which formed the central chamber (Figure 4.4).
Two tight holes were punctured in the rubber membranes, and the preparation was pulled
through these holes, such that it spanned the central chamber, with approximately 1mm
of each end lying in the outer chambers containing the Tyrode’s solution.
Tissue which was visibly damaged was discarded. Tyrode’s solution in the middle
chamber was removed and the preparation was coated in mineral oil (Vaseline), creating
a high external resistance pathway. The entire dish was placed on a heating block,
maintained at 34.5± 1.5◦C, monitored by a temperature probe.
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Figure 4.3: The Wien bridge setup is constructed using a three chambered bath as shown
in the schematic above. The chambers are separated by rubber membranes through which
the muscle preparations are secured. Platinum black electrodes were placed in the outer
chambers. Image courtesy of Miss Sam Salvage, University of Surrey.
Figure 4.4: The impedance chamber dish with a preparation inserted.
Platinum black electrodes
Platinum wires were coated in platinum chloride to increase its effective surface area and
polarisation capacitance. This minimised drift due to build–up of surface charge [Cooklin
et al., 1997].
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4.2.4 Protocol for measuring tissue impedance properties
Protocol for impedance measurements
Alternating current (0.2−300kHz, 10mV peak–to–peak) was applied via platinum black
electrodes, described above, to either end of the preparation in the outer chambers. The
resistance and capacitance of the system were recorded with a balanced Wien bridge
(Wayne Kerr 6430B) [Cooklin et al., 1997]. Measurements were taken across the fre-
quencies returning to 1kHz at regular intervals, which determined the stability of the
recording system (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5: Intracellular impedance stimulation protocol.
The protocol was applied twice, several minutes apart. The mean value of the mea-
surements was used. The extracellular shunt of the preparation was measured in the
middle chamber, using fine platinum black electrodes placed a known distance apart.
Following the electrical measurements, the length and width of the preparations within
the oil–gap were measured under the dissection microscope using a graticule, to deter-
mine cross–sectional area [Cooklin et al., 1997]. Platinum black electrode impedance and
phase angle measurements were carried out over the same frequency range in a volume of
Tyrode’s solution at the end of each experiment, for subtraction of electrode properties
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from the measurements in post processing of electrical data.
The impedance protocol was conducted using an automated process via the CircleSE
v.11 software (JS Young and R Young). CircleSE controlled the Wien bridge and mea-
sured programmed frequencies, recorded raw data and carried out correction calculations
(see section below) to generate the final values for longitudinal resistance and reactance
based on tissue dimensions.
Calculation of intracellular resistive and reactive components
The Wien bridge experimental setup recorded resistance r and capacitance c values for
the impedance system. Corrective calculations were required to extract the longitudinal
resistivity due to gap junctions rj, membrane rm and intracellular conductivity rc, based
on the measured RC circuit being an equivalent circuit of the canonical model Dhillon
[2010]. The canonical model for the experimental oil–gap chamber preparation is shown
in Figure 4.6. Impedance contributions were due to the following:
• The platinum black electrodes zp, modelled as a series circuit of resistance rp and
capacitance cp,
• The intracellular compartment of the preparation zi, as a cytoplasm resistance rc
in series with a parallel RC circuit consisting of resistance rj and capacitance cj,
• The surface membrane of the preparation zm, as a parallel RC circuit, with resis-
tance rm and capacitance cm,
• The extracellular resistance shunt around the preparation, rec.
Resistance and capacitance values for the preparation were measured, and a correction
formula was applied to evaluate longitudinal resistivity and capacitance based on the
canonical model. The calculation was as follows:
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Figure 4.6: Canonical model of the tissue preparation in the oil–gap chamber, showing
impedance contributions from the platinum black electrodes zp, the intracellular compart-
ment of the preparation zi, the surface membrane of the preparation zm and extracellular
resistance shunt around the preparation, rec. Platinum black electrodes are modelled as
a series circuit of rp and cp; the intracellular impedance is modelled as a cytoplasm re-
sistance rc in series with a parallel RC circuit consisting of resistance rj and capacitance
cj. The surface membrane is modelled as a parallel RC circuit, with resistance rm and
capacitance cm. Image reproduced with permission from Ms Samantha Salvage.
1. The parallel RC circuit resistance re and capacitance ce of the platinum black
electrode were measured by the Wien bridge. This was converted to the series
circuit rp and cp using
rp =
re
(1 + reωce)2
; cp = c
(
1 +
1
(reωce)
)
, (4.1)
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where ω = 2pif is the radial frequency and f is the measuring frequency.
2. The total tissue impedance across the preparation, zh, including zi, zm and rec was
defined by
zh = rh + jxh, (4.2)
where j is the complex number j =
√−1. zs was defined as the total impedance
across the preparation (zs = zi + zm), disregarding the contribution of extracellular
shunt rec.
3. Resistance rh and reactance xh values of the preparation were calculated from
recorded values of r and c by the Wien bridge, using the equations:
rh =
r
(1 + rωc)2
− rp, (4.3)
xh =
r2ωc
(1 + rωc)2
− 1
ωcp
, (4.4)
where ω = 2pif is the radial frequency and f is the measuring frequency.
4. The reactance component of tissue impedance contains contributions from junc-
tional and membrane capacitative components cj and cm.
5. The impedance due to extracellular shunt rec is considered to be in parallel with
zs. Thus, the measured rec, along with the total tissue impedance zh was used to
determine zs:
zh =
zs · rec
zs + rec
. (4.5)
6. The value of zs (Ω/cm) was converted to specific value Zs (Ωcm), independent of
tissue dimensions via scaling to the cross sectional area (CSA) of each preparation,
and the preparation of CSA occupied by muscle. The non–muscle fraction of CSA,
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CSAec was calculated from the value of rec using the formula
CSAec[cm
2] =
49[Ωcm]
rec[Ω/cm]
, (4.6)
assuming it exclusively contained Tyrode’s solution with resistivity 49Ωcm [Cooklin
et al., 1997]. Specific values are denoted by upper case letters, R (Ωcm) and C
(F/cm2).
7. Values of Zs were converted to Rs and −Xs values, and plotted on a graph of Rs
against −Xs to generate a semi–circular dispersion.
8. A curve was fitted to the data by the equation of a circle:
(Rs − a)2 + (Xs − b)2 = c2, (4.7)
where a, b are constants giving the offsets of the centre of the circle from the origin
in the Rs −Xs plane, and c is the radius of the circle.
9. The two intercept values with the Rs axis were estimated. The value correspond-
ing to the higher frequency intercept (lower resistivity) returned Rc and the lower
frequency (higher resistivity) returned Ri.
10. As Ri = Rc +Rj, the value of Rj was calculated as the difference between the two
values.
The full protocol is summarised in Figure 4.7.
4.3 Microelectrode recordings
The following experimental work described in this subsection was completed by Dr
Paramdeep Dhillon [Dhillon, 2010] at Imperial College London and presented here, to
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Figure 4.7: Summary of the impedance measurement protocol, and post processing of
impedance values. CSA is the cross sectional area of the tissue. Image reproduced with
permission from Ms Samantha Salvage.
investigate and compare results and assumptions between theoretical and experimental
studies.
A microelectrode technique was established, with the aim to modulate gap junction
(GJ) resistivity pharmacologically, and correlate corresponding conduction velocity mea-
surements in guinea–pig ventricular myocardium. This was based on cable theory (Sec-
tion 2.4.2) that a linear relationship exists between effective conductance and conduction
velocity (CV) of excitation in myocardium.
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4.3.1 Description of setup
The micro electrode recording method is summarised here; for more details please refer
to Dhillon [2010]. The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 4.8. The preparation was
attached to the fixed hook and to the isometric tension transducer (Statham UC2, USA),
which was mounted on a micromanipulator (Prior Instruments, UK). Preparations were
superfused with Tyrode’s solution through a channel 5mm in diameter. Solutions were
maintained at 37±0.5◦C and bubbled with 95%O2/5%CO2. The warm Tyrode’s solution
was channeled through the preparation at a flow rate of 5ml/min and drained directly.
Ag/AgCl electrodes were made in–house. The reference electrode was placed inside
polyvinyl chloride tubing filled with 3M KCl solution and closed at one end. The stimu-
lating electrode consisted of Ag/AgCl electrodes in to each barrel of a double–barrelled
glass pipette. Tips were extended beyond the end of the pipette.
Recording glass micro electrodes were constructed using a horizontal micropipette puller
(Flaming/Brown P-87, Suttter Instruments Co, California), made from borosilicate glass
papillaries with tip impedance of 10− 18MΩ when filled with 3M KCl.
Preparations were either field or point stimulated. Field stimulation used flattened
platinum electrodes placed in contact with the preparation. The stimulator (Digitimer
DS 2, Digitimer Ltd, UK) could deliver square pulses of variable voltage; supra threshold
voltages of 6−15V of pulse duration 1ms was used to stimulate the tissue. Point stimula-
tion was performed using Ag/AgCl wires to generate longitudinal excitation propagation,
and pulse durations were kept to a minimum to reduce stimulation artefact. Samples were
stimulated at 1.5× threshold.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the micro electrode setup, not to scale. Samples were attached
between the two fixation hooks, with one fixed and the other connected to an isometric
tension transducer. Tyrode’s solution was fed through a small hole in to the bath and
drained naturally. Image reproduced with permission from Dr Paramdeep Dhillon.
4.3.2 Measurement of intracellular action potentials
Following field or point stimulation, the KCl microelectrode was immersed in the super-
fusate, and impaled in to a cell in the muscle surface. Action potentials were measured
by the potential difference between the intracellular microelectrode and the 3M KCl ref-
erence electrode in the same chamber. Potentials were recorded and amplified; outputs
were stored in digitised form using the Transition software package. Noise was minimised
by shielding the apparatus with a wire mesh and grounding to a common earth. A min-
imum of three APs were recorded at impalement sites and at least ten implements were
made to measure conduction velocity. APs were recorded between frequencies of 0.2 and
2Hz.
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Action potential durations at 50, 75 and 95% repolarisation (APD50, APD75 and
APD95) were measured, based on AP amplitude defined as the difference between mini-
mum and maximum values reached on phase 0 of the AP. The foot (subthreshold) of the
AP was used to estimate the time constant of the upstroke, τap. This was calculated by
fitting the exponential function V = A exp (t/τap) to the rising phase of the AP, where
the membrane potential was < −70mV . A is a scaling constant; V is the membrane
potential and t is time. The threshold potential Vth was calculated from the intercept
between the exponential rise of the action potential foot and the linear upstroke of the
AP (see Figure 4.9).
(a) The zoomed upstroke of the guinea pig;
the box indicates the portion used to deter-
mine time constant of AP upstroke τap.
(b) Threshold potential Vth is at the intercept (ar-
row) between the exponential rise of AP foot and
the linear upstroke.
Figure 4.9: Calculation of τap and Vth using the upstroke of recorded intracellular poten-
tials. Images reproduced courtesy of Dr Paramdeep Dhillon.
dV/dtmax, the max rate of the AP upstroke was obtained by analogue differentiation
of the AP upstroke.
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4.3.3 Measurement of longitudinal conduction velocity
Conduction velocity (CV) along the longitudinal axis was measured by stimulating the
muscle at 1Hz at 1.5× threshold to minimise extracellular current spread. APs were
recorded at distances d > 1mm from the stimulation site. The delay t between stim-
ulus artefact and AP upstroke was recorded. Distance d was measured with a Vernier
scale on the micro manipulator and checked with an eyepiece under 40× magnification.
Longitudinal CV was calculated from a plot of d vs t over several values of d. Control
experiments when recordings were made transverse to the long axis for fixed d showed no
variation; indicating conduction was longitudinal only.
4.3.4 Calculation of intracellular resistvity
The effective intracellular resistivity Ri was calculated using the conduction velocity,
θ, and the time constant of AP depolarisation, τap by rearranging the root of the one
dimensional cable equation [Dhillon, 2010, p.35]:
θ2 =
a
2RiCmτap
, (4.8)
where a is the cell radius, and Cm = 1µF/cm
2 is the specific membrane capacitance.
Ri and Cm are derived from ra, the intracellular resistance per unit length, and cm,
the membrane capacitance per unit length, via the following conversion: Ri = rapia
2,
Cm = cm/2pia.
4.3.5 Effect of carbenoxolone on longitudinal conduction veloc-
ity
20µM Carbenoxolone (CBX) was added to Tyrode’s solution, to examine the effect on
conduction velocity (CV).
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Impedance measurements
Papillary muscle was extracted from the guinea pig left ventricle and inserted in to the
oil gap chamber as described in Section 4.2, and impedance measurements were recorded.
Data was collected under the supervision and assistance of Dr Paramdeep Dhillon (Im-
perial College London) and Ms Samantha Salvage (University of Surrey).
An example of the measurements recorded by the Wien bridge is shown in Figure
4.10. The Wien bridge measured impedance magnitude z as a function of increasing
alternating current frequency (0.2 − 300kHz). The graph below shows the plot of final
tissue resistance (Rs) against tissue reactance (−Xs) following correction for extracellu-
lar shunt resistance and the platinum black electrode. The intercept of the semicircular
fitted curve (red) through the x-axis returns the values for the effective total resistivity
of the tissue Ri (higher resistance) and cytoplasmic resistivity Rc (lower resistance).
Effective resistivity (Ri), and cytoplasmic resistivity (Rc) values were calculated, and
the junctional resistivity Rj was evaluated by taking the difference of the two. The
measured values are presented in Table 4.2. Junctional resistivity Rj constitutes 73% of
the total effective resistivity.
Mean (Ωcm) SD (Ωcm)
Effective resistivity Ri 524 45
Cytoplasmic resistivity Rc 141 27
Junctional resistivity Rj 383 17
Table 4.2: Values of effective (Ri), cytoplasmic (Rc) and junctional (Rj) resistivities in
guinea pig left ventricular papillary muscle, n = 6.
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Figure 4.10: Example resistance–reactance graph plotted on Kaleida Graph software.
The graph above shows impedance magnitude as a function of AC current frequency.
The graph below shows two data tissue resistance (Rs) against tissue reactance (−Xs).
The intercept of the fitted curve (red) through the x-axis returns the values for the
effective total resistivity of the tissue Ri (higher resistance) and cytoplasmic resistivity
Rc (lower resistance). Image reproduced with permission from Ms Samantha Salvage.
The effect of carbenoxolone on resisitivity
Further resistivity and impedance measurements were carried out by Dr Paramdeep
Dhillon at Imperial College London, to assess the effects of 20µm carbenoxolone (CBX)
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Left ventricle Left atrium Right atrium
Control
Ri, Ωcm 525± 50 270± 7 230± 21
Rj, Ωcm 393± 51 147± 9 114± 21
Rc, Ωcm 133± 13 124± 13 116± 10
20µM CBX
Ri, Ωcm 654± 43∗ 331± 22∗ 271± 15∗
Rj, Ωcm 502± 80∗ 187± 27∗ 143± 14∗
Rc, Ωcm 152± 41 144± 18 127± 16
Table 4.3: Guinea pig tissue resistivity, in left ventricle and atrial myocardium, before and
following CBX modulation (20µM). Effective resistivity, Ri, junctional, Rj, cytoplasmic,
Rc. Values: mean±S.D, n=6. *p < 0.05 CBX versus control for corresponding variables.
Data courtesy of Dr Paramdep Dhillon.
for 30 minutes. The effect was measured on guinea pig papillary muscle from the left
ventricle (LV), left atrium, (LA) and right atrium (RA) , shown in Table 4.3.
Ri and Rj were significantly increased by 20µm CBX in all preparations (p < 0.05),
whilst Rc was not significantly increased. The proportion of increase of junctional re-
sistance (%Rj) was similar in all preparations (%Rj = 26 ± 16, 25 ± 14, 28 ± 9 for
LA, RA, LV respectively). Proportion of increase of effective resistance %Ri: (%Ri =
22± 8, 18± 11, 25± 10 for LA, RA, LV respectively).
4.4.2 Intracellular recordings
Intracellular recordings and conduction velocity experiments were carried out by Dr
Paramdeep Dhillon. Measurements were made on papillary muscle from guinea pig left
ventricle, left atrium and right atrium.
Table 4.4 summarises action potential parameters measured in guinea pig papillary
muscle prepations (n = 6). CBX slowed conduction in all preparations with no significant
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effect on AP morphology, with a significantly greater slowing in LA compared to RA
(%θ = 23± 8 vs 11±%). CBX significantly increased peak AP upstroke dV/dtmax in LA
and LV, which was non significant in RA. τap was unaffected.
LV LV (CBX) LA LA (CBX) RA RA (CBX)
Vm, mV −89± 3 −87± 4 −75± 5 −81± 9 −71± 5 −72± 14
APamp, ms 117± 5 111± 7 105± 1 117± 4∗ 105± 3 110± 8
APD50, ms 176± 13 170± 15 − − − −
APD50, ms − − 57± 5 56± 7 53± 5 53± 54
APD95, ms 217± 12 214± 14 − − − −
dV/dtmax, V/s 224± 34 307± 91∗ 269± 11 347± 57∗ 190± 34 −228± 56
τap, ms 0.29± 0.06 0.28± 0.05 0.20± 0.02 0.20± 0.04 0.33± 0.1 0.32± 0.09
θ, cm/s 70.9± 1.3 59.2± 3.1∗ 78.6± 4.9 60.1± 6.1 77.5± 7/4 68.9± 6.7∗
Table 4.4: Action potential parameters from guinea pig papillary muscle (n=6), left
ventricle (LV), left atrium (LA) and right atrium (RA), control and after 20µM car-
benoxolone (CBX). Vm: membrane potential APamp denotes action potential amplitude;
APD50, APD75, APD95, action potential duration at 50%, 75% and 95% repolarisa-
tion. dV/dtmax denotes AP upstroke velocity; τap denotes time constant of the action
potential foot; θ denotes longitudinal conduction velocity. Data: mean±S.D, * p < 0.05.
Images reproduced courtesy of Dr Paramdeep Dhillon.
The effect of carbenoxolone on conduction delay and action potential mor-
phology
The effects of carbenoxolone (CBX) at different concentrations were studied. CBX was
shown to achieve maximum conduction delay with 20µM ; concentrations greater than this
had no greater effect. CBX slowed CV over a timescale of 30 minutes in all preparations,
and effects were fully reversible on washout.
4.4.3 The effect of modulating resistivity on conduction velocity
Measured conduction velocities and other parameters were substituted in to Equation
(4.8) to obtain estimates for resistivity values, compared to directly measured resistive
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(a) Time course effect of uncoupling by CBX.
Conduction delay was stable after 30−35 min-
utes.
(b) Peak upstroke of AP (dV/dtmax due to
CBX modulation, measured at 5 minute in-
tervals.
Figure 4.11: Effect of carbenoxolone: time course effect and AP upstroke. Conduction
delay increased after CBX as a function of time, up to 35 minutes. Peak AP upstroke
dV/dtmax was gradually increased following CBX. Images reproduced courtesy of Dr Paramdeep
Dhillon.
values from impedance studies. For each tissue preparation type, the average measured
conduction velocity was compared with the average measured tissue resistivity. Figure
4.12 shows the relationship between measured Ri or Rj and the measured parameter
a/θ2, with a = 12µm for guinea pig (GP) ventricles and a = 6.5µm in GP atrium. It was
assumed that CBX had no effect on cell dimensions. Figure 4.12A shows a best fit linear
relationship between a/θ2 and Ri; Figure 4.12B shows that GJ resistivity is the primary
sub component of Ri that determines its relationship to CV variation. The x-axis inter-
cept on Figure 4.12B is an estimate of cytoplasmic resistivity Rc at 100Ωcm, compared
to a measured mean value of 133± 19Ωcm from impedance measurements.
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Figure 4.12: A: Effect of total effective resistivity on conduction velocity in guinea pig
(GP) myocardium. B: Effect of junctional resistivity on conduction velocity in GP my-
ocardium. Conduction velocity θ has been normalised to a/θ2, where a is the cell radius:
12µm for GP ventricle and 6.5µm for GP atrium [Dhillon, 2010]. Closed squares: an aver-
age value of τap was used; open circles, individual values of τap was used. Image reproduced
with permission from Dr Paramdeep Dhillon.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, tissue resistivity and functional AP characteristics were measured in
guinea pig papillary muscle, in conjunction with Dr Paramdeep Dhillon and Ms Saman-
tha Salvage. The aim of collecting the data was to present physiological parameters
relevant to cable theory models, and to assess the effect of physiological modulation on
resistivity and AP characteristics in an experimental setting.
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4.5.1 Measured passive tissue resisitivity
It was found that electrical excitation in 1D tissue can be considered [Cooklin et al.,
1997] as electrically equivalent to a network of a single resistor (due to effective cyto-
plasmic resistance) placed in series with two parallel RC circuits (due to membrane and
gap junction RC circuits respectively). The passive effective, junctional and cytoplasmic
resistivity of the tissue were measured using impedance spectroscopy [Macdonald, 1992].
To our knowledge this is the only technique available to measure specific GJ resistivity
in tissue preparations.
A range of tissue resistivities have been reported in the literature (see Table 3.1).
Kle´ber and Rudy [2004] reported an intracellular cytoplasmic resistivity of 150Ωcm, while
Stinstra et al. [2005] and Pullan et al. [2005] used 333Ωcm. Keener and Sneyd [2009]
and [Plonsey and Barr, 2007, p.273] bothed report 588Ωcm based on frog myocardium
measurements from Chapman and Fry [1978], which refers to cytoplasmic resistivity as
282Ωcm. Junctional resistivity Rj in the frog constitutes 50% of the total intracellular
resistivity.
Resistivity values within the current study were obtained as follows: Effective (Ri):
524± 45Ωcm, junctional (Rj): 383± 17Ωcm, cytoplasmic (Rc): 141± 27Ωcm. Rj formed
73% of the total effective intracellular resistivity, which is a larger proportion than the 50%
from Chapman and Fry [1978]. This finding would be a valuable addition to theoretical
modelling studies, which have predominantly continued to use results from prior studies.
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4.5.2 Physiological range of resistivities from carbenoxolone mod-
ulation
In this study, the effect of GJ uncoupler carbenoxolone (CBX) on tissue resistivity was
studied. It was reported, whilst CBX led to increased resistivity, increasing CBX dosage
did not continue to increase tissue resistivity linearly, and thus 20µM was the chosen
concentration. 20µM of CBX led to an increase of effective resistivity Ri by 20% in all
preparations.
It appears that pharmacological GJ modulators work within a narrow range of con-
centrations, and have a saturation effect above which further increase in tissue resistance
is unfeasible. This differs from theoretical models, where effective resistivity can be mod-
ulated to extreme values at will. There is no reported consensus on whether a theoretical
or experimental model of resistance modulation best represents the in–vivo physiology.
4.5.3 Physiological range of conduction and breakdown of cable
theory
The present guinea pig study, along with additional results outside this thesis [Dhillon,
2010] reported a correlation between experimentally recorded resistivity values, and theo-
retical resistivities calculated by using experimentally recorded conduction velocity values
substituted in to the cable equation. A linear best–fit relationship was established be-
tween resistivity and CV parameter a/θ2.
It should be noted that the values of resistivities and conduction velocities obtained
were collated across both atria and left ventricle (LV); the cable theory utilised cell radii
of 6.5µm in the atria and 12µm in LV. In reality, local CV may vary as the range of cell
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radii may overlap. Additionally, both resistivities (inc Rj and Ri) and CV were reported
within a specific range: 120−650Ωcm for Rj, Ri, and 59−78.6cm/s for CV. It is unclear
what the behaviour of the relationship would be outside these ranges, and if the cable
theory might break down at extreme resistances or under very slow conduction.
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Chapter 5
The effect of modulating
conductivity in a continuum model
of conduction
In this chapter, the relationship between conductivity and the propagation of the action
potential is explored numerically, in a classical 1D monodomain model of guinea pig
ventricular tissue. This relationship is compared with experimental data presented in
Chapter 4, which measured tissue resistivities and action potential propagation in isolated
strands of guinea pig ventricular papillary muscle.
5.1 Introduction
The characteristics of AP propagation in healthy tissue have been explored under multi-
ple experimental preparations, including squid axon [Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952], rabbit
[Allessie et al., 1977, Knisley and Neuman, 2003], canine [Spach and Miller, 1981, 1982],
cultured neonatal rat myocytes [Fast and Kle´ber, 1994] and in human tissue [Fedorov
et al., 2011]. Experimental models have advantages and disadvantages over other prepa-
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rations which make that model suitable for exploring particular hypotheses. The differ-
ences might include added biological complexity, ethical concerns, financial cost, natural
variability within a model, or ease of modulating biological parameters to measure results.
In–silico computational models of cardiac electrophysiology are increasingly attractive
tools to complement experimental data and inform experimental design. Computational
models are inexpensive to run compared with experimental studies and are less subject to
biological variability. Additionally, the simplicity of computational models permit a re-
ductionist approach towards determining causes of specific biological phenomenon, which
may not be detectable in an experimental preparation due to complex compensatory
mechanisms that may counteract the effect being examined.
In the previous chapter, the experimental relationship between tissue resistivity and
speed of action potential propagation was explored using an ex–vivo model of ventricular
guinea pig papillary muscle, which is a cylindrical shaped tissue found on the endocar-
dial surface. This showed a correlation between tissue resistivity and the parameter a/θ2
(where a is the radius of the papillary muscle, and θ the conduction velocity through
the tissue as defined in the previous Chapter). The aim of this chapter is to construct a
computational model of AP propagation through guinea pig ventricular muscle, and to
demonstrate the relationship between the diffusivity coefficient D and conduction veloc-
ity (CV) of the propagation wavefront. We hypothesise that there is a linear relationship
between D and conduction velocity in this model, and that D is correlated to the exper-
imental tissue resistivity discussed previously.
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5.2 Methods
The experimental setup in Chapter 4 measured electrical activation through a thin strip
of guinea pig ventricular papillary muscle. The thickness of the tissue was < 1mm, com-
pared to the length which was approximately 5mm. Propagation was measured over the
length of the tissue and considered instantaneous over the width. This allowed for the
assumption of one dimension propagation.
Additionally, as 1mm >> 100µm, the longest dimension of a typical myocyte, there
are many myocytes across a single cross section and along the tissue. A continuum ap-
proximation was made, which considers the averaged potential over all cells at each point.
Combined with the assumption of longitudinal propagation only, a 1D cable model was
used to represent this experimental set up, which can be described by the monodomain
equation introduced earlier in Equation (3.25). The equation is restated below:
D
∂2Vm
∂x2
= Cm
∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion(t)− Istim(t), (5.1)
The ionic model coupled to the system was the Luo–Rudy I guinea pig ventricular
AP model [Luo and Rudy, 1991], which was outlined previously in Chapter 3.
5.2.1 Implementation of numerical model
A cable of length 12mm, represented by the 1D monodomain equation described in the
previous Section, was implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks) with a custom code, us-
ing a second order finite difference method in space described in Chapter 3. A spatial
discretisation of ∆x = 6µm was used. The ends of each cable were modelled as no flux
boundary conditions.
The monodomain model was coupled to the Luo–Rudy I guinea pig ventricular action
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potential model [Luo and Rudy, 1991]. The non–linear ionic currents at each time point
were calculated using the Rush Larsen algorithm described in Section 3.3.1, and a first
order implicit time integration scheme was used to forward march the solution V (x, t) in
time, with ∆t = 0.02ms.
Pre–pacing and stimulation
To eliminate the effects of previous rate–dependent pacing history affecting the dynamics
of the ionic currents in the model, a single cell representation of the LR1 ODE model was
numerically paced until steady state was reached (no observable variation in consecutive
action potentials). The final values of the gating variables at resting membrane poten-
tial, and the resting potential were input as initial conditions throughout the tissue at all
points.
The tissue was subject to a time–dependent stimulus at one end of the cable, over a
region representing the length of a single cell 120µm. The stimulus duration was 0.5ms
and the stimulation amplitude was 1.2 times the minimal activation threshold to trigger
an action potential.
Figure 5.1: A schematic depiction of the simulated cable. A 12mm cable was coupled
with the Luo–Rudy I action potential model, and stimulated at one end of the cable. The
numerical solution Vm(x, t) was evaluated.
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Post Processing
The final solution was post processed to find physiological determinants of the model,
including conduction velocity (CV) and action potential duration (APD).
The activation time at point x was defined by the first time point T such that
V (x, T ) ≥ −60mV , and was determined at two points close to the beginning and end of
the cable, from which the conduction velocity CV was calculated.
The action potential duration (APD) was determined using APD90, the time duration
for a point to repolarise 90% of its amplitude after depolarisation.
Point virtual electrograms were calculated as described in Section 3.6.1. The electrode
was assumed to be at the minimum distance of one cell radius away from the cable.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Simulation duration and accuracy
The 1D monodomain equation implemented above computed in 20−240s on a MacBook
Pro with a 2.6GHz i7 processor and 16GB of memory, depending on the spatial and
temporal discretisation chosen.
Numerical accuracy of the simulation was studied by systematically varying the nu-
merical parameters ∆x and ∆t. The accuracy was evaluated by comparing the simulation
(for chosen ∆x and ∆t) at a single time point for all points on the domain, against a
simulation calculated using a very fine discretisation in time and space (∆x = 1.2µm,
∆t = 0.001ms). The L2 error norm was used to evaluate the error between the solutions.
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The error of the solution varied depending on the single time point chosen relative to
the time of the action potential wavefront being initiated in the tissue. Taking a time
point close to the start of AP initiation (within 5ms) caused a larger magnitude error
due to the difficulty of capturing the steep spatial gradient of the AP upstroke in the
depolarisation phase. Taking a time point when most of the tissue was in the recovery
phase of the AP produced a smaller magnitude of error. Error curves had similar shape
and behaviour for both choices of time points.
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Figure 5.2: A log graph showing the numerical error of the implementation against ∆t,
15ms after a stimulus was initiated in the cable. The code tends to first order accuracy,
as expected for a first order implicit time scheme.
The code demonstrated first order error in time as shown in Fig. 5.2, and second
order error in space as shown in Fig. 5.3. The time point was evaluated at 15ms post
stimulus.
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Figure 5.3: A log graph showing the numerical error of the implementation against ∆x,
15ms after a stimulus was initiated in the cable. The code tends to second order accuracy,
as expected for a second order central difference discretisation.
5.3.2 Modulation of physiological parameters
The effect of modulating conductivity on conduction velocity
The effect of modulating the diffusion coefficient D, also known as the conductivity of
the tissue, is presented in Table 5.1. The baseline coefficient D was chosen as D = 0.001
cm2/ms from literature [Sachse, 2004].
The table shows that decreasing D by a factor of 2 produces a decrease in CV of
approximately 1.4, which demonstrates a linear power law relationship between D and
CV . This can be demonstrated more clearly by plotting a log graph, in Figure 5.4. The
slope of the curve is approximately 0.5.
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D× CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline CV
2 87.7 1.40
1 62.6 1.40 1.00
2−1 44.5 1.41 0.71
2−2 31.0 1.44 0.50
2−3 22.2 1.40 0.35
2−4 15.6 1.42 0.25
2−5 11.0 1.42 0.18
2−6 7.86 1.40 0.13
2−7 5.55 1.42 0.09
2−8 3.92 1.42 0.06
2−9 2.77 1.42 0.04
2−10 1.95 1.42 0.03
2−11 1.36 1.43 0.02
Table 5.1: Effect of modulating conductivity D on conduction velocity CV. D is normally
given as 0.001 cm2/ms.
The effect of modulating gNa on CV
It has been demonstrated in theoretical models of AP propagation, that reducing the
peak excitability, gNa, of the sodium channel in the action potential model leads to a
reduction in conduction velocity of propagation [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004]. In this section,
gNa was systematically reduced to examine whether the numerical implementation of this
model behaved in accordance with published data.
The peak sodium channel excitability gNa parameter was reduced in increments of
10%, for the diffusion coefficient ofD = 0.0005cm2/ms. The resultant conduction velocity
of the system is plotted against the corresponding reduced value of gNa as shown in Fig.
5.5. Conduction block was obtained below 20% peak gNa.
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Figure 5.4: The relationship between modulating diffusion coefficient D against the re-
sulting conduction velocity in the 1D monodomain cable model with the LR-1 guinea
pig ventricular AP model. The slope of the curve is approximately 0.5, showing a lin-
ear power law relationship between the two parameters. D is normally given as 0.001
cm2/ms.
%gNa CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline CV
100% 44.5 1.00
90% 43.0 1.03 0.97
80% 41.6 1.03 0.93
70% 39.9 1.04 0.90
60% 37.8 1.06 0.85
50% 35.4 1.07 0.80
40% 32.5 1.09 0.73
30% 28.7 1.13 0.65
20% 23.12 1.24 0.52
10% Block Block Block
Table 5.2: Effect of reducing peak sodium excitability gNa on conduction velocity.
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Figure 5.5: The relationship between modulating maximum sodium channel excitability
gNa against the resulting conduction velocity in the 1D monodomain cable model with
the LR-1 guinea pig ventricular AP model.
Peak upstroke dV/dtmax
In Figure 5.6, it can be seen that decreasing effective diffusivity D had no effect on al-
tering the peak AP upstroke dV/dtmax. However, modulating peak sodium excitability
gNa reduced the max AP upstroke due to reduced sodium channel activity. Conduction
block occured after an 80% reduction in gNa.
It was noted that using a spatial resolution of 6µm inaccurately resulted in an increase
in dV/dtmax as D was decreased to small values. This was probably due to numerical
error, as discussed in the previous Section 5.3.1. However a spatial resolution of below
2µm was used to generated the result listed.
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(a) Modulating diffusivity D has no effect on
max AP upstroke dV/dt.
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(b) Modulating gNa reduces the max AP up-
stroke dV/dt.
Figure 5.6: Effect of modulating physiological parameters on max AP upstroke. In
the cable model, D the effective diffusivity is independent of the AP upstroke, whereas
modulating peak sodium excitability gNa reduces the max AP upstroke.
5.3.3 Action potential foot τap
The action potential foot τap, introduced in the previous chapter, is used as a factor
between resistivity and CV. In this study, outputted action potentials on the cable were
analysed for different values of diffusion coefficient D corresponding to normal or slow con-
duction. It was found that τap was not significantly different between normal conduction
(CV = 44.5cm/s, τap = 0.30ms) and slow conduction (CV = 5.5cm/s, τap = 0.31ms).
5.3.4 Electrogram
The virtual electrogram (vECG) was simulated for values of diffusion coefficient D which
produced ‘normal’ conduction (> 40cm/s) and ‘slow’ conduction (< 10cm/s). These are
plotted in Figure 5.7.
In normal conduction, the electrogram has a peak to peak amplitude of 142mV and
a duration of 2.5ms. In slow cable conduction, the electrogram retained its biphasic
morphology, with a smaller amplitude (35mV ) and wider duration 5ms.
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(a) Normal conduction, CV = 41.1cm/s.
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(b) Slow conduction, CV = 5.5cm/s.
Figure 5.7: Virtual electrogram (vECG) of cable model, under normal and slow conduc-
tion velocities. vECG normal CV: peak to peak amplitude: 142mV , duration: 2.5ms.
vECG slow CV, peak to peak amplitude: 35mV , duration: 5ms.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, a 1D cable model was numerically implemented, coupled with the Luo–
Rudy I guinea pig ventricular AP model, and subject to analysis of numerical accuracy in
space and time. Physiological determinants including conduction velocity (CV) and max
AP upstroke (dV/dtmax) were calculated from simulations, where effective diffusivity D
and peak sodium excitability gNa were modulated.
5.4.1 Numerical accuracy
Convergence studies of the present work indicated that the finite difference in space,
backward Euler in time, implementation followed second order accuracy in space and first
order accuracy in time. This is in line with convergence rates expected of the schemes
chosen. A note here is that spatial discretisation used in the present study is significantly
higher resolution (biggest space step = 20µm) than in published literature, which tends
to use ∆x = 100µm (the approximate length of a single cell) as the smallest space
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step. This is due to the motivation in this thesis to examine the physiological parameter
limits underlying model validity, both between theoretical models and between theory
and experiment. Examination of numerical parameter limits for accuracy of simulation
between different theoretical models was not studied in this thesis, but has been reported
in literature Clayton et al. [2010].
5.4.2 Modulation of physiological parameters
Investigation of physiological parameters were carried out in the cable model to assess the
effects on conduction velocity (CV) and peak AP upstroke - dV/dtmax. Diffusion coeffi-
cient D and peak sodium channel excitability gNa were modulated. A linear relationship
between D and CV was observed, as expected from a 1D cable model implantation.
Modulating D did not induce change on max AP upstroke dV/dtmax, which agrees with
previous studies [Shaw and Rudy, 1997].
For peak sodium excitability gNa, conduction block was observed after 80% reduction
in peak gNa. Shaw and Rudy [1997] reported conduction block after 90% reduction, which
is lower than than the present study. This may be down to differences in implementation
and numerical accuracy. Reducing gNa in the current study reduced dV/dtmax, with the
value at 80% reduction 50V/s, which is similar to the value reported in Shaw and Rudy
[1997].
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5.4.3 Range of parameter modulation compared with experi-
ment
It is worth noting the physiological interpretation ofD at specific values: D = 0.001cm2/ms
corresponds to an effective intracellular resistivity of Ri = 530Ωcm, based on a cylindrical
cell radius of 12µm and length 100µm. The values of D in this study were reduced by
up to 2000×; even a 2× reduction takes the effective Ri to > 1000Ωcm, which is outside
of the resistivity range measured in the previous chapter.
Thus, it is difficult to directly correlate results between theory and experiment for
a simple 1D cable model of conduction: changes in D do not compare with changes in
experimental AP data modulated by carbenoxolone. Significant conduction slowing needs
to be induced in an experimental model to validate and compare theoretical simulations.
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Part II
Development of a framework to
examine discrete models of
conduction
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6 Development of a 1D experimental cell culture model using the HL-1
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Chapter 6
Development of a 1D experimental
cell culture model using the HL-1
cell line
In Section 1.3, a primary sub aim of developing a discrete framework to model and capture
slow electrical conduction was established, along with the aim of developing a parallel and
integrated theoretical and experimental approach towards understanding cardiac excita-
tion. The present investigation aimed to develop a novel experimental cell culture model
of slow electrical conduction on microelectrode–embedded culture plates, on which the
local electrogram can be recorded at high spatial resolution. This model, if established,
would provide a source of experimental data, to which results from theoretical models
(Chapter 7) can be matched and compared.
This chapter outlines work to design and implement a method for creating custom
patterned monolayers of HL-1 cardiac myocytes on glass culture plates with embedded
electrodes. The technique is based on the micro–contact printing protocol described by
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Camelliti [Camelliti et al., 2006], with the aim to manipulate and control cell shape and
alignment in to controllable geometries, on which local electrograms can be recorded.
6.1 Background
In–vitro cell culture studies to examine the electrical conduction properties of coupled
cardiomyocytes have used two primary recording methods - optical mapping [Kucera
et al., 1998, 2001, Rohr et al., 1997, 1998] and multielectrode arrays [Halbach et al.,
2003].
In comparison with multielectrode arrays, optical mapping is the current method
of choice for obtaining detailed spatio–temporal information of the electrical excitation
wavefront [Efimov, 2004], due to the extra AP information which can be assessed via
the optical action potential [Kleber, 2005]. However, within the clinic, it is not currently
possible to carry out optical mapping studies at such detailed resolution, due to logistical
and technical difficulties. The electrogram signal remains the primary source of electrical
conduction data in-vivo. In the clinic, multiple electrogram signals are analysed simulta-
neously, to determine spatial patterns of activation, based on activation times assigned
to each electrogram waveform or ‘event’. Other features of the recorded waveform such
as the amplitude, duration and morphology are currently not utilised.
Under normal conduction, the sequence of electrical activation in the heart is easy
to determine due clear signal waveforms indicating syncytial tissue behaviour. In fib-
rillation however, complex fractional atrial electrograms (CFAEs) refer to disorganised
electrogram behaviour recorded in the atrium, which is not well understood [Nattel, 2008].
The desire to better understand the features of the fractionated electrogram in reen-
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trant arrhythmia remains a key challenge within the clinical community, prompting a
number of theoretical [Lesh et al., 1988, Correa de Sa et al., 2011, Jacquemet and Hen-
riquez, 2011] and experimental studies [Umapathy et al., 2008, Narayan et al., 2011].
Slowing of electrical excitation conduction is a primary initiator of reentrant arrhythmias
[Rohr et al., 1998], and thus experimental models of slow conduction provide a platform
for studies of reentrant arrhythmia and associated fractionation.
Within an experimental model, the ability to modulate parameters known to affect
conduction properties of tissue, such as geometry, cell size, functional properties includ-
ing ion channel and gap junction expression is important. An experimental setup to
examine factors underlying electrogram fractionation paves the way for a deterministic
relationship between these factors to be established using theoretical modelling, which
can consequently be used to further inform clinical understanding and experimental de-
sign.
Multi– or micro–electrode arrays (MEAs) allows the acquisition of multiple extracel-
lular electrograms from biological preparations situated over the surface of the array. Pre-
vious characterisation studies have described novel techniques for seeding simple isotropic
monolayers of cells on MEAs, and for measurement of conduction properties in cardiac
myocytes using this modality [Dias, 2010, Chowdhury, 2011]. However, simple cell cul-
ture monolayers do not mimic geometrical shapes found within in-vivo tissue, namely the
aspect ratio of cell shape, anisotropy due to the alignment of elongated cardiomyocytes,
and the three dimensional structure.
The ability to modulate cell shape and growth have been addressed in other experi-
mental studies, using optical mapping. Kucera et al. [1998] described effects of branching
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tissue geometry on glass coverslips, whilst Rohr et al. [1997] used a similar experimen-
tal methodology to demonstrate the source–sink effect with a single strand of cultured
cells connected to a 2D monolayer. Bursac et al. [2002] described a method for control-
ling macroscopic anisotropy in cardiomyocyte cultures on coverslips, and Camelliti et al.
[2006] published a technique for patterned cell growth on elastic membranes.
No previous studies have demonstrated a method of controlling macroscopic cell
growth and anisotropy on MEAs. The aim of the present work was to carry out de-
velopment of a method for growing reliable cell cultures on MEAs, with the ability to
modulate geometrical cell and tissue shape.
6.1.1 Choice of a cell–line model
Primary cell cultures such as neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) are routinely
used for in vitro studies [de Diego et al., 2011, Chang et al., 2009, Fast and Kle´ber, 1994].
However, they can dedifferentiate or undergo apopotosis after a few days in culture, and
may contain many cell types or inconsistent proportions, which can introduce additional
complications in the model. A cell line allows for consistency of preparations of a single
cell type.
6.1.2 The HL-1 cell line
Work to create a cardiac myocyte cell line was carried out by Steinhelper et al. [1990],
deriving the AT-1 cell line, which expressed cardiac specific proteins and retained struc-
tural features of cardiomyocytes. However, the AT-1 cell line and other attempts to
create cardiac cell lines either experienced a gradual loss of the cardiac phenotype, or a
loss of proliferation.
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Claycomb et al. [1998] established the HL-1 cell line from an AT-1 culture, via careful
control of the culture environment. Further characterisation by the same group demon-
strated that HL-1 cells expressed cardiac-specific myosin and muscle-specfic desmin in-
termediate filaments, normal myofibril development and gene expression comparable to
that of adult atrial myocytes [White, 2003]. Electrophysiological characterisation demon-
strated the presence of currents equivalent to sodium, potassium and L-type calcium cur-
rents, whilst electron microscopy of cell-cell borders revealed the existence of intercalated
discs. These characterisations suggest the suitability of the HL-1 cell line for investigating
fundamental mechanisms of cell-cell coupling and cardiac excitation.
HL-1 subclones
A feature of the original HL-1 cell line is the heterogeneity of the line, with geneti-
cally identical cultures exhibiting different morphological and contractile characteristics.
Dupont and Dias [2010] carried out further work on the HL-1 culture to create six sep-
arate sub-clones, named HL1-1, . . . , HL1-6 respectively. The HL1-5 line terminated due
to a lack of proliferation. Characterisation of the remaining sub-clones revealed differing
connexin expression and contractile characteristics between sub-clones, whilst Western
blot analysis also exhibited differing quantities of Cx43 and Cx40 expression from sub-
clone to sub-clone [Dias, 2010].
The HL-1 clone 6 has been characterised to express a maximal conduction velocity
of 42mm/s in a monolayer paced at 1− 2Hz[Dias, 2010] and is the main sub-clone used
throughout the investigation in this thesis. Any subsequent reference to HL-1 cells refer
specifically to the HL-1 clone 6 (also denoted HL1-6) unless stated otherwise. Due to
its slow baseline conduction velocity compared to NRVMs, the HL-1 cell line is consid-
ered a useful tool for investigating mechanisms of arrhythmogenesis due to intrinsic slow
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conduction [Dias, 2010, Chowdhury, 2011].
6.2 Methods
All materials were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated.
6.2.1 Maintenance of the HL-1 cell line
HL-1 cells were cultured in Claycomb medium supplemented with 10% foetal bovine
serum (FBS), 4mM L-Glutamine, 0.1mM norepenephrine, and 100µg/ml Penicillin/Strep-
tomycin in an incubator at 37◦C with 5% CO2. Culture flasks were pre-coated with 0.02%
gelatine and 5µg/ml fibronectin.
Confluent flasks were passaged with two washes of phosphate-buffered-saline solution
(PBS) followed by incubation with 1ml trypsin/EDTA (0.5mg/ml, 0.2mg/ml EDTA in
PBS for 8−12 minutes to loosen the cells from the flask surface. After cells were dislodged,
trypsin digestion was terminated using 1ml trypsin inhibitor and the solution washed in
to a centrifuge tube with PBS and centrifuged at 1000g for five minutes. The resulting
supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended in media, diluted between 1/3
and 1/6 and seeded in to a new culture flask.
6.2.2 Cryostorage of HL-1 cells
Freezing
Unused HL-1 cells were preserved in liquid nitrogen for later use. Cells were cultured
in T75 flasks using the protocol described in Section 6.2.1. After dislodging and cen-
trifuging, the cells were resuspended in a freezing medium of 95% FBS and 5% dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), and aliquoted to cryovials (9 vials per T75 flask). Cells were frozen
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at −80◦C for 24 hours before being transferred to liquid nitrogen.
Thawing
Cryovials were thawed rapidly in a 37◦C water bath, and the contents were centrifuged
with 10ml Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) for five minutes at 1000G. The
supernatant was removed and the cells were resuspended in supplemented Claycomb
medium and seeded. The cells were left to attach for 4 − 6 hours, before the medium
was replaced. To ensure full recovery from cryostorage, cells underwent two full passages
before any use in experiments.
6.2.3 Stimulating and recording of extracellular electrograms
The multielectrode array system
The MEA system produced by Multichannel Systems, Germany is a commercially avail-
able system for electrical stimulation, recording and data acquisition.
Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are reusable arrays of electrodes which permit simul-
taneous electrical stimulation and recording. The electrodes, made from titanium nitride
(TiN), are set in glass, and channels connecting electrodes to pre-amplifier contact points
are electrically isolated with silicon nitride (PEVCD). Each electrode is capable of record-
ing voltage and delivering electrical stimuli at physiologically realistic voltages. The sys-
tem is amplified via a pre-amplifier and a filter amplifier and has an acquisition voltage
range of ±4mV at 25kHz, versus optical mapping systems which acquire at 1− 2.5kHz.
An 8 × 8 culture MEA plate consists of 60 electrodes (with no corner electrodes), with
an electrode diameter of 30µm and electrode spacing of 200µm giving a recording area
of 1.4mm× 1.4mm (depicted in Figure 6.1)
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Figure 6.1: A microelectrode array (MEA) plate consists of a square array of electrodes
of around 30µm in diameter with a spacing of between 100 and 500µm. Image from
Multichannel Systems.
Two types of MEA plates were used, as depicted in Figure 6.2:
• Standard MEA plates were made with a solid ring around the area of the electrodes
to hold the culture medium.
• For immunocytochemistry on the same culture plate, flat MEA plates were used
with a removable silicone cell culture chamber (Greiner Bio One) to hold media.
This ring could be removed post-recording to allow the MEA plate to be imaged
on a confocal microscope.
The protocol permitting electrophysiological recordings followed by immunocytochem-
istry on the same culture plate was devised by Dr R Chowdhury [Chowdhury, 2011] and
reproduced below.
6.2.4 Cell culture protocol for monolayers on MEA plates
Cells in confluent flasks were re-suspended and diluted. Two techniques were used for
seeding the cells on the MEA plates, which were pre-coated with fibronectin and washed
with Poly-L-Lysine-conjugated Polyethylene Glycol (PLL-PEG):
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(a) Standard MEA
plate with solid ring
(b) Flat MEA plate
without ring
(c) Removable silicone
cell culture ring
Figure 6.2: The standard solid ring MEA is used for normal experiments; the flat MEA
is used when additional immunocytochemistry is needed. Images reproduced courtesy of
Dr Rasheda Chowdhury.
• 10µl of medium containing 0.5cm2 of cells were dropped precisely on top of the
microelectrode array. This was left for 20 minutes to allow cells to settle before
topping up with medium.
• The whole culture of the MEA plate was flooded with 0.5cm2 of cells, suspended
in a larger volume of medium (200µl).
Following two pre-washes with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), a second
medium change was made between 2-6 hours after seeding to remove dead and loose
cells.
Electrical activity within the cells were recorded up to 5 days after seeding. Activity
within the cells were either triggered through intrinsic pacemaker activity or via an ex-
ternal biphasic electrical stimulus.
6.2.5 Micro–contact printing for cell culture
During the process of cell culture and MEA recordings, cultured monolayers seeded and
formed arbitrary shapes. Required geometrical 1D/2D patterns could not be created us-
ing the established seeded monolayer technique. An additional method was sought, that
could control overall tissue shape and geometry, and the chosen method to implement
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was micro contact printing, also known as micropatterning.
Micropatterning techniques have been utilised successfully by several groups, such as
Kucera et al [Kucera et al., 1998, Rohr et al., 1998] and Camelliti et al[Camelliti et al.,
2006]. The chosen experimental method of creating patterns within this work was based
on the micro-patterning protocol of Camelliti et al, with suitable adaptations and modi-
fications.
Overview of the protocol
The micro-contact printing protocol consisted of the following steps (illustrated in Figure
6.3):
• DESIGN - A photomask layout with the desired pattern was created. A transparent
‘mask’ made from soda-lime glass with chrome covering the desired feature was
manufactured.
• COATING - The mask was aligned on to a silicon wafer, which was pre-coated with
a light sensitive material known as photoresist.
• EXPOSURE - The coated wafer was exposed to UV light through the photo mask.
• DEVELOPMENT - the coated wafer was baked and developed to dissolve the
unexposed pattern and create the final mould.
• STAMP-MOULDING - PDMS stamps were created through deposition in to relief
moulds on the wafer and baked at low temperature.
• STAMPING - The stamp was coated with Alexa488-conjugated fibronectin and
pressed on to the substrate, which was then seeded with cells.
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the micro–contact printing protocol (adapted from Camelliti
et al. [2006]).
Designing the transparency mask
Photomask layouts were created using a CAD multi physics modelling package (COM-
SOL), and designs were sent to an external photomask supplier (JD Phototools, UK)
for manufacture. 5” × 5” photomasks were manufactured from soda lime, with printed
chrome creating opaque features on the mask (Figure 6.4)
Creating the patterned wafer
Photolithography work was undertaken in a controlled clean room environment to reduce
contamination of small airborne dust and other contaminates during the manufacturing
process. The clean room was based at London Centre for Nanotechnology, UCL, and had
a Class 1000 (ISO 6) rating.
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(a) Transparency mask layout containing
7× 7 features designed on a CAD package.
(b) A designed feature, consisting of 8
strands, width 30µm, length 2000µm.
Figure 6.4: Features were designed on a transparency mask, with a zoomed feature
showing a design with long thing strands of width 30µm. Each feature had a square
boundary around the border to stabilise the stamp during incubation.
The negative photoresist solvent SU-8 (Microchem) was used to create coatings of
controlled depth. The SU-8 resist was available in several different viscosities, each re-
quiring a modified protocol that resulted in different depths of deposition on the silicon
wafer surface. SU-8 2005 was initially used, creating a coated layer with a depth of ≈ 5µm
which was not deep enough to transfer the specific pattern feature cleanly. Instead, SU-8
2025 with a much higher viscosity was chosen, creating a coating of depth ≈ 30µm.
Photolithography was carried out as follows: 4 inch diameter round silicon wafers
were coated with SU-8, spun rapidly to create a uniform layer, and baked pre-exposure
to minimise remaining solvent concentration, first at 65◦C for pre-baking and then at
95◦C for softbaking. Following this, the wafer was place on a vacuum controlled mask
aligner (Quintel) with the transparency mask overlaid.
The masked wafer was exposed to UV light for a controlled energy dose and this rendered
exposed parts of the coating to cross link and become insoluble to developer. Following
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exposure, the wafer was post exposure baked (again at 65/95◦C) to complete the cross
linking process. The wafer was developed in EC Solvent, dissolving the unexposed pho-
toresist, and washed in isopropanol.
A summary of SU-8 photoresist properties and timings for each step of the protocol
is presented in Table 6.1.
Thickness Spin Speed Pre Exp Bake Exposure Post Exp Bake Development
(µm) (RPM) Pre/Soft (min) (s) Pre/Soft (min) (min)
SU8-2005 5 3000 1 / 2 10 1 /1 1
SU8-2025 30− 40 3000 2 / 5 40 1 / 3 5
Table 6.1: Summary of SU-8 photoresist properties and required times for each protocol
step. Pre bake was carried out at 65◦C, post bake at 95◦C
Fabrication and maintenance of PDMS stamps
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) solution was mixed from a commercial elastomer kit (Dow
Corning). Sylgard 184 was mixed with a curing agent at a weight ratio of 10:1 [Camelliti
et al., 2006] and vacuum pumped to remove air bubbles. The desiccated solution was
poured in to pre-cut relief moulds placed on the master mould and baked at 70◦C for
one hour to form the stamp. This was cleaned via sonication in ethanol and rinsed in
distilled water. PDMS stamps were treated in a plasma cleaning system for final cleaning
and ionisation before use.
PDMS stamps were sonicated in 70% ethanol and rinsed in distilled water after each use.
Pattern transfer with fibronectin
The stamp was incubated in fibronectin (diluted to 0.2 mg/ml of labelled fibronectin
solution) for 1 hour before stamping on to the substrate (either an MEA plate or a glass
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coverslip). The substrate was then washed in Poly-L-Lysine conjugated Polyethylene
Glycol PEG (0.1mg/ml) before being rinsed and blown dry using nitrogen gas.
Labelling of fibronectin
To look for co-localisation of fibronectin and seeding of cells, the fibronectin solution was
pre-conjugated with Alexa-fluor 488, a substance which fluoresces green under excitation
from blue fluorescence at a wavelength of 488nm. This was carried out by mixing the
Alexa-Fluor reagent with fibronectin, and eluting the resultant solution through a purif-
cation column.
The collected volume fractions of labelled fibronectin were diluted at 1/5, before being
used as above.
Seeding of cells
HL-1 cells in suspension were seeded at a high density over the feature of interest, at a
range of dilutions. Following the seeding, MEA plates were washed with PBS solution at
specific time points, to remove dead cells that were adhered to the surface.
Imaging of cells
Cells and patterns were imaged using a Nikon inverted microscope (Eclipse TE200).
6.2.6 Immunocytochemistry
Immunocytochemistry was carried out to identify Cx43 expression in the patterned my-
ocytes. The protocol is outlined below.
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Fixing
Cells on the MEA plate were fixed with methanol for five minutes then washed twice
for five minutes in PBS and stored at 4◦C overnight. All subsequent incubations were
carried out at room temperature.
Antibody incubation
Cells were initially incubated with 1% BSA block in PBS for 1 hour (PBS–BSA). Cells
were simultaneously incubated with the primary rabbit anti Cx43 and anti N-cadherin
antibodies for 2 hours. The anti Cx43 antibody (Zymed) was raised against the rat,
and used at a 1:200 dilution in BSA. The anti N-cadherin (Zymed) was raised against
the chicken, used at a 1:500 dilution in BSA. Antibody dilutions were made in PBS–BSA.
After washing three times for five minutes with PBS, cells were incubated simultane-
ously with secondary antibodies: Cx43: anti-rabbit Cy3 at 1:500 dilution, N-cadherin:
anti-mouse FITC at 1:500 dilution in BSA for 45 minutes. The cells were then washed
three times for five minutes with PBS.
Mounting
The removable rings on the MEA plates were then removed and the plates were dipped
in distilled water. The plate edge was blotted on tissue paper. A coverslip was mounted
onto the plate using CitiFluor mountant in excess without sealing.
Quantification
Cell size and orientation from confocal images and phase contrast images were manually
identified and measured by using Fiji, an open source image analysis software [Schindelin
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et al., 2012]. The method in the confocal image is outlined:
• The image stack was projected to a single plane along the Z axis, taking the max
intensity for each pixel across the Z stack.
• Individual cells were identified and a freehand trace around each cell border was
performed.
• An ellipse was fitted to each cell using the built-in Fiji tool, and the properties
of the ellipse (major axis length, minor axis length and angle of major axis from
horizontal) were measured.
• Cell size, anisotropy ratio and orientation was calculated.
Statistics
Comparisons between groups were carried out by one way analysis of variance (ANOVA),
with post–hoc Bonferroni’s multiple comparison test. p values: ∗ : p < 0.05, ∗∗ : p < 0.01,
∗ ∗ ∗ : p < 0.001.
6.3 Results
Patterns were designed as eight parallel lines, of length 1500µm, and with variable thick-
ness of 30µm up to 100µm, with line spacing of 200µm from centre to centre.
6.3.1 Control of cell seeding density
Chowdhury [2011] established a method for seeding cells in suspension over a specific
area: to deposit a small droplet of medium containing a high concentration of suspended
cells over the feature of interest: this saturation of cells would lead to a confluent mono-
layer. The challenge faced for micropatterning purposes was to find a seeding method
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which did not saturate the area of interest yet had a high enough concentration of cells
per unit area to ensure that cells would bind to each pattern.
It was found through systemic variation of seeding technique and re-suspension con-
centrations, that a 1/50 (0.5cm2 of cells from a 100% confluent T25 flask) concentration,
suspended in around 100− 200µl of media, was optimal.
6.3.2 Alignment with electrodes
The stamps created were transparent and cylindrical (5mm diameter), and features were
of the order of 1.4mm, to fit with a line of 8 electrodes spaced 200µm apart.. To ensure
the stamp aligned with the MEA feature, a Z–axis micro–manipulator-controlled clamp
was initially used. However, it was found that manual manipulation of the stamp using
forceps whilst looking through the microscope eyepiece was sufficient to accurately align
the stamp with the electrode.
6.3.3 Quality of fibronectin transfer from stamp on to plate
The quality of fibronectin transfer from the PDMS on to the glass plate was assessed by
conjugation of Alexa-Fluor 488 with fibronectin, and subsequent analysis of the resultant
patterns on glass cover slips using an epifluorescence microscope.
It was initially found that fibronectin transfer on to the plate was inhomogenous, as
shown in Figure 6.5. Pattern transfer was preferential on the edges of stamp features and
not in the middle of the features.This design and quality of PDMS stamps were improved
to include an outer square outside the region of interest for support, and by increasing
the depth of the features on the silicon wafer. Additionally, the incubation time of the
fibronectin on the stamp was increased to one hour from 20 minutes. This resulted in a
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cleaner pattern transfer, as shown in Figure 6.5.
However the condition of each MEA plate was found to have effects on the quality of
pattern transfer. New MEA plates require pre–treatment to create a hydrophilic surface;
over time the hydrophilic properties of the plate dissipate and this was found to impact
on the quality of the transfer. Plasma treatment was found to refresh the hydrophilic
properties of the plate.
Additionally, the silicon nitride insulation above electrodes deteriorated over use and this
created an uneven plate topography, which also impacted on fibronectin transfer.
(a) Patchiness of fibronectin transfer with
initial stamps.
(b) Reliable fibronectin transfer after im-
provement of protocol.
Figure 6.5: Quality of fibrenectin transfer (green) on to MEA plate was improved follow-
ing modification of the initial protocol. Scale bar: 30µm
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6.3.4 Stability of patterns
MEA plates imprinted with Alexa-fluor 488–conjugated fibronectin were imaged daily
over a two week period, to examine the stability of the pattern. It was found that
the fluorescence pattern retained constant shape and intensity over this time period,
indicating that the fibronectin pattern did not deteriorate over time.
6.3.5 Co–location and cell growth
Fibronectin was imprinted on glass MEA plates, for parallel lines of thickness 30 and
100µm. HL-1 cells were seeded according to the cell seeding protocol outlined in Section
6.2.1. Thirty minutes to two hours after seeding, the MEA plate was washed vigorously
in PBS solution, to remove dead cells adhered to the MEA plate. The plates were imaged
immediately after the PBS wash, and daily subsequently.
Figure 6.6 shows two sets of patterned cultures, for thicknesses of 30 and 100µm re-
spectively. After seeding, suspended cells settled and attached preferentially to fibronectin
patterns. Plates were washed 0.5 − 2 hours post seeding, and imaged (6.6c and 6.6d).
One day after seeding, cells began to attach to each other, forming confluent monolayers
within the pattern (6.6e and 6.6f).
6.3.6 Cell shape and anisotropy
For very thin fibronectin patterns < 10µm, single cells aligned exactly along lines of fi-
bronectin (Figure 6.7).
The morphology of HL-1 cells in patterned strands were compared with HL-1 cells
seeded in a normal monolayer. Initial visual observation suggested that patterned strands
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(a) Patterned lines, 30µm thick (b) Patterned lines, 100µm thick
(c) 2 hours post seeding (d) 2 hours post seeding
(e) Day 1 after seeding (f) Day 1 after seeding
Figure 6.6: Growth of patterned HL-1 cells on MEA plates. Alexa-Fluor 488–labelled
Fibronectin was printed on MEA plates (6.6a and 6.6b). Cells were seeded and washed
0.5− 2 hours post seeding (6.6c and 6.6d). One day after seeding, cells began to attach
to each other, forming confluent monolayers (6.6e and 6.6f).
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Figure 6.7: Single cell alignment (bright field) overlaid on fibronectin patterns (green).
On very thin lines, HL-1 cells elongated exactly along lines of fibronectin. Thickness of
electrical lines along diagonal: 10µm.
induced elongation in seeded HL-1 cells compared to non–patterned monolayers (Fig.
6.8).
(a) 30µm width strand of HL-1 myocytes (b) Monolayer of HL-1 myocytes
Figure 6.8: HL-1 cells in a patterned strand vs in a monolayer. Cells within pattern are
elongated primarily in the direction of the strand. Cells seeded in a 2D monolayer exhibit
a range of shapes and orientation.
The morphology of HL-1 cells were compared in thin strands (30µm) vs thick strands
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(a) Thin strands, 30µm width (b) Thick strands, 100µm width
Figure 6.9: Cell orientation in thin vs thick strands, imaged one day post seeding. Elon-
gated cells were more homogeneously orientated in thin strands along the long axis com-
pared to thicker strands.
(100µm), shown in Figure 6.9. There was no visual difference between degree of cell
elongation in thinner strands (30µm) versus thicker strands (100µm), due to confluence
of monolayers, and further quantitative analysis was carried out.
Quantitative analysis on cell morphology and orientation was carried out on thick
and thin strands as described in Section 6.2.6, by manually fitting ellipses to individual
myocytes identified on phase contrast and Cx43–labelled confocal images of patterned
culture. Cell length and width, anisotropy ratio and mean orientation from horizontal
were calculated, and presented in Table 6.2. Morphological parameters are compared in
Figure 6.10.
In single cells on patterned lines, cells had an average anisotropy of 4.4 and were
closely aligned to the pattern. In patterned strands, the cells became significantly less
elongated as strand thickness was increased; the anisotropy ratio of cell long axis to short
axis decreased from 4.4 down to 1.9, as cells exhibited a less anisotropic profile. The
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Width n Long axis (µm) Short axis (µm) Anisotropy Angle (◦)
Single line 8 29.0± 2.5 6.8± 1.0 4.4± 0.6 0± 4
30µm 28 20.8± 8.0 6.7± 2.3 3.2± 0.9 −4± 12
100µm 52 19.4± 4.8 11.8± 2.9 1.9± 0.6 15± 51
Table 6.2: Cell morphology was measured in strands of different thickness, by fitting
ellipses to cells. Long/short axis lengths, anisotropy between long and short axis, and
deviation of the long axis from the horizontal are presented.
distribution of cell orientation from the horizontal axis was more heterogeneous as width
of patterned strand increased, from single cell thickness strands (S.D. 4◦) to 30µm (S.D.
12◦) to the 100µm strand (S.D. 51◦), as shown in Figure 6.11.
Overgrowth of patterned shapes
Patterned shapes were found only to retain the pattern for a period of 1-2 days after
seeding. Proliferation of HL-1 cells continued over incubation period, such that cells
would overgrow the features of the pattern and form new connections with other features
by day 3 and 4, as shown in Figure 6.12.
6.3.7 Expression of Cx43 in patterned strands
Immunocytochemistry was carried out (n=1 of each strand), fixed 3 days after seeding, to
determine cell shape and Cx43 expression on patterned culture. The image was acquired
on a confocal microscope along the Z-axis. Each slice had a thickness of 1.2µm. A sample
slice through the preparation is shown in Figure 6.13.
Cx43 labelling identified Cx43 in HL-1 cells seeded on patterned MEA plates (Figure
6.13b). The intensity of labelling was greater on cell membranes compared to intracellular
space, indicating possible existence of gap junctions on the cell membrane. Elongated
cells exhibited labelling along both membrane axes.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of cell morphology in different strand thickness, by manual
fitting of ellipses to cells and measuring their properties. Bar graphs: mean ± SD. There
was no significant difference in mean long axis between 100µm (Thick) and 30µm (Thin)
strand, but significant differences between thick and single cell–thick (Single) (p < 0.001),
and between Thin and Single (p < 0.01). The mean short axis length was not significantly
different between Single and Thin strands, but significant difference between Single and
Thick (p < 0.001), and between Thick and Thin strands (p < 0.001). Finally there was
significant difference in anisotropy ratios between all three pairs (all p < 0.001).
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(a) Single cell thickness
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Figure 6.11: Orientation of patterned cells from horizontal. Cells on a pattern < 10µm
were aligned with pattern (n = 8), while mean orientation on a thin pattern had a small
deviation from the horizontal (n = 28). Cells within a thick strand had a wide range of
orientations (n = 52).
Sequential confocal images acquired through the Z-depth of the sample revealed the
existence of proliferated cells above the primary monolayer (Figure 6.14). Slice 9 reveals
autofluorescence of the embedded electrodes. The maximum intensity of Cx43 labelling
was projected along the Z axis was projected on to a single plane shown in Figure 6.15,
which reveals the mean elongation and orientation of cells in thinner strands compared
with the thick strand. Cx43 labelling occurerd uniformly along both long and short axis
of HL-1 cells in both strand thicknesses.
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(a) Fluorescence pattern (100µm thick) (b) 2 hours after seeding
(c) Day 1 after seeding (d) Day 2 after seeding
(e) Day 3 after seeding (f) Day 4 after seeding
Figure 6.12: Micro–patterned HL-1 cells initially adhere to pattern (6.12b and 6.12c).
but then start to overgrow the pattern and connect with other lines (6.12e and 6.12f).
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(a) Bright field image (b) Cx43 labelling
Figure 6.13: Cx43 labelling of patterned HL-1 myocytes on MEA plate. 6.13a is a bright
field image showing the elongation of HL-1 cells in to an anisotropic shape along the
line of the strand. 6.13b shows the distribution of Cx43 labelling within the cell and
along the membrane, around the middle Z slice through the thickness of the preparation
(10 12µm). Z-slice resolution: 1.2µm. Scale bar: 15µm.
A double labelling protocol for Cx43 and for intercalated disc–protein N–Cadherin
was carried out, and the overlaid labelled images are presented in Figure 6.16, with sites
of co–localisation appearing purple. This indicated that lines of high Cx43 intensity are
localised within the intercalated disc on the cell membrane.
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(a) Slice 1/9 (b) Slice 2/9 (c) Slice 3/9
(d) Slice 4/9 (e) Slice 5/9 (f) Slice 6/9
(g) Slice 7/9 (h) Slice 8/9 (i) Slice 9/9
Figure 6.14: Z stack of Cx43 labelling in patterned strand reveals height profile of HL-1
cells. A second layer of proliferated cells (slices 1–5) can be observed above the monolayer
(slices 5-9). Z slice thickness: 1.2µm. Scale bar: 30µm. HL-1 cells have a Z height of
approximately 6− 8µm.
6.3.8 Electrical Recording
Seeded MEA plates were plugged in to the Multichannel recording system, and recordings
were taken daily, for both intrinsic activity and paced electrical activity. Cells overgrew
designed patterns after 3 days in culture, and thus recordings were only taken for up to
3 days.
No successful electrical recordings, paced or intrinsic, were recorded from the pat-
terned HL-1 cultures within 2-3 days of seeding.
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(a) Thin strand (b) Thick strand
Figure 6.15: Z–projected, max intensity profile of Cx43 labelling reveals shape and orien-
tation of cells on patterned strands, with patterns running east to west. Cells had greater
elongation (anisotropy ratio) and smaller deviation of orientation from the horizontal axis
in the thin strand. Cx43 labelling was even along all cell borders in both strand types.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Summary of findings
In this chapter, an experimental protocol was described to create designer patterns of
cultured cells on glass MEA plates, with the future aim of investigating the morphology
of extracellular electrograms in slow conduction of excitation. The HL-1 sub clone was
suggested as a suitable experimental for studies of slow conduction. Technique optimisa-
tion for patterned cell culture was carried out, and initial results on the viability of the
protocol were reported.
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Figure 6.16: Overlaid image of Cx43 (red) and N–Cadherin (blue) labelling, summed over
the Z–axis. Sites with co–localisation of Cx43 and N–Cadherin appeared purple
Viability of technique
It was observed in the present study that designer patterns of fibronectin on MEA culture
plates successfully induced patterns of cell monolayer. The work was a novel attempt to
implement a micro–contact printing protocol for use on commercially available glass MEA
culture plates. Previous reported patterned cell cultures on cardiomyocytes have been
completed on disposable coated cover-slips [Kucera et al., 2001, Rohr et al., 1998, Bursac
et al., 2002, Badie, 2010], or on elastic grooved PDMS membranes [Camelliti et al., 2006,
Motlagh et al., 2003].
The technical challenge in replicating this culture technique was in obtaining reliable
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fibronectin transfer on to reusable glass plates; fibronectin patterns on MEAs were found
to stable over a period of several weeks. Reproducing this technique reliably requires
access to plasma coating facilities and an increased turnover of reusable MEA plates due
to the necessity for an even surface topography on plates with deteriorating electrode
insulation.
Effects of patterned culture on cell and tissue morphology
Creating designer patterns affected the shape and orientation of HL-1 cells seeded on
to the pattern, compared to cells seeded in monolayers. Thin strands were observed to
induce greater elongation in cells and more homogeneous orientation along the line of the
pattern compared to the thicker strands, which had a larger spread of orientations and a
more circular profile.
These results were consistent with existing characterisation studies on micro contact
printing methods [Badie, 2010, Bursac et al., 2002, Deutsch et al., 2000, Motlagh et al.,
2003], which additionally report that creating Z–grooves further assist with promoting
alignment of cultured myocytes.
Cx43 distribution in patterned cells
Connexin 43 distribution was assessed on patterned HL-1 cultures via immunocytochem-
istry labelling on a single MEA plate, fixed 3 days after seeding. Cx43 labelling was found
to preferentially locate at cell membranes (identified by co–localisation with membrane–
bound N–Cadherin), compared to intracellular space, suggesting that gap junctions (GJ)
may exist between neighbouring cells. The functionality of these GJs were not assessed,
and further studies may be completed via dye transfer assays.
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Previous HL-1 characterisation studies have indicated that connexins are evenly dis-
tributed around the cell border of HL-1 cells in monolayers, due to their lack of struc-
tured shape and orientation [Dias, 2010, p.188], [Chowdhury, 2011]. In the current work,
analysis of Cx43 distribution via immunocytochemistry did not reveal any conclusive
evidence to suggest that the anisotropic cell shape, induced by patterned cell culture,
led to increased Cx43 labelling along the cell short axis, as is conventional in normal
myocardium. Other optimisation studies have reported limited success in inducing gap
junctional cell end localisation in otherwise–anisotropic cell culture designer patterns
[Badie, 2010, p.62],compared to tissue sections. This suggests that modifying cell shape
and orientation alone in designer cell cultures may not be sufficient to mimic gap junc-
tional distributions in real myocardium.
The current work looked only at expression of Cx43 in HL-1 cells, although it has
been reported that Cx40 and Cx45 are also present [Dias, 2010], which may be worth
targeting in further studies.
Electrogram recording of HL-1 on patterned strands
No electrical response could be recorded on patterned strands of HL-1 cells, up to and
including 3 days after seeding. It has been reported in previous characterisation studies
[Chowdhury, 2011] that monolayers of HL-1 cell line require up to 7 days in culture
to fully develop electrical excitability and peak conduction velocity of 30 − 40mm/s,
with conduction velocity dependent upon the day of culture. This indicates several key
problems in attempting to use the HL-1 cell line for patterned cell culture:
• Electrical conduction in 1D patterned strands can only be reliably correlated to
1D conduction models if strands remain disconnected. The time duration for HL-1
myocytes to develop electrical activity is greater than the time duration by which
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cell proliferation leads to overgrowth of cells outside the pattern and in the Z-
direction.
• The signal to noise ratio of recording activity in thin patterned strands is necessarily
lower than ratios obtained from full monolayers. Future theoretical studies may be
undertaken to assess the minimum strand width to generate a signal large enough
to be captured on existing systems. Optical mapping has been successfully used
in previous functional studies of patterned cell culture[Kucera et al., 2001], which
suggest the signal to noise ratio is not an insurmountaFuble challenge.
Summary and future applications
The technique of creating patterned cell culture on commercial MEA plates described in
this chapter is novel method for measuring extracellular electrograms using a non–toxic,
non–invasive method. However, many technical hurdles still exist and further quantitive
studies will be needed to fully develop the utility of the technique. The technique may
assist topics for further study, such as the following:
• Conduction within neonatal rat ventricular myocytes (NRVMs) may be studied us-
ing this technique, as NRVMs exhibit higher baseline speeds of electrical conduction
[Meiry et al., 2001] .
• Questions involving interfaces of different cardiac cell types can conceivably be stud-
ied through patterned cell growth, such as in–vitro analysis of conduction and elec-
trogram properties within the transmural wall, from endocardium to epicardium.
• Source–sink based problems [Rohr et al., 1997] have long been studied using designer
cultures, and have continued to be studied in recent years [de Lange and Kucera,
2009].
.
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6.5 Work in progress: Development of a mathemat-
ical model of the HL1–6 action potential
A primary aim within this chapter was to establish an experimental model of slow con-
duction, to which theoretical models could be compared. The HL1–6 has previously been
shown to exhibit slow baseline conduction velocity [Dias, 2010, Chowdhury, 2011]. How-
ever no current mathematical models of the murine HL–1 action potential exist in the
literature. Establishment of a mathematical model of the HL–1 action potential would
allow electrophysiology and conduction experiments using the HL–1 cell line to be repro-
duced in–silico with a monodomain or bidomain tissue coupled with the HL–1 AP model.
Initial work to develop a mathematical model of an HL-1 sub clone cell line was un-
dertaken during the present period of research, and is presented in Appendix B. The work
includes evaluation of the literature concerning functional characteristics of the mouse
atrial myocyte, and existing mathematical models of rodent, murine or atrial action po-
tentials. An initial mathematical model was proposed based on these findings and on
experimental data, with the resoling AP morphology in a single cell matching experimen-
tal AP curves. However, other properties did not match experimental data.
Investigation and refinement of the model is a work in progress, and hence the initial
results are presented in the Appendix for reference.
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Chapter 7
Developing a 1D mathematical
model of conduction in discrete
coupled myocytes
7.1 Introduction
This chapter outlines the development and implementation of a model of discrete cou-
pled myocytes in one dimension. The model breaks from the continuum assumption that
electrical behaviour in tissue can be averaged over many cells, instead addressing single
myocytes, each modelled as a continuum, which are coupled together via conditions on
the cell boundaries that represent gap junctions. The aim of this study was to compare
this model with continuum models to assess under what conditions the latter can still be
considered a valid approximation.
A histologically detailed approach has been considered in other studies. Keener and
Sneyd [2009] derived analytical solutions for a passive 1D case, whilst numerically Shaw
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and Rudy [1997] have numerically implemented a 1D chain of ‘coupled’ myocytes, by
adopting an alternative junctional resistance at periodic intervals within a cable model.
A 3D computational model, described by Stinstra et al. [2010] coupled with the LR–1
model represents the most histologically representative model, with an additional capac-
itance term co–located at cell ends with gap junctions. However, the full 3D model is
very computationally intensive, and a simpler model may provide additional insights to
existing literature without significant computational resources. A 1D fully discrete my-
ocytes with active ion channels following the description of Stinstra has not been fully
explored within the literature and will be the focus of the present work. The outline of
the chapter is given below.
A simple mathematical monodomain model of voltage potential in cells coupled by
gap junctions and a membrane capacitance was explored, as a preliminary study to inves-
tigate the analytical behaviour of simple cells to a boundary stimulus. The mathematical
and physiological insights from this work, presented in Appendix C, was subsequently
applied to the main results presented in this chapter.
The passive 1D problem outlined in section 12.3.1 of Keener and Sneyd’s Mathematical
Physiology [Keener and Sneyd, 2009] is introduced, implemented numerically and vali-
dated against the theoretical solution. From this, the full 1D discrete model is described,
based on the 3D discrete model described by Stinstra et al. [2010] and the Keener and
Sneyd model outlined. Capacitance and ionic channel kinetics are added to the model,
physiological extensions to the model are posed and implemented, and the results are
presented. Finally, simulation results of the discrete model are compared with results
from a continuum model, the details of which have been presented earlier. Physiological
parameters are modulated and the effect on conduction velocity, action potential upstroke
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and the virtual electrogram are presented and compared.
7.2 The discrete cell chain model
Consider a line of connected cylindrical myocytes of length L and radius a, contained
within extracellular space. Myocytes are coupled end-to-end via gap junctions, as de-
scribed in Keener and Sneyd [2009]. A cylindrical coordinate system x = (r, θ, x) is
defined with x in the direction of the myocyte long axis. The extracellular space has
cross sectional area Ω(x) which varies in the x direction. The intracellular potential
vi(x, t) is defined within the myocytes and the extracellular potential ve(x, t) within the
extracellular space. A one dimensional bidomain model is constructed by defining the
average intracellular and extracellular potentials Vi(x, t) and Ve(x, t) for given x, and the
resulting transmembrane potential Vm(x, t) = Vi − Ve.
At point x, the average cross sectional intracellular potential Vi is given by
Vi =
1
pia2
∫
vi dA
and the average cross sectional extracellular potential is
Ve =
1
Ae(x)
∫
Ω(x)
ve dA
Then, the cable equation within each cell is given by:
p
(
Cm
∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion
)
=
∂
∂x
(
1
ri
∂Vi
∂x
)
= − ∂
∂x
(
1
re
∂Ve
∂x
)
(7.1)
with ri =
Ri
Ai
and re =
Re
Ae
, where Ri, Re are the resistivities of intracellular and extra-
cellular space, Ai = pia
2 and Ae are the average cellular intracellular and extracellular
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cross-section areas, and p = 2pia is the circumference of the cell. There is a jump in
intracellular potential at the ends of the cell where the gap junctions are located. The
intracellular current is given by − 1
ri
∂Vi
∂x
and is continuous within the cell.
Assuming that the gap junctions behave like ohmic resistors, the drop in potential
across the junction is proportional to the current through the junction. Then:
[Vi]
rj
=
1
ri
∂Vi
∂x
, (7.2)
with [Vi] the jump in the intracellular potential across the gap junctions and rj the effec-
tive gap junctional resistance.
Iion is taken to be a constant applied current across the cell membrane at every point,
i.e.
Iion =
Vm
Rm
=
Vi − Ve
Rm
. (7.3)
To calculate the space constant in this problem, Keener and Sneyd sought to find
the steady state solution to the problem by application of suitable boundary conditions
on the cable which simulate a held potential or current at one end of the cable. This
solution was then used to obtain a relation between the space constant and the effective
non-dimensional gap junctional resistance.
Keener and Sneyd obtained a steady state solution to this problem, which is presented
in the subsection 7.2.1. This steady state solution is plotted in Matlab, and the problem
is simulated by iterating a time-dependent implementation of the system above to a
steady state solution. Following on from this, the constant transmembrane currents in the
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system is adapted with voltage and time dependent transmembrane currents representing
a mathematical action potential model, to simulate action potential propagation across
discrete cells.
7.2.1 Analytical solution: steady state passive problem, Dirich-
let boundary conditions
In this section, we describe the steady state solution developed by Keener and Sneyd
[2009]. For a constant stimulus on one end of the cable (Dirichlet boundary condition),
assume a geometrically decaying solution, with Vi(x + L) = µVi(x), Ve(x + L) = µVe(x)
for a decay constant µ < 1. The decay constant is related to the space constant λg by
the following expression:
µ = e−L/λg (7.4)
The analytical solution to this steady–state problem for a given cell can be found, which
is briefly summarised below. For the n-th cell, the solution is proportional to
 Vi
Ve

n
= µnΦ(µ, x) = µn
 φi
φe
 (7.5)
and thus at steady state, Equation (7.1) can be rewritten as:
∂
∂x
(
1
ri + re
∂φm
∂x
)
− pφm
Rm
= 0, φm = φi − φe. (7.6)
The solution to this equation is given by:
φm = α1 exp(λx) + α2 exp(−λx), (7.7)
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where λ2 = p
Rm
(ri + re), then the solutions are given by:
φi =
ri
ri + re
φ(x) + β, φe = − re
ri + re
φ(x) + β. (7.8)
Using the boundary conditions of continuity of current, continuity of extracellular po-
tential and the jump condition for the intracellular potential at the gap junction, the
constants are determined by:
α1 = µ− 1
E
, α2 = µ− E, β = 2 re
ri + re
(µ− E)(µ− 1
E
)
µ− 1 , E = e
λL (7.9)
where µ is the root of the characteristic equation:
rjλ
ri + re
=
Rj
λL
= 2
(µ− 1
E
)(µ− E)
µ(E − 1
E
)
(7.10)
with Rj =
Lprj
Rm
being the effective non–dimensional gap–junctional resistance. The plot
of the analytical solution is reproduced in Figure 7.1:
As shown, the intracellular potential Vi decays geometrically with jumps at cell–cell
boundaries due to gap junctional resistance, whilst the extracellular potential Ve decays
smoothly. Numerical implementation of this model will be presented in Section 7.3.2.
7.2.2 Analytical solution: steady state passive problem, Neu-
mann boundary conditions
The previous section considered the analytical solution for a line of passive cells coupled
by gap junctions, with a constant potential held on one end of the cells. This constant
potential boundary condition is a first approximation to the passive problem, and more
realistic boundary conditions may be considered. The alternative boundary value prob-
lem, also considered by Keener and Sneyd [2009], models the problem with a current
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Figure 7.1: Analytical solution, Dirichlet boundary conditions, from [Keener and Sneyd,
2009, p.556]
injection in to the extracellular space instead of direct current flow in to the intracellular
space. This is a Neumann problem and the boundary conditions are given by:
− 1
re
dVe
dx
= I,
1
ri
dVi
dx
= 0, (7.11)
at the ends of the cable, x = 0, l. The solution to this on the interior of the cells is given
by:
 Vi
Ve

n
=
1
re + ri
 ri
−re
Vn +
 1
1
 (−βIx+ γn), (7.12)
and Vn = (An +
re
λ
I) sinhλx+Bn coshλx, for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, where
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An =
−S
1− µ(µc1 − c2)fn, (7.13)
Bn =
µc1 − c2
1− µ
(
Cfn +
1− µN
1− µ2N (µ
n+1 + µN−n−1)
)
− c1 − µc2
1− µ , (7.14)
fn =
1− µN−n − µn + µN+n + µ2N−n − µ2N
1− µ2N , (7.15)
γn+1 = γn − LβI + β
ri
Kg
(re
λ
I(C − 1) + AnC +BnS
)
, (7.16)
C = coshλL, S = sinhλL, ci =
S(1− ηi) + ηiKg(1− C)
S(2 +Kgηi +KgC)
, (7.17)
with η1 =
1
µ
, η2 = µ, where µ < 1 is the root of the characteristic equation (7.10), and
kg =
rjλ
ri+re
=
Rj
λL
, β = rire
ri+re
. The analytical solution of the transmembrane potential Vm
from Keener and Sneyd [2009] is reproduced in Figure 7.2:
This produces a ‘sawtooth’ potential, showing inter–cell jumps in the transmembrane
potential Vm. The global behaviour of Vm differs from the Dirichlet problem, in that the
solution to the Dirichlet problem exhibits an exponential drop, whereas the greatest Vm
variations in the Neumann problem occur near the cable boundaries, with little variation
in mean Vm in the centre of the cable.
Results from the implementation of this model will be presented in Section 7.3.3.
7.2.3 Unsteady passive problem, no flux boundary condition
with time dependent stimulus
Neumann boundary conditions represent fixed currents on the cable ends. Here, the
Neumann conditions are adopted to create a cable with zero current (no-flux) conditions
on both ends of the cable. The model still contains the passive transmembrane current
Iion =
Vm
Rm
. In order to alter the model to represent a sealed cable with an injected current
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Figure 7.2: Analytical transmembrane solution, Neumann boundary conditions from
[Keener and Sneyd, 2009, p.559]
near one end, a time dependent forcing stimulus on the several cells at one end of the
cable is implemented, via addition of non-zero, time varying forcing terms to the right of
the system equations (Istim).
A
 Vi
Ve

n+1
= B
 Vi
Ve

n
+ Istim (7.18)
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The problem was solved numerically for 84 cells (approximately 1cm of cells). Numerical
implementation of this model will be presented in 7.3.4.
7.2.4 Outline of the 1D discrete model with active ion channel
kinetics
The 1D analytical model outlined by Keener and Sneyd [2009] predicts steady state so-
lutions for discrete passive cells coupled by gap junctions. It does not offer detailed
physiological insight for biophysical cardiac cells with active ion channel kinetics.
Such a model has been described mathematically in 3D by the Henriquez group at
Duke University, notably by the PhD work of Roberts [2009] and the work of Stinstra
et al. [2010]. Their ‘micro domain’ model describes a histologically influenced 3D com-
puter model to study propagation at a multicellular model. Several ‘slices’ of randomly
generated myocyte cross-sections, are extruded in the z-axis to create a 3D block of 64
myocytes, on which the bidomain equations are solved with the LR–1 guinea pig ventric-
ular cell model [Luo and Rudy, 1991].
Three types of boundary conditions were used, modelling the intracellular-intracellular
coupling, extracellular-intracellular boundaries and also the periodic boundary conditions
at the edges of the tissue block. The model was used to examine the effect of non–uniform
interstitial loading, and on the validity of using a continuum versus micro domain model
in 3D.
The micro domain model described by Stinstra is extremely computationally inten-
sive; it required 36 hours to solve the full 3D problem incorporating a 1mm × 0.06mm ×
0.092mm size domain. Thus a simpler 1D model based on this micro domain model may
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offer a significant reduction in computation resources, whilst still providing physiological
insight in to models of discrete cells.
Thus, a novel 1D discrete model coupled with active ion channel kinetics was proposed
to be an improved model for simulating discrete propagation, compared to the existing
1D models. This was initially based on the Keener and Sneyd model, but was altered to
more closely resemble the micro domain model outlined by Stinstra.
Notably, the cell–cell boundary was modelled to include membrane capacitance Cm
alongside gap junctional resistance Rj. Also, the passive membrane resistance term, was
replaced by the Luo Rudy–1 ion channel kinetics (Section 3.2.2). The full model for a
pair of cells is proposed and outlined below:
p
(
Cm
∂Vm
∂t
+ Iion + Istim
)
=
∂
∂x
(
1
rc
∂Vi
∂x
)
= − ∂
∂x
(
1
re
∂Ve
∂x
)
(7.19)
σe
∂2Ve
∂x2
= 0 (7.20)
where Vm = Vi−Ve, the difference between intracellular and extracellular potentials. The
equations are subject to the following boundary conditions between adjacent cells 1 and
2:
(
1
rc
∇Vi1
)
· nˆ = Cm∂Vi1 − Vi2
∂t
+Rj(Vi1 − Vi2), (7.21)(
1
re
∇Vi2
)
· nˆ = −Cm∂Vi1 − Vi2
∂t
−Rj(Vi1 − Vi2), (7.22)
where p = 2pia is the cross sectional circumference of the cell, rc and re the intracellular
and extracellular resistivities, and Rj the the resistance due to gap junctions. Vi1 denotes
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the intracellular potential on the end of cell 1 and Vi2 denotes the intracellular potential
on the start of cell 2. No flux boundary conditions were modelled on both the intracellu-
lar and extracellular ends of the cable. There is a jump in intracellular potential at the
ends of the cell where the gap junctions are located.
Implementation details are provided in Section 7.3.5.
7.3 Results: Implementation and validation of the
1D discrete model
The numerical implementation of Keener and Sneyd [2009] was compared against the
analytical solution described, and subsequently adapted to the full 1D discrete model
described in Section 7.2.4.
7.3.1 Implementation of the Keener and Sneyd model
Equation (7.1) was solved in MATLAB using a finite difference method. A second order
central difference scheme was used for the diffusion, with an implicit backward Euler
scheme to march the solution forward in time. For the full model with ion channel kinet-
ics, an explicit forward Euler scheme with the Rush–Larsen algorithm [Rush and Larsen,
1978] was used to obtain gating variables and the ionic currents at future time steps.
The domain was divided in to cardiac cells of length L, and each cell was divided in
to N points, giving a spatial discretisation of ∆x = L/Ncm. Due to this finite difference
discretisation, there is a inter-cell spacing of length ∆x between each cell, which tends to
0 as ∆x→ 0.
The following system parameters were used [Keener and Sneyd, 2009]:
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Parameter Value Description Unit
L 0.012 Length of cell cm
Ai 4× 10−6 Average intracellular cross sectional area cm2
λg 0.09 Space constant cm
Rm 7000 Membrane resistance Ωcm
2
Ri 150 Resistivity of intracellular space Ωcm
Re 75 Resistivity of extracellular space Ωcm
Table 7.1: Parameters used in Keener and Sneyd [2009] for discrete model.
Discretisation of gap junctional boundary conditions
A second order one-sided derivative stencil was used to approximate the gap junctional
boundary condition (7.2) via Taylor expansion of the boundary condition. For two cells
discretised in to points 1, . . . , N , N + 1, . . . , 2N respectively, the gap junctional bound-
ary condition at point N , the end of the first cell, N + 1, the start of the second cell,
respectively is approximated by
∂Vi
∂x
=
rj
2ri∆x
(V N−2i − 4V N−1i + 3V Ni ) (7.23)
on cell 1,
∂Vi
∂x
= − rj
2ri∆x
(3V N+1i − 4V N+2i + V N+3i ) (7.24)
on cell 2.
Choice of boundary conditions
This is discussed in detail in the following sections for each of the problems.
7.3.2 The passive Dirichlet problem
The numerical implementation was followed as above, to compare and validate the nu-
merical model against the theoretical solution predicted by Keener and Sneyd.
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Steady state model
The analytic solution described earlier is plotted, against which other solutions will be val-
idated. The value of the transmembrane potential at x = 0 is determined by the boundary
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Figure 7.3: Analytical solutions for 16 cells at steady state, held at fixed potential at
both ends of the cable.
conditions of the analytic solution found earlier, obtaining that Vm(0) = 2µ. With the
choice of parameters in this problem, this gave boundary conditions of Vi(0) = −1.8969
and Ve(0) = 0.3598.
In the numerical implementation of the gap junctions, three discretisations are imple-
mented for the jump in intracellular potential [Vi] (7.2) across the gap junction between
cell pairs:
• Version 1: [Vi] = V Ni − V N+1i on cell 1, [Vi] = V Ni − V N+1i on cell 2, denoted SSV1.
• Version 2: [Vi] = V N−1i − V N+1i on cell 1, [Vi] = V Ni − V N+2i on cell 2, denoted
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SSV2.
• Version 3: [Vi] = V N−1i − V N+2i on cell 1, [Vi] = V N−1i − V N+2i on cell 2, denoted
SSV3.
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Figure 7.4: Three different steady state implementations of the trans-junctional jump,
plotted against the analytic solution. SSV2 and SSV3 are behind the analytic curve and
cannot be observed.
Fig. 7.4 shows the numerical solutions match closely to the analytic solution, for each
of the three domains Vi, Ve and Vm. Zooming in to the transmembrane potential Vm as
shown in Fig. 7.5, the SSV2 and SSV3 implementations are very close to the analytic
solution and cannot be observed.
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Figure 7.5: Transmembrane solutions for all cases, zoomed
The difference in the solution at this resolution is due to the discretisation differences:
the analytic solution plots the potential behaviour over a single cell and this decays by a
factor of µK−1 for each Kth cell, allowing for a vertical discontinuity or jump at the end
and beginning of cells.. The numerical solution is finite difference and hence there is a
gradient between the solutions in different cells.
Step size error versus analytical solution
To investigate the error of the numerical solution, the mean squared error was compared
between the numerical steady state solution version 2 (SSV2) and the analytic solution,
and plotted this against decreasing step size ∆x.
As shown in Fig. 7.6, the accuracy of the numerical solution improves with decreasing
∆x (h), with the steepest gradient of around 2 initially - this indicates initial second
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Figure 7.6: Ln ∆x (h) against Ln error (E)
order convergence. The rate of convergence slows and suggests that the solution reaches
machine precision for small ∆x.
Time dependent model
Equation (7.1) was implemented with a time dependent solution. Using a backward Euler
implicit discretisation for time, where Vj
i
m denotes the potential of Vj at space point i at
time point m, the following discretised equation was obtained:
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RmCm
∆t
[(Vi
i
m+1 − Veim+1) − (Viim − Veim)] + Viim+1 − Veim+1,
=
Rm
pri
Vi
i+1
m+1 − 2Viim+1 + Vii−1m+1
(∆x)2
,
= −Rm
pre
Ve
i+1
m+1 − 2Veim+1 + Vei−1m+1
(∆x)2
. (7.25)
The boundary conditions were kept the same as in the steady state implementation
in the previous section. A parameter ξ = RmCm
∆t
was defined in the implementation, and
used to calculate the final solution. Cm = 1e
−6µF/cm2 was taken in initial calculations.
Fig. 7.7 shows the numerical time dependent solution at steady state (outputted at 5ms)
against the SSv2 solution plotted earlier. The solutions are qualitatively similar.
Convergence checking
A convergence analysis was performed for decreasing ∆t with the expectation that re-
ducing the size of temporal discretisation should improve the accuracy of the model. The
simulation was run for time steps up to a timepoint of 5ms and the solution was compared
with the steady state solution earlier. Figure 7.8 shows the dependence of log dt against
log error. There is a negative power law relationship with a gradient of around −2, which
imply that decreasing dt increases the error of the solution. However the actual value of
the errors are very small, and this result may be meaningless. It was observed that at
this capacitance value, the solution reached steady state within one or two time steps,
regardless of the temporal discretisation.
A larger capacitance Cm = 5e
−6µF/cm2 was considered to slow down the physical
problem. This was compared to Cm = 1e
−6µF/cm2 and the rate of convergence at several
time points prior to the steady state solution was considered, the results of which are
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Figure 7.7: Time dependent numerical solution against Steady State solution (V2).
plotted in Fig. 7.9.
For this value of Cm, it can be seen that accuracy initially improves with decreasing
dt, for the first few time steps, but that the solution again becomes less accurate for
log dt ≈ 3.5.
7.3.3 The passive Neumann problem
The second analytical problem presented earlier consists of Neumann boundary condi-
tions representing current flow in and out of the extracellular space at the ends of the
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Figure 7.8: Ln dt against Ln error, at steady state (t=5ms).
cable, and no flux conditions in and out of the intracellular space on the boundaries of
the domain.
This was implemented with first order spatial derivatives:
Ve
i
m − Vei+1m = re∆xI (7.26)
Vi
i
m − Vii+1m = 0 (7.27)
However, using a fully set of Neumann boundary conditions makes the mass matrix non-
invertible. Thus, on the end of the cable (around 1cm), Dirichlet boundary conditions
Ve(1cm) = 0 were imposed, to pin a unique solution. The injected current on the extra-
cellular space on the left end of the cable was simulated by taking I = −4e−7 (non dim.);
this value was obtained by tweaking input conditions to produce matching values from
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Figure 7.9: Log dt against Log error, for several time steps.
the analytic solution.
The steady state solution is plotted in Fig. 7.10, which is qualitatively similar to the
analytic solution predicted by Keener and Sneyd (Fig. 7.2).
Neumann boundary conditions, time dependent forcing stimulus
A time dependent solution of this model is implemented and the output is displayed in
Fig: 7.11:
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Figure 7.10: Steady state solution, transmembrane potential Vm. Compare with Figure
7.2.
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Figure 7.11: Time dependent stimulus, transmembrane potential Vm.
7.3.4 No flux (Neumann) boundary conditions, time dependent
forcing stimulus
The domain was set up with no flux boundary conditions representing sealed end of
cables. Within this, a time dependent forcing stimulus was injected in to the first cell of
the chain. This gives the following solution in Fig. 7.12a.
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(a) Time dependent transmembrane solution,
no flux boundary conditions for 0.5ms, with
one cell stimulated on the left hand side for
0.5ms.
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(b) Analytical solution for Dirichlet problem,
reproduced from Figure 7.3. The transmem-
brane solution Vm is denoted in red.
Figure 7.12: Simulation of no flux boundary conditions and a time dependent injected
current stimulus (7.12a) tends to the transmembrane profile (red line) in the Dirichlet
problem (7.12b).
Contrary to the Neumann boundary condition solution with varying forcing stimulus
on the boundary of the cell, Figure 7.12a shows that using no flux boundary conditions
with a time dependent stimulus within the domain produces a steady state potential
similar to the Dirichlet problem solution (Figure 7.12b).
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7.3.5 Implementation of the full model with active ion channel
kinetics
Following from the numerical analysis carried out in the previous Section, the model was
altered to that described by Equation (7.19). The intracellular (cytoplasmic) space has
resistivity Rc, and the extracellular space, Re. Boundary conditions on the domain were
chosen as follows: no flux boundary conditions on the intracellular domain and one end of
the extracellular domain. The end of the extracellular domain had a Dirichlet boundary
condition implemented to prevent non–uniqueness of the problem.
Within each cell, the passive membrane resistance term from the Keener model was
removed, and the Luo Rudy–I ion channel kinetics was implemented along the edge of
the cell (Section 3.2.2). A normal gap junctional resistance of Rj = 0.0015kΩcm [Stinstra
et al., 2010] was implemented on the end of each cell, in parallel with a cell membrane
capacitance of 1µF/cm2. The equivalent circuit diagram for the domain is shown in Fig-
ure 7.13.
A domain consisting of 80 cells each of length 120µm was created with a discretisation
of ∆x of 6µm or smaller. The domain was stimulated from the first cell using a stimulus
pulse of 0.2ms duration and greater than 1.2 times the stimulus threshold.
7.4 Results: Computation details and numerical sen-
sitivity
In the previous subsections, the accuracy of the numerical solution is compared with the
analytical solution for the passive coupled problem. For the full 1D problem coupled with
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Figure 7.13: Equivalent circuit diagram of the 1D discrete cell model. Each discrete
cell is a continuous intracellular domain, with Luo–Rudy I (LR–1) ion channel kinetics
connecting intracellular and extracellular space. The intracellular (cytoplasmic) space
has resistivity Rc, and the extracellular space has resistivity Re. At intercellular borders,
a parallel RC circuit couples neighbouring cells, with a gap junctional resistance Rj and
membrane capacitance Cm.
ionic channels, the ionic channel ODE models are non-linear and there are no analytical
solutions. It is difficult to fully validate results from the numerical simulations against
an analytical solution. There are published numerical benchmark tests for standard
numerical solutions to bidomain and monodomain models [Niederer et al., 2011], but no
published solutions for the discrete 1D model that has been described. Investigations
in to the numerical sensitivity for the model compared against a finely resolved solution
in space and time, to evaluate the largest space and time discretisation permissible for
efficient yet accurate simulations.
Computation details
Equation (7.19) was solved numerically using the finite difference method (FDM). A
second order central difference scheme in space was used to discretise the domain (see
Chapter 3), with second order one–sided finite difference derivatives used to model bound-
ary conditions at cell ends, and at the ends of the domain.
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The gating variables were updated at each time step using a combination of the Rush
Larsen method and the forward Euler method. A fully implicit backward Euler method
was used to march the solution forward in time. All code was written in Matlab (Math-
works).
A 500ms simulation on a 9.6mm cable, with ∆x = 6µm and ∆t = 0.02ms took 42s to
compute on a MacBook Pro with a 2.6GHz i7 processor and 16GB of memory. A discrete
model simulation on a similar size domain took 225s.
Spatial sensitivity
For investigating spatial sensitivity of the discrete model, a domain of 50 cells (0.6cm)
was simulated with a fixed temporal discretisation of 0.02ms. The size of ∆x was varied
from 20µm (largest) down to 0.6µm (smallest). The domain was stimulated after 15ms,
with a stimulus duration of 0.2ms, and the simulation was run for 500ms.
The transmembrane solution Vm was outputted 15ms after the injected stimulus (i.e.
at t = 30ms). Only the transmembrane solution of the first 20 cells of the domain were
compared, to eliminate any boundary effects from the end of the cable. Conduction
velocity was measured between cells 5 and 20,to eliminate stimulus artefact distorting
the upstroke. Different spatial resolutions were compared with the most detailed spatial
resolution, with the L2 norm calculated. Simulations at higher spatial resolutions were
downsampled to the lowest spatial resolution, to match the number of the spatial points
in the domain being compared. The L2 norm is plotted in Figure 7.14.
It can be seen from Figure 7.14 that the implementation was second order accurate
in space. The spatial resolution was very fine, with the largest discretisation being 6µm.
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Figure 7.14: Spatial sensitivity: L2 error norm of discrete model at 15ms after stimulus.
Decreasing the size of ∆x reduces the error. The slope of the curve is 2, indicating second
order accuracy.
Temporal sensitivity
For investigating temporal sensitivity of the discrete model, a domain of 50 cells (0.6cm)
was simulated with a fixed spatial discretisation of ∆x = 1.2µm. The range of temporal
discretisation varied between ∆t = 0.1ms (largest) and ∆t = 0.0125ms (smallest). The
domain was stimulated after 15ms, with a stimulus duration of 0.2ms, and the simulation
was run for 500ms.
The transmembrane solution Vm was outputted 15ms after the injected stimulus (i.e.
at t = 30ms). Only the transmembrane solution of the first 20 cells of the domain were
compared, to eliminate any boundary effects from the end of the cable. Different temporal
resolutions were compared with the most detailed temporal resolution, with the L2 norm
calculated. Simulations at higher temporal resolutions were downsampled to the lowest
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temporal resolution, to match the number of the temporal points being compared. The
L2 norm is plotted in Figure 7.15.
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Figure 7.15: Temporal sensitivity: L2 error norm of discrete model at 15ms after stimulus.
Decreasing the size of ∆t reduces the error. The slope of the curve is 2, indicating second
order accuracy. The magnitude of the error is very large, which indicates the solution is
highly sensitive to the size of ∆t.
From Figure 7.15, it would suggest that the implementation was second order accu-
rate in time. However, a first order Backward Euler method was used which should only
have first order accuracy. It was also noted that the magnitude of the error was very
large, suggesting that the solution is highly sensitive to the choice of ∆t.
Several temporal discretisations of ∆t < 0.0125ms were attempted. These resulted
in divergent numerical solutions, which were discarded. This suggests that the optimal
temporal discretisation was between 0.0125 − 0.02ms. In all subsequent investigations,
simulations were carried out using a discretisation of ∆t = 0.02ms.
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7.5 Results: Determining physiological factors un-
derlying conduction slowing
Within the discrete model, there are a number of physiological parameters which may al-
ter the properties of action potential propagation. These include parameters modulating
the passive properties of the tissue (cytoplasmic conductivity Rc, extracellular conduc-
tivity Re and gap junctional resistivity Rj), as well as parameters altering the functional
properties - these are contained within the specific action potential model which is cou-
pled with the passive tissue model.
The effects of some of these parameters are well explored within the computational
and experimental literature [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004], and thus these parameters form
the basis for the present investigation. Each parameter is varied in turn on the discrete
model, to examine its effects on conduction and the action potential upstroke.
7.5.1 Gap junctional resistance
In this section, the effect of altering cell-cell coupling via gap junctional resistance is con-
sidered. The 1D discrete model, coupled with the LR–1 action potential is simulated, and
the effect on resulting conduction velocities, activation waveform and action potentials
are calculated and presented.
Effect on conduction velocity
The effect of modulating gap junctional resistivity Rj on conduction velocity is shown
in Table 7.2. As shown in the table, reducing the GJ resistivity Rj (or equivalently, in-
creasing GJ conductance σj) from baseline had a minimal impact on conduction velocity,
with a 2× reduction in resistivity only resulting in a 5% increase in conduction velocity.
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Rj × CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline
0.5 40.5 1.05
1 38.5 1.05 1.00
2 35.3 1.09 0.92
4 30.6 1.15 0.79
8 24.4 1.25 0.63
16 17.3 1.41 0.45
32 10.9 1.59 0.28
64 6.03 1.81 0.16
128 2.73 2.21 0.07
256 Block Block Block
Table 7.2: Effect of increasing Rj from baseline (×1).
An increase in Rj (decrease in σj) reduced conduction velocity, in a complex, non–linear
manner. At larger increases above 16×, doubling Rj decreased CV by greater than a
factor of 1.4. This factor increased until conduction block occurred for a 256× increase -
this occurred below 3cm/s.
Effect on activation wavefront
The transmembrane potential Vm wavefront is plotted versus space in Figure 7.16.
As shown in the Figure, normal conduction (38.5cm/s) resulted in a smooth spatial
activation wavefront. As the conduction velocity decreases, the activation wavefront
changes appearance. For slow conduction, activation occurs quickly within each cell,
with long time delays at intercellular junctions causing the jagged profile of the activation
wavefront.
Effects on the action potential
The transmembrane potential Vm is plotted versus time in Figure 7.17.
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Figure 7.16: Vm spatial profile for different gap junctional resistivities. Normal propaga-
tion was defined for 38.5cm/s, and slow propagation at 6.04cm/s. The spatial activation
wavefront loses its smooth shape for lower CV and activation is fast within each cell, with
long delays at intercellular junctions.
As shown in the figure, normal conduction results in an action potential upstroke
which reaches a peak at 25ms, with the spike and dome morphology preserved. In slow
conduction, the action potential spike reaches a peak of over 40ms, which is comparable
with the original LR–1 model for a single cell [Luo and Rudy, 1991].
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Figure 7.17: Effect of modulating Rj on Vm versus time
The foot of the activation wavefront (τap) becomes more pronounced as the gap junctional
resistance Rj is increased. Compared to a single cell model which is stimulated via direct
addition of a stimulus current, a curved action potential foot is created (Figure 7.18),
which is due to diffusion of the intracellular potential from the upstream neighbouring
cell.
7.5.2 Cytoplasmic resistivity
In this section, the effect of altering cytoplasmic resistivity on conduction is considered.
Cytoplasmic resistivity is normally considered constant in experimental studies; however
this study provided an opportunity to alter this value and evaluate the effects this might
have on conduction. The 1D discrete model, coupled with the LR–1 action potential is
simulated, and the resulting conduction velocities and action potentials are calculated
and presented.
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Figure 7.18: Morphology of the LR–1 AP in single cell versus discrete coupled cells. In
slow conduction, the AP shape in a discrete cell model closely resembles AP from a single
cell simulation. The AP upstroke is different; the single cell is stimulated from a point
stimulus, whereas the coupled cell receives its stimulus via diffusion from its neighbour,
to create a curved foot of action potential τap.
Rc× CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline
0.33 52.63 1.28
0.5 49.18 1.07 1.20
1 41.10 1.20 1.00
2 31.9 1.29 0.78
4 23.81 1.34 0.58
8 17.14 1.39 0.42
16 12.00 1.43 0.29
32 8.13 1.48 0.20
64 5.24 1.55 0.13
128 3.09 1.69 0.08
256 1.41 2.19 0.03
512 Block Block Block
Table 7.3: Effect of increasing Rc from baseline (×1).
Effect on conduction velocity
Increasing cytoplasmic resistance decreased conduction velocity, as seen in Table 7.3. At
larger increases above 64×, doubling Rj decreased CV by greater than a factor of 1.5.
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This factor increased until conduction block occurred for a 512× increase - this occurred
below 3cm/s.
Effect on activation wavefront
The activation wavefront changes in a different way compared to modulation of cytoplas-
mic resistance, as shown in Figure 7.19. For slow conduction caused by higher cytoplas-
mic resistance, activation through the cell is slower with a longer delay. The difference
between intracellular delay and intercellular delay is reduced.
Effect on action potential
No qualitative difference was observed between the AP from modulating Rc in a discrete
cell chain simulation, from the cable model simulation.
7.5.3 Membrane capacitance
The effects of altering local membrane capacitance on action potential propagation was
not investigated in detail. However, preliminary results shown in Section 7.3.2 suggested
that small changes in membrane capacitance may induce changes in the numerical model.
It is known that membrane capacitance is a determinant of conduction velocity in a
continuous cable model [Dhillon, 2010]. Thus, local changes in membrane capacitance at
the cell ends (compared to the local membrane capacitance along the long axis) were a
potential cause for conduction slowing, although this was not investigated.
7.5.4 Sodium channel excitability
In this section, gNa was systematically reduced to examine whether the numerical imple-
mentation of this model behaved in accordance with published data.
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Figure 7.19: Effect of modulating Rc on Vm activation wavefront. The activation wave-
front is smooth due to the increased intracellular delay caused by increased cytoplasmic
resistance.
The peak sodium channel excitability gNa parameter was reduced in increments of
10%, for the control diffusivity parameter of D = 5e−4cm2/ms. Conduction velocity de-
creased monotonically with a conduction block after 70% reduction in gNa. The resultant
conduction velocity of the system is plotted against the corresponding reduced value of
gNa as shown in Fig. 7.20, with the raw data provided in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.20: A log graph showing the relationship between modulating maximum sodium
channel excitability gNa against the resulting conduction velocity in the 1D discrete cell
model with the LR–1 guinea pig ventricular AP model.
%gNa CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline dv/dtmax (V/s)
100% 38.5 1.00 245
90% 37.5 1.03 0.97 227
80% 36.1 1.04 0.94 209
70% 34.5 1.04 0.90 189
60% 33.3 1.05 0.86 169
50% 31.2 1.07 0.80 146
40% 29.1 1.08 0.74 121
30% 25.9 1.18 0.63 93
20% Block Block Block Block
Table 7.4: Effect of reducing peak sodium excitability gNa on conduction velocity
7.6 Results: Discrete model versus Continuum model
In this section, the differences and similarities between the continuum cable model and
the discrete cell model were compared, under similar physiological conditions, such as
conduction velocity or peak sodium excitability.
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%gNa CV (cm/s) Ratio of decrease Ratio from baseline dv/dtmax (V/s)
100% 24.40 1.00 334
90% 23.62 1.03 0.97 312
80% 22.90 1.03 0.94 284
70% 21.90 1.05 0.90 259
60% 20.69 1.06 0.85 228
50% 19.48 1.06 0.80 196
40% 17.86 1.09 0.73 170
30% 15.87 1.13 0.65 120
20% 13.16 1.21 0.54 74
10% 6.49 2.03 0.27 10
5% Block Block Block Block
Table 7.5: Effect of reducing peak sodium excitability gNa on conduction velocity for
Rj × 8
7.6.1 Effective diffusivity versus gap junction resistance
Parameters modulating conduction in cable and discrete models were compared, to ex-
amine the effect on conduction velocity (CV) and in max dV/dt. The approach taken in
this study was to match similar conduction velocities across cable and discrete models
via adjustment of the relevant parameter which controlled speed of excitation.
Conduction Velocity
In Figure 7.21, CV is calculated in simulations for both cable and discrete models, follow-
ing modulation of parameters affecting primarily CV: effective diffusivity D for the cable
model, and gap junctional resistance Rj and cytoplasmic resistance Rc for the discrete
model These values were reported in Tables 5.1, 7.2 and 7.3
The cable model exhibited a linear power law relationship between effective diffusivity
D and CV. No conduction block was observed under modulation of D; propagation of
1.36cm/s was achieved. Under increase of GJ resistance Rj (decrease in σj), conduction
velocity decreased in a non-linear fashion. Conduction block occurred after 2.73cm/s at
128Rj. Interestingly, increasing σj beyond the normal value did not result in an increase
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Figure 7.21: Conduction velocity (CV) against diffusion parameters: diffusivity (D) for
cable model, and gap junctional conductance (σj) and cytoplasmic conductance (σc) for
discrete model. Normal values: D = 0.001cm2/ms, σc = 0.003S/cm, σj (denoted as σGJ
in CV, whereas increasing D in the cable model continued to increase CV.
For the parameter of cytoplasmic conductance σc (resistance Rc), decreasing the con-
ductance led to a decrease in CV , also with a non–linear power law relationship. Very
slow conduction of 1.40cm/s was observed.
Maximum dV/dt
The gradient of the AP upstroke dV/dt is calculated in simulations for both cable and
discrete models, following modulation of diffusivity parameters: effective diffusivity D
for the cable model, and gap junctional resistance Rj and cytoplasmic resistance Rc for
the discrete model. The max upstroke for the cable model and for Rj is plotted in Figure
7.22 for each modulation (Rc is omitted).
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Figure 7.22: Maximum dV/dt as a function of diffusivity. In the cable model, dV/dtmax
was independent of diffusivity. In the discrete model (both normal and reduced gNa),
increasing Rj led to an increase in dV/dtmax to an initial peak, which dips immediately
prior to conduction block.
As shown in Figure 7.22, modulating effective diffusivity D within the cable model
did not alter the max AP upstroke. dV/dtmax remained similar for different levels of
diffusivity D. The dV/dtmax initially increased in the discrete model for increased Rj
(decreased σj, from 225V/s for normal Rj to 388V/s for 32× Rj) (11cm/s). After this,
dV/dtmax decreased slightly down to 362V/s at 128×Rj, before conduction block.
The discrete model was simulated for different Rj values with a fixed 50% reduction
in peak gNa, to examine the effects of decreased sodium channel activity and increased
GJ resistance. As shown in the Figure, dV/dtmax also increased when Rj was increased,
and peaked at Rj×32 (8.31cm/s), before a slight decrease immediately at 4.29cm/s prior
to conduction block.
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Action potential upstroke τap
The shape of the action potential upstroke τap was plotted for slow conduction in both
cable and discrete models. Figure 7.23 shows the LR–1 action potential for a single cell
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(a) Simulated LR–1 action potentials under
slow conduction for cable and discrete models,
alongside a single cell simulation.
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Figure 7.23: Simulated action potentials in cable, discrete cells and a single cell model.
Single cell (red): stimulated via an injected current (vertical notch) and has no τap. AP
from cable model (blue): τap is around 1.3ms. Discrete model AP (green): a double
notched deflection indicates a lengthened τap duration, due to diffusion of intracellular
potential from upstream neighbouring cells.
simulation, and also cable and discrete tissue models under slow conduction. The single
cell (red) is stimulated via an injected current stimulus and has no action potential foot
(τap) due to the vertical stimulus spike. In the AP from the cable model, τap is around
1.3ms (compared to 0.29ms in experimental measurements of normal tissue (see Chapter
4). In the discrete model AP however, a double notched deflection indicates the presence
of τap of lengthened temporal duration, due to diffusion of intracellular potential from
upstream neighbouring cells.
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7.6.2 Sodium excitability and composite effects
The effects of peak sodium channel excitability gNa on CV and max dV/dt are plotted in
Figure 7.24. Under reduction of gNa, dV/dtmax decreases in both continuum and discrete
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(a) Conduction velocity (CV) as a function of
peak sodium excitability (gNa).
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Figure 7.24: Discrete versus continuum model – modulation of gNa. Under reduction of
gNa, dV/dtmax decreases in both continuum and discrete models (7.24b). Cable model:
conduction block after 80% gNa reduction, discrete mode: 70% reduction. For Rj × 8 in
the discrete model, conduction block only occurs after 90% gNa reduction.
models (7.24b). In the cable model, this leads to conduction block after an 80% reduction
in gNa, and after 70% reduction in the discrete model. However, when GJ resistance is
increased by 8× in the discrete model, the increased dv/dtmax attenuates the effect of
gNa reduction, leading to sustained slow conduction (6.49cm/s) at 90% knockout, and
conduction block after this. The dV/dtmax at this point was 10.36V/s.
This phenomena was not reproduced in the cable model of propagation, as altering the
diffusivity D did not induce a change in dV/dtmax.
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7.6.3 Electrogram
The virtual electrogram (vECG, Section 3.6.1) was simulated in both cable and discrete
models, for normal CV (38−41cm/s) and for low CV (5−6cm/s), and plotted in Figure
7.25.
On the left panel, there is little difference between vECGs for the cable (Fig. 7.25a)
and discrete models (Fig. 7.25c) under normal CV. However on the right panel, at low
CV, vECG exhibit different morphologies and amplitude: the cable model (Fig. 7.25b)
has a smaller amplitude and wider duration than for normal CV; in the discrete models
(Fig. 7.25d) and (Fig. 7.25e), non biphasic waveforms are observed with a wide duration
and large difference in amplitude. This may be due to the large intercellular delays
and fast intracellular conduction when Rj is modulated, compared to the sharp smaller
intercellular delays and slower intracellular conduction when Rc is modulated.
7.7 Discussion
7.7.1 Summary of findings
In this chapter, a 1D discrete bi–domain model of identical myocytes coupled by passive
resistors, representing gap junctions, was presented. The model was coupled to either a
passive transmembrane resistance, or a biophysically detailed ionic current model (Luo-
Rudy I).
Analytical solutions to the discrete model were considered, and compared with a FDM
numerical implementation of the model, to determine the sensitivity and stability of the
discrete model. Numerical simulations of the discrete model, coupled to the Luo-Rudy I
AP, were computed, to investigate the effects of modulating physiological parameters on
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(c) Discrete model, 38.5cm/s
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Figure 7.25: Virtual ECGs generated from cable and discrete models. There is little
difference between vECGs for cable (7.25a) and discrete models (7.25c) under normal
CV. However at low CV, vECG exhibit different morphologies and amplitude: the cable
model (7.25b) has a smaller amplitude and wider duration than for normal CV; in the
discrete models (7.25d) and (7.25e), non biphasic waveforms are observed with a wide
duration and difference in amplitude.
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AP propagation in the model.
The continuous cable model and discrete models were compared using several metrics.
Parameters were chosen in each model which matched conduction velocities between the
models, and the relationship between these parameters were compared. Other physiolog-
ical features resulting from numerical simulations were compared between the models, as
well as the virtual electrogram in normal versus slow conduction.
7.7.2 Numerical sensitivity and stability of the discrete model
The 1D discrete cell chain model was implemented numerically in Matlab, and results
were compared with analytical solutions using the passive 1D model proposed by Keener
and Sneyd [2009]. It was found that steady state numerical implementations matched
closely to the analytical solution for multiple types of boundary conditions, subject to
the choice of finite difference approximation for the intracellular boundary flux due to
GJ located at cell ends. The implementation exhibited second order accuracy in space.
Under time dependent conditions, the passive discrete model tended to steady state
within one or two time steps. It appeared that increasing the temporal resolution reduced
temporal accuracy.
The discrete model was then coupled with the LR–1 ion channel model, a well char-
acterised and widely used model within the literature [Pullan et al., 2005]. The novelty
of this 1D discrete cell model made it difficult to compare the numerical results against
published solutions or benchmarks (e.g. Niederer et al. [2011]), and thus a numerical
sensitivity analysis was performed by comparing with a finely resolved model.
It was found that the spatial resolution of the implementation followed second order
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accuracy, as expected for a 2nd order FDM implementation. However, despite appearing
to exhibit second order accuracy in time, the model was shown to be highly sensitive
to choice of temporal discretisation, with large errors introduced for large time steps
> 0.02ms, and divergent solutions for < 0.01ms. This may be due to the choice of a first
order implicit backward Euler scheme; it is known that implicit schemes are stable for
longer time steps but are very computationally expensive [Clayton et al., 2010]. It may be
that using time marching schemes such as Crank–Nicholson [Crank and Nicolson, 1947]
or semi–implicit IMEX schemes [Ethier and Bourgault, 2008] may resolve this issue.
7.7.3 Physiological insights from the discrete model
It was found that gap junctional resistance Rj and cytoplasmic resistance Rc had effects
on AP propagation when increased to large values. Increasing the cytoplasmic resistance
Rc reduced CV,, also seen for increase in the GJ resistance Rj. Additionally, increasing
Rj altered the spatial activation wavefront and led to alterations in the peak dV/dt of
the AP upstroke and on τap.
High levels of Rj led to a ‘staircase’ activation wavefront, with cells activating near–
instantaneously within each cell, and long trans–junctional delays between neighbouring
cells (2ms at 6cm/s), especially at the foot of the activation wavefront. It should be noted
that this cable was not at steady state and this could potentially be only a transient effect.
This simulation replicates the experimental result observed by Beauchamp [2004], where
a 96% knockout of intercellular GJ conductance led to a reduction of CV from 52cm/s
to 2.1cm/s. This effect of discontinuous propagation is also reported by Kucera et al.
[2001]. Rohr et al. [1998] reported long transjunctional delays at very slow conduction
(0.54− 4.52ms, mean 2.69ms). Rohr defined slow conduction between 1− 8.5cm/s and
ultra–slow conduction < 1cm/s. the present study did not observe ultra–slow conduc-
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tion as conduction block occurred before reaching 1cm/s in discrete cells, an effect not
observed in the cable model. Spach and Miller [1981, 1982] defined slow conduction as
around 5− 12cm/s, although his experimental work was carried out in papillary muscle
with a lower spatial resolution compared to Kucera and Rohr.
Theoretical studies by Rudy and Quan [1987], Wang and Rudy [2000] also analysed
the effect of 1D discrete cells. They similarly found that dV/dtmax initially increases as
GJ resistance increases before a decrease that leads to conduction block, which is also
reported by Shaw and Rudy [1997]. This increase in dV/dtmax was explained by Kle´ber
and Rudy [2004], as being due to partial reflection of local axial current from cellular
boundaries, resulting in a current–to–load mismatch, reducing the density of current per
unit membrane area exciting downstream cells. In normal propagation, Wang et al found
propagation delay of 100µs across the intracellular space, and also 100µs across the gap
junction. When GJ resistance was increased, a delay of 1ms was observed across the gap
junction.
They discuss that these effects are not observed ‘globally’ and that their simulated
extracellular potential (virtual electrogram) does not detect these localised changes in
conduction delay. This is different to the virtual electrogram result shown in the present
study, where the biphasic electrogram morphology is altered for slow conduction using
the discrete model. However, the model of Rudy and Wang only considered a localised
increase in resistance at the gap junction, but junctional capacitance was not included.
Additionally a different cell model type was used (Beeler and Reuter [1977] vs Luo–Rudy
I) which may have led to the differences in observation.
The difference in electrogram morphology seen in this model is supported by Rudy and
Quan [1991], who argue that each depolarisation in neighbouring cells are sufficiently
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separated in time, such that they are reflected as distinct deflections in the morphology
of the extracellular electrogram.
The role of sodium excitability in propagation was studied using the discrete model.
It was found that reducing sodium excitability decreased CV and also dV/dtmax, with
70% reduction leading to CV= 26cm/s and dV/dtmax = 93V/s, with conduction block
occurring for 80% reduction. This trend has previously been reported by Shaw and Rudy
[1997], who have shown that conduction continues up to and including 90% knockout of
gNa. Their study was used the Luo–Rudy dynamic model (LR–D) , and carried out on a
‘discrete’–like domain, with a different mathematical formulation not including junctional
capacitance, which may account for the differences.
A novel feature predicted by the present discrete model study, was of the attenuation
mechanism caused by increasing GJ resistance on the effects of decreasing peak sodium
excitability. It seems that the initial increase in dV/dtmax caused by the enlarged GJ
resistance may counteract the decrease in dV/dtmax in reduced gNa, which led to slow
propagation at 90% gNa knockout and initiation of an action potential with a decreased
spike morphology but unaltered AP duration. This result has not been investigated
in other studies to our knowledge, although Shaw and Rudy [1997] have found that the
presence of L type calcium current in very slow conduction extends the safety factor up to
90% from 80% without, suggesting that the presence of multiple mechanisms responsible
for conduction slowing may produce emergent behaviour which is cardioprotective.
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7.7.4 Differences between the 1D discrete and the 1D cable
model
Several key differences were highlighted between the continuous cable model and the
discrete model.
Conduction velocity as a function of resistance
A main feature was the robustness of the the linear relationship between resistivity and
conduction velocity predicted by cable theory, under large and small effective diffusivity
values D. The physiological range supports propagation at least1m/s in specific cardiac
tissue types; however it is well characterised experimentally that most mammalian hearts
have a theoretical maximum CV.
The discrete model reaches a theoretical maximum despite attempts to further decrease
gap junctional resistance, compared to the cable model which does not reach this limit.
At the lower end, it was not possible to induce conduction block in the cable model for
very finely resolved domains of 1.2µm. A domain of 6µm, which is much smaller than
the 250µm used by most whole heart in-silico studies [Trayanova, 2011, p.115] was found
to produce inaccurate CV compared to 1.2µm. Conduction block was observed in the
cable model at very high GJ resistances (low σj), which reproduces experimental data on
reduced GJ coupling [Beauchamp et al., 2012, Jansen et al., 2011].
Whilst the cable model is computationally less intensive than the discrete model, and
is a well accepted model for simulation normal propagation, the findings above suggest
that a more physiologically detailed tissue model should be used when modelling physical
problems involving very fast or very slow conduction, or when the size of the domain is
small enough for microscopic CV changes to be an important factor [Spach and Heidlage,
1995].
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Action potential upstroke
It was observed that under physiological modulation, dV/dtmax did not alter significantly
in the continuous cable model. By comparison, this had an initial increase followed by a
decrease for higher GJ resistances within the discrete model. Both of these phenomena
in cable and discrete models are consistent with literature [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004, Shaw
and Rudy, 1997].
Whilst this allows separation of parameters affecting structure (conductivity, diffusiv-
ity) and function (excitability), the two are intricately linked [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004].
Although the conduction of excitation wavefront is considered independent of the AP
repolarisation, there is a complex relationship between AP upstroke and conduction ve-
locity. It has been demonstrated experimentally that reduction of Cx43 (i.e. increase in
GJ resistance) is correlated with changes in the peak action potential upstroke dV/dtmax
[Dhillon, 2010, p.106]. Thus, it is important that physiological changes in dV/dtmax fol-
lowing changes in tissue resistivity (effective or local) are captured in the model.
Modelling the action potential foot
In Chapter 4, the use of the τap shape to estimate tissue resistivity and conduction param-
eters in papillary muscle tissue preparations was presented. The presence of τap indicates
the existence of electrotonic diffusion of a potential into neighbouring cells, thus allowing
the excitation wavefront to propagate. The ability to observe τap in computational mod-
els is important for matching and comparing experimental and theoretical models.
The cable model expressed τap = 0.30ms under slow conduction, and around 0.29
in normal conduction. τap was not present in a single cell simulation, due to the direct
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‘injection’ of a current stimulus in to the cell. The discrete model however, exhibited a
difference in τap between normal and slow conduction. In slow conduction, there was a
small double notch at the foot of the AP which may be attributable to diffusion of in-
tracellular potential from upstream neighbouring cells. The existence of multiple notches
agrees with existing studies on discrete models [Henriquez and Plonsey, 1987], with mul-
tiple humps indicating that local response generated at each junction travels down the
fibre; this is suggested to be indicative of an electrotonic prepotential.
Summary
One of the aims of the present work was to examine the limitations of continuum tissue
models in producing physiologically meaningful predictions. This has remained an open
challenge within the research field [Clayton et al., 2010], and this study has sought to
re–highlight the importance of discrete modelling in correctly modelling physiological
behaviour, in particular slow conduction, and for matching and comparing experimental
and theoretical models.
7.7.5 Applicability and limitations of the discrete model
Existing studies have taken more analytic approaches in 1D with passive transmembrane
currents in order to derive macroscopic conductivities [Trayanova and Pilkington, 1993,
Trayanova, 1996, Hand et al., 2009, Keener and Sneyd, 2009], or have introduced higher
dimensional discrete models with detailed ion channel kinetics, often at greater compu-
tational cost [Roberts, 2009, Stinstra et al., 2006, 2010].
Many existing studies have worked in 2D. Lesh et al. [1988] described an early computer
model for modelling fractionation. Spach and Heidlage [1995] carried out stochastic mod-
elling of propagation based on a 2D model of real myocytes with varying shapes and size.
The model had longitudinal propagation at 48cm/s and transverse at 15cm/s, with time
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to cross each cell longitudinally as 226±78µs and transactional delays of 87±32µs. Data
given as mean ±SD. dV/dtmax ranged from 162 ± 10V/s for longitudinal propagation.
Cabo and Boyden [2009] examined the effect of extracellular space on GJ remodelling in
AP excitation, whilst a series of studies by the Henriquez group (Hubbard et al. [2007],
Hubbard [2010], Jacquemet and Henriquez [2011], Kim [2010]) have also analysed the
discrete effects of factors such as cell shape, orientation, heterogeneity or GJ distribution
to examine effect on AP propagation or fractionation.
The discrete model in the present study is novel from existing studies on discrete cells,
as a 1D bidomain model with active ion channel kinetics, containing periodic intracellular
domains, coupled end–to–end by both gap junctions and membrane capacitance. As a 1D
model, it is inexpensive computationally and can be used to further examine questions
related to discrete cell models, such as the effect of altered membrane capacitance at
cell ends, or dynamic voltage–gated GJ resistance instead of modelling gap junctions as
passive resistors.
However, there are many geometrical effects which cannot be examined in 1D, such
as the effect of wavefront curvature, and the existence of re–entrant circuits. The discrete
model outlined can conceivably be implemented in 2D, which would hopefully provide
additional insight in to structural and functional mechanisms underlying AP propagation.
This study has modelled gap junctional conductances as being a fixed intercellular re-
sistance. A further extension to the model could be via implementation of time–dependent
dynamic gap junctional resistances, which have been reported in models [Vogel and Wein-
gart, 1998, Henriquez et al., 2001] and measured in cell pairs [Desplantez et al., 2007],
but have not been widely studied.
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Part III
Conclusions and Comments
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Chapter 8
Discussion
The aim of this thesis was to assess the factors affecting the validity of multi scale theoreti-
cal and experimental models of cardiac excitation under modulation of tissue conduction
properties. This chapter summarises the findings of the thesis, discusses the findings
against the stated research aims, and outlines limitations and future directions of study.
8.1 Summary of key findings
In Chapter 4, an experimental model of electrical propagation in a guinea pig papillary
muscle was established. Longitudinal tissue resistivity including a linear combination of
junctional (Rj) and cytoplasmic (Rc) resistivity was measured using the oil–gap technique
and impedance spectroscopy, with Rj contributing greater than half of the total effective
resistivity Ri. Microelectrode recordings on papillary muscle were carried out with Dr
Paramdeep Dhillon, with a linear relationship established between tissue resistivity and
conduction velocity (CV), as predicted by cable theory. The effects of gap junction (GJ)
uncoupler carbenoxolone (CBX) on resistivity and CV were assessed.
In Chapter 5, a monodomain tissue model with Luo-Rudy I ion channel kinetics was
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introduced in a 1D cable, representing a long strip of guinea pig ventricular papillary
muscle. The numerical accuracy of the implementation was verified. Modulation of diffu-
sion coefficient D led to decrease in CV, and no change in dV/dtmax, with no conduction
block achieved. Reduction in peak sodium excitability gNa decreased CV and dV/dtmax,
with conduction block after 80% reduction of gNa. No change was induced in the action
potential foot τap. The resultant electrogram in slow conduction had a smaller amplitude
and wider duration than in normal conduction.
Chapter 6 introduced the atrial myocyte–derived immortal cell line HL− 1, and the
non–invasive multi electrode array (MEA) system, which has potential applications in
understanding the electrogram under physiological slow conduction. Development of a
1D experimental cell culture model on this system required the ability to alter the shape
of cell monolayers and individual cells, and a novel technique was proposed to create
patterned cell culture on MEA plates. The process of technique optimisation was de-
scribed, and initial proof of concept results suggested that thin fibronectin–patterned
strands induced significant elongation and uniform orientation in HL-1 cells on the pat-
terns compared to thicker strands or simple monolayers. Cx43 labelling studies concluded
that it was not possible to mimic normal GJ distribution observed in-vivo. No electrical
recordings were successfully recorded during this technique optimisation.
Chapter 7 on discrete myocytes coupled by GJs formed the primary investigation
within the thesis. It was found that analytical 1D passive discrete cell models have been
investigated, as have full 3D computational models of active discrete cells in a block of
tissue. A novel 1D discrete cell model with active ion channel kinetics was introduced
and implemented, with a detailed validation process against analytical passive problems.
The numerical implementation was second order accurate in space, but exhibited large
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error and high sensitivity to choice of temporal and spatial discretisation.
The full model was coupled to the LR-1 guinea pig AP model, and was simulated sub-
ject to physiological modulation of GJ resistance Rj, cytoplasmic resistance Rc and peak
sodium excitability gNa.
It was found that increasing Rj and Rc both reduced CV, with a non-linear rela-
tionship. Slow conduction in Rj produced spatial activation wavefronts with significant
trans–junctional delays, which was not observed for increase in Rc. Conduction block in
both occurred below 3cm/s. The effect of modulating Rj led to alteration in the mor-
phology of the action potential foot τap. dV/dtmax increased initially as Rj increased,
then decreased immediately before conduction block was observed .
Decreasing peak sodium excitability led to conduction block after 70% knockout as well
as decrease in dV/dtmax. An interesting result was an increase in Rj attenuated the effect
of decreasing gNa on conduction block due to counteracting effects on dV/dtmax, with
slow conduction supported even at 90% knockout of gNa.
Finally, cable and discrete models were compared to assess predictions using both
models for similar propagation characteristics. Whilst no differences were observed for
normal conduction, the spatial activation wavefront, dV/dtmax, τAP and the resultant
virtual electrogram all differed at parameters simulating slow conduction.
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8.2 Addressing the study aims
8.2.1 Developing an integrative theoretical and experimental
approach for understanding cardiac conduction
The work in this thesis sought to undertake an integrative approach to research questions
concerning cardiac conduction and electrogram fractionation. This involved addressing
questions at one spatial scale using both theory and experiment, and also comparing
results on different spatial scales for a particular theoretical or experimental investigation.
Cardiac conduction in tissue
Cable theory is an established and accepted model in the literature [Kle´ber and Rudy,
2004, Plonsey and Barr, 2007], to which any further study or improvement must be com-
pared. The theoretical electrophysiology community has established a benchmark for
comparing numerical methods for solving cardiac physiology equations [Niederer et al.,
2011]. A key challenge for computational modellers is to obtain physiologically accurate
parameters for simulations.
The conductivity tensor D is the primary determinant of electrical conduction veloc-
ity in mono domain and bidomain models [Johnston, 2011, Roth, 1997, Moreau-Villeger
et al., 2006]. Constructing this tensor based on histology, magnetic resonance angiogra-
phy or other imaging techniques is a key research area [Clayton et al., 2010, Pop et al.,
2009], and this extends to the modelling of fibrosis and infarct border zone.
In the current study, a 1D cable model of conduction in guinea pig papillary muscle
was simulated using values of the 1D conductivity tensor D common in the theoretical
literature (0.001cm2/ms). Experimental measurement of effective and junctional resistiv-
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ity in guinea pig revealed the range of physiological resistivities which correspond closely
with theoretical values of D. However, these experimental measurements revealed that
junctional resistivity contributes a greater proportion (73%) of total effective resistivity
in mammalian myocardium than is commonly considered (50%), which is based on data
from frog myocardium. The oil–gap and micro electrode techniques are elegant methods
for direct measurement of physiological parameters, and combined together, produced a
set of linear relationships between resistivity and conductivity which reflect the prediction
made by cable theory.
Cardiac conduction in cells
Monolayer mapping of cultured cell monolayers have been used successfully in previous
investigations of cardiac conduction [Kucera et al., 2001, Rohr et al., 1997, Bub et al.,
2002, Kirkton, 2012, Bursac et al., 2002]. In this study, theoretical and experimental
approaches were taken towards creating a simple model of slow conduction.
A sub clone of the HL-1 cell line (HL1-6), with a baseline CV of around 3 − 4cm/s,
was identified as a novel model for investigating the relationship between slow conduction
and electrogram morphology in 1D. This required cells to be grown on glass cell culture
plates with embedded micro electrode arrays (MEA plates), which would permit extra-
cellular electrograms to be recorded.
Patterned monolayers of HL1-6 cells were induced by using the micro–contact printing
technique. This technique successfully induced significant elongation of cell length and
anisotropy ratio of the cells, for ‘thin’ strands of tissue, as well as decreasing the varia-
tion of cellular orientations. Cx43 distribution remained even around cell borders despite
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elongation of cells. These results have been confirmed by [Badie, 2010, p.62], indicating
that modifying cell shape and orientation alone in patterned monolayers is insufficient to
mimic gap junction distribution in myocardium.
A novel 1D bidomain model of excitation in discrete cells coupled by a parallel RC
circuit representing gap junctions and membrane capacitance was described and vali-
dated against an analytical model. The model exhibited cable theory–like behaviour at
conduction velocities greater than > 40cm/s, but at extreme slow conduction velocity
(< 6cm/s), long delays were seen at intercellular junctions, reproducing results from ex-
perimental studies in cell culture [Rohr et al., 1998].
The present work documents proof of concept and optimisation studies in each of the
areas listed above. A successful culmination of these three lines of work would ultimately
result in both theoretical and experimental descriptions of 1D conduction in elongated
cultured cells, with cell morphology similar to real tissue myocardium and with quantifi-
able biological parameters which can be introduced in to the model. This setup would
allow both simulation and direct measurement of the extracellular electrogram, which
can then be used to examine the signature of electrogram fractionation in arrhythmo-
genic tissue exhibiting slow conduction velocity.
8.2.2 Investigation of the physiological parameter range and
limitations of experimental models
The microelectode and oil–gap techniques are accepted experimental models for deriv-
ing physiological parameters for input in to theoretical studies [Chapman and Fry, 1978,
Cooklin et al., 1997]. The work carried out in this thesis, with the support and guidance
of Dr Paramdeep Dhillon and Ms Samantha Salvage, has measured tissue resistivity, ac-
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tion potential characteristics and conduction properties in guinea pig papillary muscle
samples.
It was discovered that a linear relationship exists between tissue resistivity and con-
duction velocity in the papillary muscle samples, as predicted by cable theory. However
the pharmacological agent (carbenoxolone) used to induce gap junctional uncoupling,
whilst having a time course effect in degree of tissue uncoupling, had no continued or
increased effect above a given dosage.
Resistivity and conduction velocity studies observed in the current study showed a 3×
change in resistivity for a conduction slowing of 15%. The range and effect of physi-
ological changes appeared to be limited, compared to theoretical studies in Chapter 5
where parameter values can be arbitrarily set. This suggests some limitation in using
experimental models and tools to assess physiological behaviour. Emergent phenomena
and specificity of pharmacological interventions are all effects which may compensate for
a pure mechanism. The experimental studies have suggested that certain biological inter-
ventions may be limited to a small range of effects, and also that it is unclear if and how
the linear relationship breaks down at extreme limits of pharmacological modulation.
8.2.3 Developing and investigating a discrete framework and
approach to understanding slow conduction
The focus in cardiac modelling in recent years has been in developing whole heart models
which simulate cardiac behaviour with a large domain and high number of variables
[Clayton and Panfilov, 2008, Clayton et al., 2010]. Whilst improving computational speed
and numerical methods have become a primary avenue of research [Arthurs et al., 2012,
Qu and Garfinkel, 1999, Lines et al., 2003], relatively few studies have worked to analyse
the accuracy of simulations [Niederer et al., 2011, Camara et al., 2011] or to investigate
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the validity of current models against biological datasets. The group of Henriquez has
been active in this latter topic, publishing several articles analysing the effect of detailed
cardiac monolayer models [Hubbard, 2010, Roberts, 2009, Stinstra et al., 2010].
The work described in this study sought to examine the effect of slow conduction,
which might occur in the in areas of high gap junctional uncoupling or lateralisation such
as infarct border zone following myocardial ischemia. It has been reported that saltatory
conduction from cell–to–cell occurs in slow conduction [Spach and Miller, 1981, 1982,
Rohr et al., 1998], and this suggested that modelling on the level of discrete cells would
be needed to study this phenomenon.
The mathematical discrete bidomain model described in Chapter 7 models piecewise
continuous ‘cables’ of individual cells, connecting to each other via a parallel RC cir-
cuit representing resistance due to gap junctions and capacitance, and to a continuous
extracellular space via ion channel kinetics. This differs from existing studies: analytic
studies did not contain functional ion channel kinetics [Keener and Sneyd, 2009], some
models of discrete tissue were in 3D [Stinstra et al., 2010], whilst Shaw and Rudy [1997]
only considered resistive coupling between cells in a monodomain model, without the
additional capacitance term. The simulations are also more spatially resolved than many
prior studies.
The results of the study compares well with publications in the Henriquez group, who
reported saltatory conduction, and also observed multiple humps in the action potential
upstroke under slow conduction velocity [Henriquez and Plonsey, 1987].
A parallel approach to develop an experimental model of discrete patterned cells in
culture was also described, to ultimately record and analyse the extracellular electrogram
during slow conduction. This was, to our knowledge, the first attempt in the literature
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to apply a patterned cell culture technique on to commercially available multi electrode
array (MEA) plates, on which the electrogram of slow conduction can be recorded. The
work described suggested proof of concept; further studies are required to fully develop
this experimental model.
8.2.4 Assessing the numerical and physiological parameters for
which continuum models produce physiologically mean-
ingful predictions
One dimensional models were described at two separate spatial scales - continuum models
where the behaviour of many cells are averaged at a single point, versus a discrete model
where individual cells were modelled as piecewise continuous cables. At high conduction
velocity, the characteristics of the propagation wavefront between the two models were
similar. At low conduction velocity, the propagation in the discrete model exhibited a
discontinuous, saltatory activation pattern, reproducing results from experimental stud-
ies on cell culture [Rohr et al., 1998].
The assumption for validity of the continuum model is that length constant λ is
greater than the length of a single myocyte [Keener and Sneyd, 2009]. Experimental
studies [Kle´ber and Rudy, 2004] would suggest, from the discussion of saltatory conduc-
tion observed in slow conduction, that λ is reduced under conditions of slow conduction.
This supports the finding in the current study that continuum models do not correctly
predict physiological behaviour under slow conduction in excitable tissue.
With reference to numerical parameters, it was noted in the current work that key
physiological parameters, such as conduction velocity and dV/dtmax were dependent on
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the spatial discretisation chosen for fixed physiological parameters, as has previously
been indicated [Clayton et al., 2010]. To eliminate variability due to numerical error,
the models were both simulated at high spatial resolution (∆x < 6µm), smaller than
∆x ∼ 0.1mm described in existing studies [Clayton et al., 2010]. The continuum model
did not capture physiological behaviour at slow conduction velocity. This suggests a
breakdown in the continuum model exists at a critical conduction velocity that cannot be
rectified via further numerical refinement. This leads to the conclusion that the optimum
model to capture the physiological behaviour under specific pathophysiological changes
is highly sensitive to model assumptions, which need to be readdressed whenever the
underlying biology changes.
8.3 Study limitations and future directions
The limitations and future directions of each line of work are summarised below.
8.3.1 Guinea pig work
Within the guinea pig conduction model, conduction slowing was induced using gap junc-
tional uncoupler carbenoxolone. The range of resistivities and conduction velocities (CV)
following pharmacological modulation was limited, and thus the physiological effect of
tissue resistivity on CV outside this range could only be hypothesised. Further experi-
mental design to carry out further functional studies of AP propagation would be crucial
for matching theoretical simulation to experimental data.
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8.3.2 Creating patterned strands in cell culture for electrogram
recording
The work described on patterned cell culture on MEA plates demonstrated proof of con-
cept, and that thin strands of < 30µm induced significant elongation and homogenised
orientation of cultured HL-1 cells, which in normal culture, exhibited elliptical or circu-
lar profiles with random orientations. The sample size of the study was small across all
results, with increased n numbers required to fully document and detail the validity of
the technique.
Reproducibility and viability of the patterned technique along with detailed quantifica-
tion of gap junctional functionality was not fully explored, and there remains room for
improvement before the technique can be described to be robust.
The key limitation of the patterned culture model was the failure to capture electro-
gram recordings in patterned culture cells within several days, after which cells outgrew
their pattern. Further work to characterise the signal to noise ratio of the system and the
underlying cells would aid completion of the project. Additionally it would be interest-
ing to use other cell lines or primary neonatal rat ventricular myocytes to explore other
options for recording electrograms in patterned culture.
8.3.3 Development of an HL-1 sub clone action potential model
An initial mathematical description to describe the action potential of the HL1-6 sub
clone was undertaken, although not included within the main results of the thesis. The
model was created by fitting to AP characteristics at baseline, but was unable to repro-
duce restitution properties, notably the maximum experimental pacing rate of 8− 10Hz
despite the APD of 20−30ms. Further collaborative work with experimental patch clamp
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specialists to ascertain existence and functional properties of further ion channels and gap
junctional distributions within the cell line is required, before a careful reconstruction of
the action potential model is completed.
Additionally, further work to fit mathematical descriptions of the currents to recorded
patch clamp data would aid in a more accurate biophysical description of the model.
8.3.4 Discrete cell model
The discrete cell model compared propagation behaviour via matching conduction ve-
locities that were induced by suitable adjustment of lumped physiological parameters.
A more realistic alteration would be to modify physiological parameters using values
suggested in literature or by additional experiment. This would truly permit analysis
of conduction velocities as a result of physiological changes, as well as gaining further
insight to discrete conduction at slow CV.
The full numerical discrete model with ionic channels exhibited high sensitivity to
temporal discretisation. Further studies need to be completed, possibly with indepen-
dent codes and implementations from other external groups to assess and quantify the
stability of the model and its accuracy.
It is possible that certain propagation characteristics observed in the work described
may have been a feature of the ionic channel model chosen (LR–1 in this case). It would
be interesting to couple the discrete model to other existing cell models to explore novel
insights due to existence of other currents.
Additionally, extending the model to two dimensions would allow investigation in to
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anisotropy ratios and effects of wavefront curvature on conduction slowing and subsequent
electrogram fractionation. Consideration of time–dependent dynamic gap junctional re-
sistivity would be a further extension which could provide insight on the effect of gap
junction formation and functionality.
8.4 Concluding remarks
This study set out to explore the validity of theoretical and experimental multi scale
models of action potential propagation. It described theoretical models of continuum
and discrete level cells in 1D and compared the models under physiological modulation.
Reduced gap junctional coupling helped to improve the safety factor as membrane sodium
excitability was decreased, leading to discontinuous propagation at very slow conduction
velocities. It was found that even at high spatial resolution, the continuum models did
not reproduce the saltatory conduction observed at low conduction velocity, which was
observed in the discrete model. The resultant simulated electrogram waveforms were
compared, and potential mechanisms responsible for the morphology of the resultant
electrograms were discussed. This study suggests the need to refine the continuous cable
model when simulating slow conduction induced by reduced gap junctional coupling or
by reduced membrane excitability.
Functional studies in intact guinea pig myocardium were completed to measure effec-
tive tissue resistivity and action potential characteristics using a microelectrode impale-
ment technique.
Lastly, development of a technique to create patterned cultures of HL1-6 cells on
microelectrode–embedded plates was undertaken, with initial results indicating feasibility
of the technique in inducing elongation and orientation of cells. Further work is required to
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fully develop an integrated theoretical and experimental model of conduction in discrete
cells, which can be used to gain further insight in to understanding the mechanisms
underlying electrogram fractionation.
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Appendix A
The equations of the Luo-Rudy I
model
This section presents the equations of the Luo-Rudy I cell model, as outlined in the
original paper by Luo et al Luo and Rudy [1991].
Fast sodium Current INa
INa = gNa ·m3 · h · j · (V − ENa)
For all V
αm =
−0.32(V + 47.13)
exp(−0.1(V + 47.13))− 1
βm = 0.08 exp(−V/11)
V ≥ −40mV
αh = 0
βh =
1/0.13
exp(V+10.66−11.1 ) + 1
αj = 0
βj = 0.3 · exp(−2.535 · 10
−7 · V )
1 + exp(−0.1(V + 32))
V < −40mV
αh = 0.135 · exp((V + 80)/− 6.8)
βh = 3.56 · exp(0.079V ) + 3.1 · 105 · exp(0.35V )
αj = (−1.2714 · 105 · exp(0.2444V )− 3.474 · 10−5 · exp(−0.04391V ))
× (V + 37.78)
1 + exp(0.311 · (V + 79.23))
βj = 0.1212 · exp(−0.01052 · V )
1 + exp(−0.1378 · (V + 40.14))
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Slow inward Current Isi
Isi = gSi · d · f · (V − ESi)
αd =
0.0950 exp(−0.010(V − 5))
exp(−0.072(V − 5)) + 1
βd =
(0.0700 exp(−0.017(V + 44))
exp(0.05(V + 44)) + 1
αf =
(0.0120 exp(−0.008(V + 28))
exp(0.15(V + 28)) + 1
βf =
(0.0065 exp(−0.020(V + 30))
exp(−0.2(V + 30)) + 1
Time–dependent potassium Current IK
IK = gK · x ·Xi · (V − EK)
αx =
0.0005 · exp(0.0830(V + 50))
exp(0.057(V + 50)) + 1
βx =
0.0013 · exp(−0.060(V + 20))
exp(−0.04(V + 20)) + 1
V > −100mV
Xi = 2.837 · exp(0.04(V + 77))− 1
(V + 77) exp(0.04. ∗ (V + 35))
V ≤ −100mV
Xi = 1
Time–independent potassium Current IK1
IK1 = gK1 ·K1∞ · (V − EK1)
αK1 =
1.02
1 + exp(0.2385(V − EK1 − 59.215))
βK1 =
0.49124 · exp(0.08032(V − EK1 + 5.476)) + exp(0.06175 · (V − EK1 − 594.31))
1 + exp(−0.5143(V − EK1 + 4.753))
Plateau potassium Current IKp
IKp = 0.0183 ·Kp · (V − EKp)
Kp =
1
1 + exp((7.488− V )/5.98)
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Background Current Ib
Ib = 0.03921(V − Eb)
Parameter Value Description Unit
gNa 23 Max conductance of INa mS/cm
2
ENa 54.4 Nernst potential of INa mV
gsi 0.09 Max conductance of Isi mS/cm
2
Esi 7.7− 13.0287 ln(Cai) Nernst potential of Isi mV
gK 0.282
√
Ko/5.4 Max conductance of IK mS/cm
2
EK −77.57 Nernst potential of IK mV
gK1 0.6047
√
Ko/5.4 Max conductance of IK1 mS/cm
2
EK1 −87.89 Nernst potential of IK1 mV
EKp −87.89 Nernst potential ofIKp mV
Eb −59.87 Nernst potential ofIb mV
Ko 5.4 Extracellular potassium concentration mM
Table A.1: Parameters within the Luo–Rudy I cell model
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Appendix B
Developing a mathematical model of
the action potential for the HL–1
clone 6 cell line
In this chapter, initial work to develop a mathematical model of an HL-1 sub clone cell line
is developed. An initial evaluation of the literature concerning functional characteristics
of the mouse atrial myoctye is performed, and existing mathematical models of rodent,
murine or atrial action potentials are considered. The model is developed based on
experimental data, collected and analysed in collaboration with other group members.
Testing and validation of the mathematical model’s behaviour is carried out via single
cell pacing and pacing of a mono domain model coupled with the model.
B.1 Background
The HL-1 is an immortal cell line derived from mouse atrial myocytes injected with a
tumour growth factor, as outlined in Section 6.1.2. The original cell line exhibited high
variability in electrical properties from cell to cell, and was subsequently cloned in to
6 stable subclones by Dr Emmanuel Dupont, with each sub clone exhibiting consistent
electrical phenotype [Dias, 2010].
The HL-1 cell line has been demonstrated experimentally as a novel in–vitro model
for studying cell–cell electrical conduction and the effect of pharmacological agents on
conduction slowing [Chowdhury, 2011]. Chapter 6 utilised the HL-1 line as a tool for
developing a technique of patterned cell culture, with the aim of using the slow intrinsic
conduction properties of the line to gain insight in to the electrogram under slow con-
duction.
There are no published mathematical models of the HL-1 cell line action potential.
This chapter documents initial work to develop a simple mathematical model of the
single cell electrical behaviour of the HL-1 sub clone 6 (denoted HL1-6) and examine its
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behaviour in a monolayer, based on experimental data and published literature.
B.2 Methods: Determining components of the HL-1
action potential
B.2.1 Data from literature
Claycomb et al. [1998], the original creator of the cell line reported existence of a voltage
dependent ‘IKr–like’ channel, saturating at +20mV and highly sensitive to dofetilide.
Sartiani et al. [2002] carried out further characterisation, examining the presence of
the funny current If in about 30% of HL-1 cells, with a maximal slope conductance
of 89.7 ± 0.4pSpF−1, an activation threshold between −50 and −60 mV, and reversal
potential at −20.8 ± 1.5mV . Action potentials were reported to have a triangular mor-
phology, with overshoot at +15mV and max diastolic potential of −69mV . Figure B.1
[White, 2003] summarises the main currents expressed in HL-1 cells up to 2003.
Figure B.1: Schematic depiction of HL-1 features. HL-1 express gap junction–forming
proteins Cx40, Cx43, Cx45. In particular, HL-1 cells have been reported to express If ,
ICa (L and T), INa, IK (inc IKr), and INaCa. Existence of Ito, IK1, IKATP currents have
been reported since this figure was published. Figure from White [2003].
Further ion channels in HL-1 have been reported. Voltage–dependent Ca2+ channels,
both L–type and T–type, were reported Xia [2004], although it was noted that both chan-
nels were only evident in 30% of cells, with 12% expressing neither channel. Reports on
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existence of specific potassium channels differ and no clear consensus has been reached:
these include the transient outward current (Ito) by Yang et al. [2005] and ATP–sensitive
K+ (IKATP ) by Fox et al. [2005], whilst Goldoni et al. [2010] reported and characterised
IK1 in HL-1 cells. Nobles et al. [2010] reported an inward rectifying K
+ current gated by
G proteins, whilst Schumacher et al. [2009] discusses possible existence of the ultra rapid
rectifier IKur.
In summary, experimental literature have indicate presence of a range of ion chan-
nels in the native HL-1 cell line, including sodium (INa), L-type and T-type calcium
(ICaL, ICaT ), pacemaker (If ), sodium calcium exchanger (INaCa) and a wide range of
potassium channels, including IKr, IK1 and IKur and IKATP .
B.2.2 Experimental HL1 subclone characterisation
Specific characterisation of the HL1 subclone cell lines 2 and 6 was carried out by Dias
[2010]. Immunoblotting techniques reported HL1-6 cells express Ca2 handling proteins
including the L-type calcium channel, sodium calcium exchanger (NCX) , ryanodine re-
ceptor 2 (RyR2) and sarco–endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) .
Electrophysiological studies on single cell revealed existence of functional voltage–
gated channels, and hyperpolarisation–activated funny current (If ). In monolayers, sub
clones were shown to express rhythmic release of intracellular Ca2+ and caffeine–releasable
stores indicating functional sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR).
Action potentials of the clone 6 line had a resting potential of −67mV , and a mean
APD50 of 17± 6ms with an overshoot of 28± 5mV . Individual currents: INa had a peak
activation value of −85± 14.3pA/pF and a reversal potential of 60mV . L-type calcium
currents had a peak activation value of −0.86± 0.04pA/pF obtained at −10mV . T-type
calcium currents had a peak activation value of −0.89 ± 0.03pA/pF obtained at 25mV .
If had a peak current activation of −32±pA/pF at −130mV . A sample AP of the HL-1
clone 6 is shown in Figure B.2.
Extraction of further parameters from in–vitro data
Dual cell patch clamp studies of HL1-6 cells were carried out by Dr Thomas Desplantez
(private communication). He established the following parameters for the HL1-6 cell:
resting potential of −66± 1.6mV , amplitude 104± 2.7mV and APD90 32± 12.2ms.
In monolayers, HL1-6 was reported to have an intrinsic frequency of 1.5− 2Hz Dias
[2010]. Maximum pacing rate was not determined by the APD of HL1-6; it was revealed
that HL1 − 6 could not be paced above 8Hz [Chowdhury, 2011, p.190], indicating a
refractory period for > 100ms.
Conduction velocity of the HL1-6 cell line was dependent on days after seeding, as
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Figure B.2: HL-1 clones 6 action potential, with resting potential of−67mV , an overshoot
of 28 ± 5mV and a mean APD50 of 17 ± 6ms. Figure reproduced with permission from [Dias,
2010, p.123].
monolayers became confluent. CV was reported as 3− 4cm/s [Dias, 2010] around 3− 4
days post seeding.
B.3 Results
The aim of developing this model was to create a theoretical AP model, which could be
coupled to a tissue or discrete cell model to simulate paced slow conduction observed in
designer experimental preparations, as outlined in Chapter 6. Thus, a requirement of the
model was to replicate in detail the AP initiation and upstroke, but to grossly capture
the remainder of the AP repolarisation.
B.3.1 Description of initial model
An initial mathematical model was described by adapting the Luo–Rudy I (LR1) model
[Luo and Rudy, 1991] described in Appendix A. The model was chosen due to its relative
simplicity, compared to other models such as LRD [Luo and Rudy, 1994] which contained
more complicated intracellular cycling contributing to the AP repolarisation phase, and
increased time of simulation.
Adjustments to the LR1 model were proposed to fit the resultant action potential
shape to experimentally recorded HL1-6 APs under patch clamp. The proposed changes
are outlined below.
Sodium channel
No change was proposed to the sodium channel of the LR-1 model, which is based on
the Beeler Reuter model Beeler and Reuter [1977]. This was based on the assumption
of sodium channels being mostly invariant between cell models of different species and
function.
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Repolarisation currents
Repolarisation currents were adapted to increase the rate of repolarisation, reducing the
APD from 350ms in the LR1 to 35ms in the HL1-6. Additionally, the resting membrane
potential in HL1-6 is −67mV compared to −84 in LR1.
The changes were obtained by rescaling parameters within the LR1 potassium chan-
nels, and observing the effect on the final AP shape. The final proposed changes were:
• Rescaling the equilibrium potential of the calcium–activated potassium rectifier,
(eK), by a factor of 0.86;
• Rescaling the equilibrium potential of the inward potassium rectifier, (eK1), by a
factor of 0.86;
• Increase of the peak potassium rectifier excitability, gK , by a factor of 5.
Calcium currents
The HL-1 exhibited existence of both L-type and T-type calcium channels, with calcium
transients recorded in HL1-6 cells through optical mapping studies [Dias, 2010]. The
L-type channel was modelled in the LR1 AP as an effective slow inward current, Isi.
The HL1-6 line exhibited a significantly shorter APD compared to the LR1 model. Thus
the peak slow inward current excitability, gSi, was reduced by 90%, to reduce the inward
current and decrease the APD. This was achieved by scaling to 0.1× the value presented
from the LR1 paper.
Other currents
The If funny current and sodium calcium exchanger NCX were not included in the present
model.
B.3.2 Electrophysiological Properties
Following the suggested changes to the LR-1 model, the proposed AP model, referred
to as the HL-1 AP model, was simulated using custom code developed in Matlab. A
single cell AP is presented in Figure B.3, along with an HL-1 AP recorded by Dr Thomas
Desplantez (private communication).
The proposed model matched the resting potential and amplitude of the experimental
data, although the APD90 was evaluated as 44ms at 2Hz pacing rate, compared to 32ms
in experimental models.
B.3.3 APD and restitution properties
The action potential duration at 90% repolarisation to baseline (APD90) was measured
as a function of increased pacing frequency in HL1-6 single cell simulations. The resulting
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Figure B.3: B.3a) Simulated HL1-6 AP in a single cell model. The cell was subject to
a 0.02ms stimulus at t = 10ms, with the stimulus > 1.2× stimulation threshold. The
simulated amplitude and resting potential were similar to experimentally recorded HL1-6
APs in B.3b). Experimental AP reproduced courtesy of Dr Thomas Desplantez.
restitution curve is shown in Figure B.4, with pacing frequency = 1/cycle length (CL).
It was found that the APD90 reduced from 44ms at 2Hz down to below 30ms at 20Hz
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Figure B.4: Simulated single cell HL1-6 restitution curve for pacing frequency between
2− 20Hz. No loss of capture was recorded up to and including 20Hz.
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pacing rate. Simulating pacing at up to 20Hz did not result in loss of capture. This
was contrary to experimental data where loss of capture was observed above 8Hz, which
indicated a refractory period of 100ms.
B.3.4 Coupling to the monodomain model
The HL1-6 AP model described above was coupled to a 1D mono domain cable with
diffusion coefficient D = 0.0005cm/s, and an excitation wavefront was initiated from the
beginning of the cable following an injected stimulus.
It was found that simulation of the continuous mono domain cable coupled to an
HL1-6 AP model under D = 0.0005cm2/ms produced conduction velocities (CVs) iden-
tical to simulations using the standard LR-1 AP model with the same D, in the order of
> 40cm/s (data not shown).
Optical mapping studies of HL1-6 monolayers Dias [2010] have previously charac-
terised baseline CV of 2 − 4cm/s. Whilst modulating D to match conduction velocities
seen in experiments was an option, this was not pursued further in the present study.
The physiological interpretation of modulating D was unclear due to the large number
of unknown parameters which affect the value of D.
B.4 Discussion
In this chapter, an initial proof of concept attempt to mathematically describe the action
potential behaviour of the HL-1 clone 6 cell line was outlined. The literature on functional
ion channels in HL-1 cells was explored, and an initial mathematical was proposed, based
on adaptation of the LR1 AP model to fit the morphology of the recorded HL1-6 AP. The
proposed model was coupled within a cable tissue model to test conduction properties.
B.4.1 Choice of currents for the HL1-6 model
Several experimental studies have published accounts of ion channels expressed in the
HL-1 cell line, e.g. Claycomb et al. [1998], Fox et al. [2005], Sartiani et al. [2002], White
[2003], Yang et al. [2005]. Existence or absence of specific potassium channels are the pri-
mary cause of discrepancy, with recent studies indicating existence of IKur [Schumacher
et al., 2009], IK1 [Goldoni et al., 2010] or IKACh [Nobles et al., 2010].
One common point of existing studies indicated the high variability within the HL-1
cell line, which is indicated by studies which found that the funny current If was ex-
pressed in only 30% of HL-1 cells [Sartiani et al., 2002]. This led to sub–cloning of the
line by Dr Dupont as described earlier. However a challenge remains to fully interpret
the literature to decide which publications are relevant for the sub clone in question, and
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thus which ion channel currents to include within the model.
The HL1-6 AP model presently described used a modified version of the well estab-
lished LR1 guinea pig ventricular AP model. This was an initial attempt to tweak an
existing mathematical model to reproduce experimental result, based on the work of
Dias Dias [2010] which indicated presence of sodium, potassium and calcium and funny
currents. The aim was to develop a simplistic model which reproduced upstroke and
conduction characteristics in detail, but otherwise preserved gross APD and restitution
properties.
Whilst the AP shape, and resting potential were closely matched to experimentally
measured values, several currents were omitted. The model did not include all ionic
features describe in the literature, such as the funny current If , the sodium calcium
exchanger NCX, and intracellular calcium cycling. Omission of these could lead to key
physiological mechanisms being ignored. Additionally, it can be argued that it would be
better to adopt an existing atrial model rather than a ventricular model, given the origin
of the HL-1 as a mouse atrial myocyte cell line.
Further work should be completed to extensively characterise the existence of partic-
ular ion channels within the HL-1 clone 6 cell line before the AP model is finalised.
B.4.2 Restitution properties of the model
A restitution curve generated for the proposed model did not agree with experimental
observation of a refractory period of 100ms (8Hz) [Chowdhury, 2011]. The present
model exhibited a decrease in APD following increase in pacing frequency, but no loss of
capture was observed up to 20Hz. This phenomenon may be correlated with lengthened
sodium channel inactivity Dias [2010], which could result in a greater refractory period
despite the recovery of the cell to resting potential.
Redesign of the mathematical model to account for the long inactivation period of
the sodium channel may refine the model more closely to experiment. Further single cell
experimental work to determine a restitution curve for the HL1-6 model would help to
inform design of the sodium channel expressed within the sub clone.
B.4.3 Conduction properties of the model
Conduction properties of the AP model was considered by coupling the HL1-6 AP model
to a mono domain cable, representing 1D propagation or a planar wavefront along a
monolayer.
The conduction velocity obtained in the theoretical simulation was an order of mag-
nitude greater than experimentally recorded CV. In a cable model, CV is modulated by
diffusion coefficient D, which is normally estimated from tissue parameters. In order to
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correctly capture conduction properties, D requires careful estimation from physiologi-
cal parameters; however there were several biological unknowns and determinants of D,
listed below, which can make its estimation a challenging task:
Cell size and morphology
Cells within natural monolayers exhibit a more circular profile and are not anisotropic.
This alters the surface to volume ratio described within the definition of D = 1
βCmRi
,
which may significantly alter the value of D chosen.
Cytoplasmic resistivity
The cytoplasmic resistivity was not measured or estimated in the present study.
Gap junctions not preferentially localised on short cell ends in monolayers
It has been shown [Chowdhury, 2011, Dias, 2010] that circular profiled cells in culture
exhibit even distribution of Cx43 around the entire cellular perimeter. This ‘uniform lat-
eralisation’ –type effect may determine junctional longitudinal and transverse resistivity
values (Ωcm), resulting in a change in effective tissue resistivity and subsequent value of
D.
Reduced gap junctional conductances within the HL1-6 line
The HL1-6 has been demonstrated to express connexin-making siena, and connexin ex-
pression levels were comparable against cells of atrial origin [Dias, 2010, p.163], yet the
levels of conductance measured in coupled HL1-6 myocytes were inferior. This could to be
due to reduced number or functionality of GJ channels at the membrane in cell culture
compared to in-vivo systems. Additionally, the connexin composition of GJ channels,
which would lead to different GJ types with different unitary conductances, may be dif-
ferent in the HL1-6 line Dias [2010]. Further experimental study would help to determine
parameter values which can then be used to calculate effective junctional resistivity for
use in simulation.
B.4.4 Summary
The model proposed in this chapter constitutes an initial attempt to mathematically
describe the functional characteristics of the HL1-6 cell line in a monolayer, based on
ion channel behaviour, gap junctional expression and coupling. Further refinement and
ongoing collaboration between experimental and theoretical development is required to
fully characterise the behaviour of the cell line. Analysis of patch clamp studies and curve
fitting would allow a more biophysical characterisation of the HL1-6 action potential
model.
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Appendix C
A simple mathematical model of
discrete coupled cells
A simple mathematical mono domain model of voltage potential in cells coupled by a
parallel resistance (representing gap junctions) and membrane capacitance was explored,
as a preliminary study to investigate the analytical behaviour of simple cells to a boundary
stimulus. Specific boundary conditions coupling the cells are varied to examine the effect
on the final solution. The extracellular potential is assumed to be negligible and is omitted
from the present work.
Analytical solution of the intracellular potential: An unsteady two cell prob-
lem
Consider a coupled pair of cells in 1D, each of length L, with ui(x, t); i = 1, 2, representing
the voltage potential for each cell respectively. Aligning the cells together with the first
cell beginning at the origin, the intracellular potential is governed by Laplace’s equation:
σ1
∂2u1
∂x2
= 0, (C.1)
σ2
∂2u2
∂x2
= 0, (C.2)
with σ1 and σ2 the conductivity of the cell. The partial differential equations are subject
to the following boundary and matching conditions:
u1 = D(t) at x = 0 (C.3)
(σ1
∂u1
∂x
) · n = Cm∂(u1 − u2)
∂t
+G(u1 − u2) at x = L (C.4)
(σ2
∂u2
∂x
) · n = −Cm∂(u1 − u2)
∂t
−G(u1 − u2) at x = L (C.5)
∂u2
∂x
= 0 at x = 2L (C.6)
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where D(t) is a specified time dependent stimulus, G is the effective resistance due to
gap junctions at the boundary and Cm is the capacitance at the boundary.
This admits the solutions:
u1 = α(t)x+ β(t), (C.7)
u2 = γ(t)x+ δ(t). (C.8)
Applying the boundary conditions at x = 0, 2L we find
β(t) = D(t) (C.9)
γ(t) = 0 (C.10)
The two boundary conditions at x = L become
σ1α(t) = Cm(α
′L+D′ − δ′) +G(αL+D − δ), (C.11)
−σ2γ(t) = −Cm(α′L+D′ − δ′)−G(αL+D − δ). (C.12)
Adding these gives
σ1α(t) = σ2γ(t)⇒ α(t) = 0 (C.13)
Finally, rearrange and are left with the expression:
Cm
∂
∂t
(D(t)− δ(t)) = −G(D(t)− δ(t)) (C.14)
This is a first order ODE for y = D(t)− δ(t), which we can solve to find:
δ(t) = D(t)− A1 exp−(G/Cm)t (C.15)
for some constant A1. The solution is:
u1 = D(t) (C.16)
u2 = D(t)− A1 exp (−G/Cm)t (C.17)
This implies that u1 is isopotential within the first cell, varying with D(t), and that
within the second cell, u2 is also isopotential, starts as D(0)−A1 and tends to D(t) as t
increases, with a time constant of Cm/G.
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n coupled cells, boundary condition at the end
Repeating the above calculation for n cells, we obtain a general solution for ui:
u1(x, t) = D(t) (C.18)
ui(x, t) = D(t)−
(
i−1∑
j=1
Aj
)
exp−(G/Cm)t (C.19)
This implies that the solution in each cell is isopotential, with each cell triggering its
neighbour to tend towards D(t) with a time constant of Cm/G.
Two coupled cells, mixed boundary condition at the end
A mixed Robin boundary condition is substituted at the end of the last cell to explore
the change in the analytical solution.
u(x) + k
∂u
∂x
= 0 at x = 2L (C.20)
Applying this condition to the trial solution ui = αi(t)x + βi(t), i = 1, 2, a relation can
be found between α2 and β2:
β2 = −α2(2L+ k) (C.21)
Substituting this into the boundary condition at the cell-cell interface,
σ1α1 = −σ2α2 = Cm(α′1L+ β′1 + α′2L+ kα′2) +G(α1L+ β1 + α2L+ kα2). (C.22)
Also, it is known from above that:
α1 =
σ2
σ1
α2 (C.23)
and, using the boundary condition on the first cell to obtain β1(t) = D(t), the following
expression is obtained:
Cm
(
(
σ2
σ1
L+ k + L)α′2 +D
′
)
+G
(
(
σ2
σ1
L− σ2
G
+ k + L)α2 +D
)
= 0 (C.24)
Rearranging, and defining:
ξ =
σ2
σ1
L− σ2
G
+ k + L
σ2
σ1
L+ k + L
,
a first order ODE is obtained as follows:
α′2 +
ξG
Cm
α2 = − G
Cm
D −D′ (C.25)
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Solving this with an integrating factor, this gives:
α2(t) = exp− ξG
Cm
t
(∫
exp
ξG
Cm
t(− G
Cm
D −D′) dt+B
)
for some initial condition B. The right hand side of this expression can be simplified by
integrating the D′ term by parts to obtain:
α2(t) = exp− ξG
Cm
t
[
−[D exp ξG
Cm
t]−
∫
D
G
Cm
(1− ξ) exp ξG
Cm
t dt+B
]
(C.26)
Simplifying by defining:
η =
[
−[D exp ξG
Cm
t]−
∫
D
G
Cm
(1− ξ) exp ξG
Cm
t dt+B
]
,
this gives the solution:
u1(x, t) = η
σ2
σ1
exp(− ξG
Cm
t)x+D(t) (C.27)
u2(x, t) = η exp(− ξG
Cm
t)(x− 2L− k) (C.28)
This solution is no longer isopotential in each cell, but admits a linear solution with the
gradient determined by multiple parameters including the conductivity of each cell, the
size of the gap junctional resistance and the capacitance. The solutions belong to a family
of solutions due to the constants of integration.
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